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Summary

There is a growing recognition that there is a requirement for methods of age estimation of the living to be rigorously tested to ensure that they are accurate, reliable and valid for use in forensic and humanitarian age estimation. The necessity for accurate and reliable methods of age estimation are driven both by humanitarian, political and judicial need.

Age estimation methods commonly in use today are based on the application of reference standards, known as atlases, which were developed using data collected from children who participated in longitudinal studies in the early to mid-1900s. The standards were originally developed to provide a baseline to which radiographs could be compared in order to assess the child’s stage of skeletal development in relation to their chronological age, a purpose for which they are still utilised in the medical community.

These atlases provide a testable link between skeletal age and chronological age which has been recognised by forensic practitioners who have essentially hijacked this medical capability and applied it to their fields. This has resulted in an increased use of these standards as a method of predicting the chronological age from the skeletal age of a child when the former is unknown. This novel use of the atlases on populations who are distinct, ethnically, temporally and geographically, from those whose data was gathered and was used in the design of the standard leaves the forensic outcomes vulnerable to challenge in court. This study aims to examine the reliability and accuracy of these standards in relation to a modern population, providing a sound statistical base for the use of these standards for forensic purposes.
Radiographs were collected from the local hospital from children who had been X-rayed for investigation during attendance at the local A&E department. Four body areas were selected for investigation; the hand-wrist, the elbow, the knee and the foot-ankle and tests were undertaken to assess the radiographs using six commonly uses methods of age estimation. Further images of the wrist and elbow were collected from children in New Delhi, India. These images were subject to age estimation utilising the methods described.
Hypothesis

That the standards which are commonly used in age estimation of the skeleton are appropriate, robust and reliable enough to be utilised in the age estimation of an individual from a modern population for forensic purposes.

Aims

To test six standards used in age estimation in the living on a modern population from the North-East of Scotland.

To examine the robusticity of an analysis of a radiograph of the right side of the body using a standard based entirely on images from the left side of the body.

Objectives

1. To collect radiographs (both anterior-posterior and lateral where appropriate) from 4 anatomical areas; the hand-wrist, the elbow, the knee and the foot ankle from female and male children aged between birth and 20 years of age. Data to be collected to include; sex, Date of birth (DOB) and date of image acquisition.

2. To collect radiographs from an equivalent population in New Delhi India for comparison with those collected from the Scottish population.

3. To identify 6 radiographic age estimation methods which are in common use today and test them on the dataset of collected radiographs.
4. To undertake a statistical analysis of the results of the age estimations undertaken using the age estimation methods to assess the reliability of the methods in relation to chronological age.

5. To test the repeatability of the methods by devising an inter-observer test for each method.

6. To compare methods using appropriate statistical methodologies to understand the relationship between them.

7. To test whether the side of the body which is radiographed affects the accuracy of age estimation.

8. To compare radiographs of the right side of the body with radiographs of the left side of the body to understand whether the maturational development of each side differs significantly.
1 Literature Review

Chronological age is defined as the time that has passed since an individual was born and is usually measured in days, weeks and months for young children and in years for older children. Whilst various cultures measure the passing of time in different ways, in many countries chronological age has become a significant part of a person’s identity. As a result the ability to prove chronological age has become a major component of daily life and, most importantly for vulnerable children, is a way of accessing support and education. The inability to prove age to those in authority through the production of documentation, can lead to access to resources being restricted as the individual is treated, perhaps incorrectly, by society and the law as an adult. The treatment of an adult as a child, whilst less potentially harmful for the individual themselves has implications for the safety of others when they are housed with vulnerable children and limits the resources available to those who are in genuine need. Access to accurate and reliable age estimation techniques is undeniably extremely important in these cases where there is no other evidence to support a claim.

In cases where it is not possible to provide evidence of age, there are a number of methods that can be used to estimate chronological age, all of which rely on the maturational changes which an individual undergoes as they progress through childhood. Age estimation assessments relate to the process of establishing the probable chronological age of an individual based on indicators of maturation. These indicators can be grouped into three types, all of which
can be assessed independently; cognitive, psychosocial and biological. Whilst the first two are involved in a large proportion of the age estimation assessments carried out in the UK, age estimations based on biological changes are also undertaken, often for the court. Age estimations involving biological maturation are the leading type of age estimation carried out in most of the remainder of the EU. These biological age estimations assess maturational changes which can be observed in the dentition and skeleton as the child progresses to adulthood.

Age estimation using biological indicators is performed on both the living and the deceased. Each age estimation is ultimately an assessment of biological maturity which is then translated by the practitioner into an estimation of ‘probable’ chronological age. For the purposes of age estimation of the deceased there are a large number of techniques ranging from the very invasive to the less invasive. For the age estimation of those who are living, invasive age techniques are inappropriate so the utilisation of non-invasive imaging modalities including radiographs, computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) are applied to enable observation of changes to biological tissues such as bones and teeth.

Age estimation in the living has relevance to a number of areas of serious crime investigation including child pornography, human trafficking, asylum and immigration issues, perpetrators and victims of crime, cross-border adoptions and international competitive sports. Recent decades have seen a significant increase in requests for age estimation as a result of activities in these areas.

In the UK, where the registration of births is mandatory, it is rare to be unable to provide some evidence of chronological age but for a number of reasons many
children who cross borders or who are displaced or otherwise in a vulnerable situation, are not in this position. Frequently they do not have records which are considered adequate or accurate as proof of age. A large number of these children may originate in countries where births are rarely, if ever, registered and where documentary proof of age simply does not exist. Another significant group may have been displaced due to war or natural disaster during which any documentation may have become lost or mislaid. A final group may set out to deliberately conceal their date of birth or have been provided with false papers by their traffickers and therefore when their age is questioned they are unable to provide appropriate and legitimate proof of the age that they claim.

In the UK, as in many other countries, being recognised as a child ensures age-appropriate care and access to education (HMSO, 1989; Kvittingen, 2010). The status of childhood is defined in legislation and lasts up to the age, again defined in legislation, at which an individual is considered to have moved into adulthood. In the UK this change occurs at the designated chronological age of 18 years (section 105(1) Children Act (1989), at which point an individual is considered an adult and legislation which is designed to safeguard children no longer applies. For those who cross borders into the country therefore being older or younger than 18 years of age is highly significant in terms of whether they are entitled to education and full time care (Bolton, 2011). This has implications for the receiving country in terms of provision of support and for the individual themselves in terms of that support (HMSO, 1989). For those who have become victims during their journey, or upon entering the UK, their age will make a difference both in relation to their treatment by the state and to the level of charges which are brought on their abusers.
1.1 The extent of the problem

The exact number of individuals who might find themselves in a position in which their age is disputed is difficult to establish. Numbers can vary from agency to agency depending on their access to data and method of presentation of that data (Bhabha and Finch, 2006). Since 2000, more than 15,000 unaccompanied minors are known to have entered the UK (Bhabha and Finch, 2006). Within Europe, in 2008 alone, there were 11,292 unaccompanied minors applying to enter the 22 member states of the EU (Home Office, 2008a; 2009). Many of these were unable to prove their age and as a result were obliged to undergo age estimation procedures. In the UK, in 2008, there were 4,285 applications from unaccompanied children of which 1,400 (32.7%) were age disputed (Law et al., 2010). The number of age disputes as a percentage of those entering the country has only been recorded since 2004 but this total has remained fairly consistent up until the present day (41-45% of all unaccompanied asylum seeking children, although the figures do vary slightly, again according to the source and the way in which data is defined, collected and calculated (Home Office, 2010; Kvittingen, 2010; Law et al., 2010).

These figures do not take into account the large number of children who are estimated to have been victims of child trafficking each year, or who cross into countries without coming to the attention of the Border Agencies (CEOP, 2009; 2011). Whilst these children do not always come to the notice of authorities immediately, when they do, their age becomes of importance not only in relation to their care but also in relation to the prosecution of those who have preyed
upon them. Child trafficking is becoming an increasingly common problem world-wide, with estimates of victim numbers ranging between 1 and 1.2 million children annually, although this is an estimate since the true numbers affected are not known (I.L.O, 2002).

The countries of origin of those who find themselves undergoing age disputes varies depending upon political and other upheavals which are occurring on a world-wide basis (Bhabha and Finch, 2006). In 2008 the top 10 countries of origin for unaccompanied children were (Home Office, 2008b):

- Afghanistan
- Iraq
- Iran
- Eritrea
- China (including Taiwan)
- Somalia
- Bangladesh
- India
- Sri Lanka
- Albania

Age estimations which involve the assessment of both skeletal and dental maturity rely on the use of standards to estimate the level of maturity that has been achieved. The increased requirement for accurate means of establishing the age of those who are crossing borders has led to a series of reviews of the methods which are available to those who undertake these assessments (Flood et al., 2011; Schmidt et al., 2008b; Schmidt et al., 2008c). Central to this work is a re-examination of the body of work which acts as a standard against which members of modern and very diverse populations are compared (Demirjian et al., 1973; Greulich and Pyle, 1959; Tanner et al., 2001; Tanner et al., 1975; Thiemann et al., 2006)
The increased requirement for age estimation in the living has led to a concomitant increase in research into age estimation practices and their effect on those who are caught up in the whole process (Bhabha and Finch, 2006; Bolton, 2011; Clarke, 2011; Crawley, 2007; Kvittingen, 2010; Smith and Brownlees, 2011). The literature which is available on these studies is substantial and for this literature review only the most relevant have been included. For a list of all of the literature which has been consulted in relation to this body of work please see Appendix 1.

1.2 International Legislation

Two of the most influential documents which have provided guidance on age estimation practices and legislation in relation to age estimation of suspected minors are the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) (1989) and the UNHCR Guidelines on Policies and Procedures in Dealing with Unaccompanied Children Seeking Asylum (1997). Legislation in many of the countries of Europe centre on the guiding principles which have been laid out in these documents. These principles enumerate the rights of the child and the responsibility of governments in relation to those rights. These include the right of access to education and living conditions which meet their physical, social and mental needs and importantly that ‘the best interests of the child must be a top priority in all actions concerning children.’ (United Nations, 1989). In addition every member state of the European Union (EU) has a duty placed on them by the Charter of Fundamental Rights and Freedoms (Convention., 2000) to take into account human rights guidelines during the development of new legislation.
In common with the UK, most European countries recognise the age of 18 chronological years as the age at which an individual ‘attains maturity’, at this point they cease to be considered a child with all the concomitant rights to resources such as education and social care and become legally recognised as an adult, this is reflected in Article 1 in the CRC (United Nations, 1989);

‘For the purposes of the present Convention, a child means every human being below the age of eighteen years unless under the law applicable to the child, majority is attained earlier.’

In addition to this important chronological age of 18, there are a number of other specified chronological ages which are also legally significant for children (Table 1.1) although these can vary between countries (Table 1.2). A number of these additional ages have also become of increasing interest in relation to age estimation since without paperwork or other ‘proof’ of age it is not easy to establish if a child has reached these legal thresholds (Baumann et al., 2009).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Chronological Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Get married or register a civil partnership with consent</td>
<td>16 years of age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consent to sexual activity with others 16 and over</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leave school on the official school leaving date</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Get a national security number</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consent to medical treatment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apply for a passport with parental consent</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Considered a ‘juvenile’ offender if convicted of a crime and dealt with in Youth Court except for serious crime</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Vote                                                                    | 18 years of age   |
| Buy cigarettes, tobacco                                                 |                   |
| Marry or register a civil partnership                                   |                   |
| Age at which become a ‘young’ offender if convicted of a crime          |                   |
| Can be sentenced to detention in a young offenders institution           |                   |
| Children Act 1989/2004 no longer applies                               |                   |

| Age at which considered an ‘adult’ offender if convicted of a crime     | 21 years of age   |
| If found guilty will be sentenced to detention in adult prison          |                   |

Table 1.1: An overview of some of the activities which are age specific in the UK.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Age of criminal responsibility</th>
<th>Age of consent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 years</td>
<td>England and Wales, Switzerland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 years</td>
<td>Scotland, Ireland, Netherlands,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 years</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 years</td>
<td>Denmark, Austria, Estonia, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Romania, Russia, Slovenia, Spain,</td>
<td>Albania, Austria, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Estonia, Hungary, Germany, Italy, Liechtenstein, Macedonia, Montenegro, Portugal, Serbia,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 years</td>
<td>Czech Republic, Finland, Iceland, Norway, Sweden.</td>
<td>Czech Republic, Denmark, Faroe Islands, France, Greece, Iceland, Poland, Romania, Sweden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 years</td>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>Belarus, Belgium, Latvia, Northern Cyprus, Finland, Lithuania, Netherlands. Norway, Russia, Switzerland, England, Wales and Scotland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 years</td>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>Ireland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 years</td>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>Malta, Turkey</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.2: Examples of country-specific ages of importance.
1.3 National Legislation and Guidance in the UK

In 1991 the UK ratified the CRC with reservations. These reservations were primarily concerned with matters connected to immigration control and child detention and were the subject of much criticism until 2008 when the UK government finally signed up to the CRC in its completeness (Bolton, 2011). This change in policy means that any, and all, decisions made in relation to children who are involved in immigration must comply fully with the guidelines presented in the CRC (United Nations, 1989). This has had a significant effect on policy and on the workings of bodies such as the UK Border Agency who are often, although not always, the first point of contact for any child who enters the country. In the UK the CRC is only justiciable through either case law or through challenges to cases in which rights as specified by the CRC are not upheld. One direct result of the ratification of the entire CRC by the UK without reservation has been the introduction of s55\(^1\) Borders, Citizenship and Immigration Act (HMSO, 2009). This places a duty on all statutory bodies, with a special emphasis on the Secretary of State to ‘safeguard and promote the welfare of children who are in the United Kingdom’. Since 2008 this relates not only to children who are already in the UK, but also to those who are current within the immigration process (Bolton, 2011).

The introduction of s55 Borders, Citizenship and Immigration Act (2009) ensures that any child who is unable to prove his/her age, and whose age is subsequently disputed, has to be treated as a child with all of the accesses to resources outlined in the Children Act (1989) until such times as their claim is substantiated or rejected, unless they are considered to be clearly above the

\(^1\) Section 55
age of 18 years. Whilst s55 places a duty on the Secretary of State to ensure that s55 and its guidelines on the welfare of children within the immigration process is carried out (Home Office, 2011), in reality there is little or no guidance from central government on the issue of age assessment and how this should be undertaken, this is summed up by Mr Justice Collins in 2009, where he specified that Parliament has made it clear that this is a decision that should be made by the ‘relevant authority’\(^2\). In reaction to this lack of input from statutory bodies, the Court of Appeal has also suggested that the Government should review the need for official guidelines\(^3\). As a result of this lack of guidance from government, age estimation and the handling of age disputes has become based on case law of which a significant body has accrued in relation to age estimation cases, especially in the last decade (Luh \textit{et al.}, 2011).

Due to the lack of political guidance in relation to the specific manner by which age estimation processes should be performed, some local authorities and to a lesser extent the UKBA (UK Border Agency) have created their own guidelines (Hillingdon, 2005; UKBA). Most of the age estimations undertaken in the UK are performed by qualified social workers (Kvittingen, 2010; Luh \textit{et al.}, 2011). Whilst there is no prescribed method by which an age estimation should be performed, any age estimation undertaken by social workers does have to be Merton compliant in accordance with the guidelines laid down by Stanley Burton J. in the High Court in 2003 in \textit{B v London Borough of Merton} [2003] EWHC 1689 (Admin)\(^4\). The resultant age determinations have been subject on

\(^2\) \textit{A v. London Borough of Croydon and Secretary of State for the Home Department; WK v. Secretary of State for the Home Department and Kent County Council}, [2009] EWHC 939 (Admin)

\(^3\) \textit{R (FZ) v London Borough of Croydon} [2011] EWCA Civ 59

\(^4\) \textit{B v London Borough of Merton} [2003] EWHC 1689 (Admin)
occasion to challenge initially due to claims that the assessment itself contravened the Merton guidelines. In 2008 the Supreme Court in *A v London Borough of Croydon and Anor; M v London Borough of Lambeth and Anor* [2009] UKSC 8 ("A v Croydon")\(^5\) ruled that ‘whether the issue ‘child or not’ is a question of ‘precedent’ or ‘jurisdictional fact’ to be decided by the court on the balance of probabilities’ since the local authority had committed an error of law if its decision was incorrect. The Supreme Court on this occasion also concluded that despite the fact that experts can come to a wide range of decisions on the age of an individual during the process of an age dispute, age is an objective and immutable part of an individual’s identity for which there is only one correct but many incorrect answers. The courts as a result are permitted, and should, come to their own conclusion on the age of the individual presenting before them. In conclusion this ruling meant that an age estimation undertaken by the local authority, previously only open to dispute if there was doubt of its Merton compliance was now open to challenge whereby it would be for the Administrative Court to determine the accuracy of the decision of the local authority. This ruling has led to an increase in the number of age dispute challenges, as of 23th January 2011 there were a total of 64 age assessment cases at various stages on the Administration Courts records\(^6\).

In examining the merits of different types of age estimation methods Collins J. concludes that *While I recognise that age determination impacts on all aspects*

\(^5\) *R (on the application of A) v Croydon London Borough Council* [2009] 1 WLR 2557

\(^6\) *R (FZ) v London Borough of Croydon* [2011] EWCA Civ 59
of the asylum process…..the reality is that there are no reliable means whereby an exact conclusion can be reached'.

The conclusions reached by the court echo the opinions held by the Royal College of Paediatrics and Child Health (RCPCH) who stated in 1999 that ‘age determination is an inexact science and the margin of error can sometimes be as much as 5 years either side’ (Levenson and Sharma, 1999). In their report ‘The Health of Refugee Children-Guidelines for Paediatricians’, Levenson and Sharma (1999) do not rule out the possibility of paediatricians undertaking age assessments but argue that any age estimation should be the result of a holistic examination of the child which must take into account social history as well as their skeletal maturation and other anthropometric measurements. The RCPCH has not changed their advice on age assessments since this publication, simply reiterating the opinion outlined above (RCPCH, 2007). The College admits that biological age assessment requires the use of radiographs, but refers readers to the statement by the Royal College of Radiologists (RCR) in 1996 as best practice (Watt, 1996). The RCR stated both in 1996 and again in 2007, that the use of ionising radiation-based imagery for any procedure except those at a time of clinical need is unjustified, although in cases of clear consent from the individual involved, a radiograph of the left hand/wrist could be taken as this presents the least harm to the person (Hubbard, 2007). Taking images for medico-legal purposes is legal in the UK (DEFRA, 2004; HMSO, 2000) but the practitioner taking the image has a responsibility to ensure that the benefits to the individual are worth the risks that accompany the procedure so can refuse to take the image if they do not feel that it is in the best interest of the individual

---

(Department of Health, 2000). The RCPCH argued that if a child requested that radiographs be taken and analysed as part of their case this would be acceptable but consent had to be clear, informed and without coercion (RCPCH, 2007). Chronological age does have an implication when considering the issue of consent however, which has to be taken into account when dealing with age disputed individuals. The age of consent to a procedure in the UK is defined as 16 years of age, beyond which a person is presumed to be able to consent to a treatment unless it is apparent that there is clear evidence which mitigates against this ability such as unconsciousness or disability (HMSO, 2005). Being younger than 16 years of age however does not prevent a child from giving consent. Under a law known as the ‘Gillick competency’ a child can be legally competent if they have ‘sufficient understanding and maturity to enable them to understand fully what is proposed’.  

Both the RCPCH (2007) and the RCR (Watt, 1996) argue that age estimations undertaken by assessment of skeletal and dental changes are in fact an assessment of biological maturity rather than chronological age and that individual variation, differences in nutrition and disease and the limited skeletal and dental changes that occur during the late teenage period come together to make this insufficiently accurate to differentiate between 16, 18 or 20 years of age. This has proven to be a compelling argument echoed by others (Altinay, 2009; Cameron, 1982). A major problem in any age estimation is that a chronological month or year does not necessarily equate to a corresponding increment of biological change. Differences in the tempo of maturation and ageing occur throughout the growth period of the individual and between individuals, even at comparable chronological ages (Cameron, 1982). The

---

*Gillick v West Norfolk and Wisbech Area Health Authority* [1985] 3 All ER 402
relationship between chronological age and biological age, whilst present, is variable and affected by a multitude of factors, many of which may be unknown to whoever is performing the age estimation. Clear proof of this difficult relationship can be seen in the large number of studies which have tried to identify explicit biological markers which can be used to indicate that a specific ‘birthday’ has passed (Baumann et al., 2009; Schmidt et al., 2008a). This inherent error presented by individual variation has caused others to argue against the performance of any age estimation at all, since the results have to be given with such a wide age range that they do not in reality assist with the decision making process.

Despite all of this, paediatricians have been and continue to be involved in age estimation. The weight that courts place upon these expert opinions became the focus of a ruling by Mr Justice Collins which is specifically about the role of the expert report in age disputes. Mr Justice Collins states that the report of a paediatrician on the age of a defendant carried no more and no less weight than that presented by an experienced and qualified social worker, although he does state that ‘I do not however think that LAs\(^9\) or the Secretary of State can in general disregard reports from Dr Birch or any other paediatrician’\(^{10}\). Justice Collins does go on to clarify that this supposes that the Local Authority assessment was Merton compliant\(^{11}\). The reports of a number of paediatricians were considered in the ruling but one was to come under criticism by Judge Parker K in \textit{R v London Borough of Croydon} [2011] EWHC 1473 for employing

\(^9\) Local Authorities

\(^{10}\) A v. London Borough of Croydon and Secretary of State for the Home Department; WK v. Secretary of State for the Home Department and Kent County Council, [2009] EWHC 939 (Admin)

statistical analyses which created bias and error in her conclusion. The judge stated that

‘Dr Birch on the basis of evidence that she gave to the court, has in my judgement an erroneous confidence in the accuracy and reliability of the statistical methods that she has employed. That misplaced confidence undermines the other evidence that she has given….Therefore she is very likely to be biased in her assessment of age.’\textsuperscript{12}

It is of note that, in common with the previous ruling by Mr Justice Collins\textsuperscript{13}, this argument does not mitigate against the use of bone and dental age being presented before the court, since the criticism was aimed at the paediatricians interpretation of results rather than the method of age estimation \textit{per se}, but it does highlight the extent to which an expert opinion must be based on sound principles and decision making for it to be accepted by the court.

In addition to the official stance of the RCPCH and the RCR, there have also been a number of reports which have examined the experience of children who have entered the UK in the last decade or so, a time of increased migration for both adults and children (Bhabha and Finch, 2006; Clarke, 2011; Crawley, 2007; Kvittingen, 2010). The Immigration Law Practitioner’s Association (ILPA) regularly produces reports and updates about the treatment of children within the immigration system all of which are available online (ILPA, 2012). A recurrent theme within these relate to age disputes and the way in which they are handled. These reports trace a gradual change in the way in which children who enter the country are treated, especially if their claimed age is challenged.

\textsuperscript{12} R v London Borough of Croydon [2011] EWHC 1473
\textsuperscript{13} A v. London Borough of Croydon and Secretary of State for the Home Department; WK v. Secretary of State for the Home Department and Kent County Council, [2009] EWHC 939 (Admin)
This change in treatment mirrors the changes in approach to these age disputed children which has been forced by the complete ratification of the United Nations CRC, significantly children are supposedly no longer being detained at any point during this process, although if they are considered to be over 18 this can still occur (Symonds, 2011). Of concern to those undertaking this research is the fact that to be ‘age disputed’ means that a child can be denied access to the protection and support that they need and to which they are entitled (Luh et al., 2011). This affects them both during the assessment period and if the assigned age was erroneous, after the process was completed. In 2003/4 in Cambridgeshire alone, about 50% of those who were age disputed were eventually judged to be children (Bhabha and Finch, 2006). Ultimately the concern is that for these children the care that they required was not forthcoming at a time when they needed it most.

However it is not only a matter of access to care and resources, access to appropriate justice is also age dependent. Challenges to the age of a victim in cases of sexual offences, for instance, can make a substantial change to the degree of offence with which the alleged perpetrator is charged. Sexual assault on a minor is a different crime from the same offence committed on an older individual. Even for those victims who have entered the country and have been age assessed by recognised experts working for UKBA, it is possible that they will be asked to prove their age if they become victim to a sexual assault. Additionally, for those who are accused and found guilty of a crime, chronological age has an impact on sentencing since in the UK an offender is only sent to adult prison if they are 21 years or older.
1.4 Judicial Acceptance

In the UK, unlike the USA, there is, as yet, no specified set of criteria for the admissibility of expert evidence before the court. It may be that 2011 saw the beginning of a change in this approach to expert evidence with the publication of the Law Commission Report ‘Expert Evidence in Criminal Proceedings’ (The Law Commission, 2011). This report relates to England and Wales and whilst it does not go so far as suggesting that the courts introduce a test such as the Frye standard\textsuperscript{13} or Daubert criteria\textsuperscript{14} which underpin the admissibility of expert evidence in American courts (Table 1.3); if its recommendations are implemented it will have a significant impact on the methods deemed acceptable to support expert evidence produced for, and presented in, Court in England and Wales.

The Law Commission Report seeks to set benchmarks for the admissibility of expert evidence. The report was produced as a result of a number of miscarriages of justice for which the key driver in each case was the expert evidence. The expert evidence in each case was shown to be based on unsound statistical data\textsuperscript{14}, weak empirical research based on insufficient data\textsuperscript{15} (The Law Commission, 2011). In each case the report felt that there was insufficient attention paid to whether the evidence was reliable enough to be presented to and therefore considered by, a jury. The expert ‘opinion’ came under close scrutiny and the report argues that expert opinion should be based on ‘sound principles, techniques and assumptions’ rather than ‘opinion’ without

\textsuperscript{14} R v Clark (Sally) [2003] EWCA Crim 1020, [2003] 2 FCR 447 (second appeal).

the appropriate empirical underpinning. When presenting any evidence the expert would need to refer to the relevant, properly conducted empirical research which underpins the techniques since these hypotheses and methodologies ‘would be critically examined with reference to guidelines relevant to the type of expertise being proffered’ (The Law Commission, 2011).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frye Standard (Frye test, general acceptance test)$^{16}$</td>
<td>Scientific evidence must be ‘generally accepted; by a meaningful proportion of the scientific community’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Daubert$^{17}$ | The judge is the gatekeeper for the final decision on admissibility of evidence  
The expert’s testimony must be relevant to the task in hand and rest on a reliable foundation  
Scientific knowledge must demonstrably be the product of sound scientific methodology  
The methods used must have been subject to empirical testing, subject to peer review and publication, have a known error rate and have standards and controls in existence. |

Table 1.3: Outline of the Frye and Daubert standards.

Whilst the Law Commission Report has not been ratified at the time of writing, however it has been prepared as a Bill with the intention of being put before the Government and its potential impact has to be anticipated. To avoid future

$^{16}$ Frye v. United States 293 F.1013 (D.C., Cir 1923)  
$^{17}$ Daubert v Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals (1993) 509 U.S. 579 (U.S.)
miscarriages of the type examined by the document such as occurred in
Dallagher\textsuperscript{18} when earprint evidence was presented as a means of identification
in a murder case. This resulted in a conviction for murder which was later
overturned when DNA evidence demonstrated that the identification had been
erroneous, the recommendations of the report should be taken on board by
every forensic practitioner. Any and all methodologies which are undertaken
and which have the potential for presentation at court must be based upon
sound and relevant research which would stand up to scrutiny. It is for
practitioners therefore to be able to understand the methods that they utilise,
appreciate the relationship of those methods to the evidence being considered
and be able to explain this relationship and justify why it leads to the
conclusions being made. In reality this may have far ranging effects for a
number of professions, including those which undertake osteological analysis.
Methods which are employed have often been developed on different
populations both geographically and temporally and their applicability to a
modern population remains largely untested. These methods have to be
reviewed to enable their meaningful application to modern populations and their
statistical validity to be understood thus allowing them to be presented to the
judicial gaze in ways which do not confuse or conflate.

1.5 Methods of age estimation in the living

In 2000 the increase in cross border migration into and within the European
Union led to the development of the Study Group in Forensic Age Diagnostics
(AGFAD, 2011) in Berlin. This is a multidisciplinary group comprised of
specialists from around Europe who examine age estimation techniques, their

\textsuperscript{18} R v Dallagher [2002] EWCA Crim 1903, [2003] 1 Cr App R 12
validity and their reliability in relation to modern day demands. This group has produced a large volume of research data and their work has resulted in the proposal of a minimum set of requirements which when analysed together, allow the production of a probable age which is sufficiently robust to present to a court. This approach includes the analysis of (Schmeling et al., 2008):

- physical health,
- external physical characteristics,
- skeletal maturity
- dental maturity

In relation to the issue of taking radiographs for age estimation, Schmeling et al. (2011; 2010) argue that whilst there is some degree of exposure to ionising radiation linked to any radiographic process, when radiographs are taken for age estimation the doses involved are ‘within acceptable limits’ in relation to naturally occurring environmental radiation exposure. The average dose of radiation from a single radiograph in the UK is 0.01 mSv (millisieverts) (Wall and Hart, 1997), the average annual radiation exposure in the UK per year is 2.7 mSv (Allison, 2009). One hand X-ray is therefore equivalent to approx. 25 minutes of exposure to naturally occurring radiation (Schmeling et al., 2010). However any exposure to radiation is not without risk and the use of X-rays and their potential for harm remains controversial (Allison, 2009; Walker, 2000; Walker, 1997). Unlike the situation in the UK where the majority of age estimations are based on the analysis of psychosocial rather than biological maturity, radiographic imaging for the explicit use of age estimation is routinely performed in many European countries, and less routinely performed in others.
Skeletal maturity is analysed through the examination of radiographs of the left hand/wrist additional imaging of the medial clavicles is recommended if the hand/wrist exhibits full maturity or if there is a strong suspicion that the individual is older than 18 years, thus reducing the need for unnecessary exposure to X-Rays in younger individuals. Dental maturity is analysed through the examination of an orthopantomogram which allows visualisation of the full dental arch (Liversidge et al., 2003). In order to predict chronological age both the skeletal and dental images are compared to sets of reference data, also known as ‘standards’ which come from populations of known sex and age allowing the practitioner to extrapolate probable chronological age.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Skeletal maturity</th>
<th>Dental maturity</th>
<th>Medical examination</th>
<th>Interview/documentation</th>
<th>Psychological</th>
<th>Consent required for radiographs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
<td>V</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovak Republic</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.4: List of methods utilised by EU countries in relation to age estimation of unaccompanied minors (European Migration Network, 2010).
1.6 External physical characteristics

Whilst it is advisory to undertake a medical examination prior to the commission of age estimation, there are two ways to use the information gathered. Firstly a medical examination is recommended which would aim to determine the health of the individual including their height, weight and illness record (Schmeling et al., 2006c). The second part of this examination refers to the assessment of external physical characteristics which can be used to indicate the level of maturity of the individual (Marshall and Tanner, 1970; Marshall and Tanner, 1969). This latter approach is not commonly used in the UK, although paediatricians can and do use it in their age estimations. These external maturational changes are most commonly assessed using the Tanner Stages which were developed from the data collected during the Harpenden study, a longitudinal study of child growth undertaken in the UK between 1948 and 1971 (Tanner, 1962). The maturational stages assessed include the signs of secondary pubertal sexual maturation including; the development of the penis and scrotum, pubic hair growth, breast development and axillary hair growth (Marshall and Tanner, 1970; Marshall and Tanner, 1969). In relation to the admissibility of age assessments which relies on, or even includes, Tanner staging, a letter to the journal ‘Pediatrics’ from Prof Tanner warns against the use of this method for this purpose (Rosenbloom and Tanner, 1998). This letter relates to the use of Tanner staging for the assessment of age of potential paedophile victims and the subsequent use of these age assessments in a court of law. Rosenbloom and Tanner (1998) state that extrapolating

chronological age from the maturity indicators that they have described is an inappropriate use of the Tanner stages.

‘..the staging of sexual maturation (Tanner stage) has been used ..to estimate probable chronological age. This is a wholly illegitimate use of Tanner staging: no equations exist estimating age from stage, and even if they did, the degree of unreliability in the staging would introduce large errors into the estimation of age.’

Tanner stages were developed to allow a practitioner to judge whether a child of known age is developing within normal parameters and as such the development of their method does not fulfil any of the criteria which would justify its use to estimate chronological age. The issue for many is that the analysis is based on the development of external physical characteristics including the development of external genitalia, pubic hair and breast development in girls. Ethical issues arise in relation to the use of the Tanner scale, not least of which is the maintenance of respect and dignity in relation to asking a child to undress in order to have their external genitalia examined and potentially photographed, especially if their age is found to be below 16 years of age. Because of this, external physical changes are mainly used to assist the clinical practitioner in understanding the extent to which a young person has achieved specific milestones and therefore assists in highlighting maturational discrepancies which might point to a disorder which has affected growth.
1.7 Assessment of dental maturity

The assessment of dental maturity uses the development and eruption pattern of both the deciduous and permanent dentition. Added to the many changes which occur in the first decade and a half of life and the ease with which they can be visualised with the assistance of one radiograph, is the fact that, compared to skeletal development, the tempo of change in the dentition is reported to be relatively unaffected by nutritional and environmental stress (Cardoso, 2007). The timing of the development and eruption of the two sets of teeth have been the matter of a large body of research which has been greatly aided by the use of radiographs. There are a number of methods which are commonly in use today many of which were developed some time ago and have subsequently been subject to testing on modern populations (Demirjian et al., 1973; Moorrees et al., 1963).

Many of the age estimation methods which were originally developed for age estimation from the dentition estimate age up to and including the eruption and completion of the roots of the second molars at or around 15-16 years of age. This means that they do not include the development and eruption of the third molar (Demirjian et al., 1973; Moorrees et al., 1963). The recent increase in the requirement for age estimations of those who might or might not be over the age of 18 years has led to practitioners re-visiting these techniques in an attempt to make them stretch to include the timing of the development and eruption of the third molars. As a result a large body of work has accumulated in relation to the eruption of the third molar in differing populations (App. 1) (Acharya, 2011; Bassed et al., 2011; Bhat and Kamath, 2007; Blankenship et al., 2007; De Salvia et al., 2004; Dhanjal et al., 2006; Engstrom et al., 1983;
Gunst et al., 2003; Kasper et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2009; Legovi et al., 2010; Martin-de las Heras et al., 2008).

1.8 Assessment of skeletal maturity

The current assessment of skeletal maturity relies on imaging two body areas; firstly the left hand/wrist and secondly the medial end of the clavicle.

A radiograph of the left hand/wrist is recommended for a number of reasons;

- it can be isolated from the rest of the body thereby minimising the exposure to potentially harmful ionising radiation,
- it contains a large number of ossification centres which appear, change morphology and fuse in an established pattern
- the epiphysis of the distal radius, which is the last to fuse, does so relatively late in the adolescent period (14-17 years in females and 16-20 years in males (Scheuer and Black, 2000b)).

This all means that the development of this body area can be of use throughout the childhood period. There is a substantial volume of reference data available when undertaking an analysis of probable age from this body area, most of which originates from data collected during longitudinal studies of child growth from the early 20th century (De Roo and Scröder, 1976; Gilsanz and Ratib, 2005; Gök et al., 1985; Greulich and Pyle, 1959; Pyle et al., 1971; Roche et al., 1988; Tanner et al., 2001; Tanner et al., 1962; Tanner et al., 1975; Thiemann et al., 2006; Todd, 1937).

For age assessment of individuals who are suspected to be in their late teens to early 20s a CT of the medial clavicles is also recommended. The epiphyses at the medial end of these bones appear during the adolescent period (12 years-
14 years) and reportedly are amongst the last of the epiphyses to fuse (16 years-late 20s). Radiographically the medial ends of the clavicles are difficult to image due to the presence of overlaying structures and so a thin slice CT scan is recommended for visualisation (Muhler et al., 2006). There was little reference data available on the fusion times of this epiphysis prior to the demands imposed by the increased need for age estimation in the living and a review of the literature reveals a steady increase in studies which are attempting to rectify this situation (Hillewig et al., 2011; Jit and Kulkarni, 1976; Kellinghaus et al., 2010; Kreitner et al., 1998; Langley-Shirley and Jantz, 2010; Muhler et al., 2006; Quirmbach et al., 2009; Schmeling et al., 2004; Schulz et al., 2005; Schulz et al., 2008; Schulze et al., 2006).

Age estimation from the skeletal tissues has to take into account a number of factors including; ethnicity, sex, lifestyle, medication or illicit drug use, nutritional status both in the present and in the past, the presence of any medical disorders and past medical history (Schmeling et al., 2005; Schmeling et al., 2006c). These factors are discussed later in this chapter since any test of an age estimation methodology should have an understanding of these influences in relation to the population being examined. It should always be remembered that the discussion of these in relation to a population is a matter of generalisation rather than individualisation and any age estimation which is undertaken is executed on the individual as someone who has originated from that population.
1.9 Alternative imaging modalities

The harmful effects of radiation have been understood for a significant period of time (Brenner et al., 2003; Frush, 2009; Hall, 1991; Mazrani et al., 2007; Ramsthaler et al., 2009; Walker, 2000). Despite the argument put forward by Schmeling et al. (2011; 2010) in the UK it is not possible to undertake X-ray imaging for age estimation unless informed consent is obtained. Age estimation in the living is also seeing an increased use in sports where there are large financial incentives to enter older children into younger categories thereby increasing their chances, or the team’s chances of success (Engebretsen et al., 2010). In competitive sports this issue can result in children being tested on a number of occasions. As a result of health concerns linked to this repeated testing, there has been an increase in the search for an imaging modality which provides sufficient information for age estimation to be undertaken and yet is as safe as possible. Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) and Ultrasound (US) are both being investigated in relation to this call but at the current time of writing both are still in their infancy and therefore of questionable admissibility or probative value (Allen and Wilson, 2007; Dvorak et al., 2007a; Dvorak et al., 2007b; Khan et al., 2009; Kovacs et al., 1999; Laor and Jaramillo, 2009; Mentzel et al., 2005; Quirmbach et al., 2009; Schmidt et al., 2011; Wagner et al., 1995). Whilst the imaging modality might be newer than traditional radiographs, the studies still depend upon the same sets of standards as reference material which are used to undertake age estimation from radiographs such as the Greulich and Pyle atlas (1959). The accuracy and reproducibility issues surrounding the atlases therefore remains the same no
matter which imaging modality is utilised until such time as standards which are bespoke and relevant to these imaging modalities are developed.

1.10 Age estimation from radiographs

Age estimation in the maturing skeleton is dependent upon three processes; the appearance of primary and secondary ossification centres, the growth of these centres and the timing of fusion of primary and secondary centres. These appearances and changes have been well documented both in dry bone and radiographic studies (Flecker, 1932; 1942; Girdany and Golden, 1952; Noback, 1954; Pryor, 1907; 1923; Scheuer and Black, 2000b; Stuart et al., 1962).

Comparison of the results of these studies leaves the reader in no doubt that the identification of the timing of the appearance of primary and secondary ossification centres, the beginning of epiphyseal fusion, the identification of the stages of epiphyseal fusion and the point at which epiphyseal fusion can be judged to be complete are dependent on whether the dry bone itself is being observed or it is being visualised through an imaging modality such as radiographs (Coqueugniot and Weaver, 2007; Moss and Noback, 1958; Scheuer and Black, 2000b; Webb and Suchey, 1985).

The estimation of probable chronological age is achieved through a matching process which involves a comparison of a radiograph of the individual to previously defined maturity stages as expressed in a reference sample of known sex and age. Any age estimation is fundamentally a measure of the biological maturity which is translated into a probable chronological age through comparison with a standard (Black et al., 2010; Cameron, 1982).
Reference data for these age estimations come from a number of sources and have most commonly been presented as a series of ‘atlases’ within which the authors identify, describe and present the morphological and growth changes which they consider to be most important. Most of the data that was utilised to create these atlases was gathered during longitudinal studies which took place in the early 1900s (see Chapter 2 for a detailed examination of the studies). During the studies, sequential standardised radiographs were taken of each child as part of a wider anthropometric data gathering exercise. Since the aim was to chart the growth of ‘normal’ children all participants had known health histories and were screened for disorders that could affect growth. The aim of this data collection was to provide reference data against which the development of a child of known chronological age could be considered. This was the same as that envisaged by Tanner when developing the Tanner scale who described this as

‘designed for estimating development of physiological age for medical, educational, and sports purposes, in other words, identifying early and late maturers’.

Essentially these atlases of ‘normal’ development were designed for two purposes; to identify those children who were not experiencing growth normally either on an individual or population basis and to allow medical practitioners to assess the degree of skeletal maturity of a child to time medical and dental interventions.

Most of the early literature which examined the atlases in relation to a population used them for this purpose; to judge the health of a population or groups within a population by measuring the growth of its children against an
atlas of children of known well-being. The tempo of the development of children within a society or social group is a measure of the effects of the environment, especially nutritional conditions on their growth (Fernandez et al., 2007; Prentice et al., 2006). Growth in childhood requires calorific intake over and above that of the immediate requirements of daily mental and physical activities. Insufficient nutrition through famine, war or poverty, excess physical activity or a high disease burden can be reflected in reduced skeletal maturation and growth (Cameron, 2002). The atlases were developed on healthy children with sufficient nutritional intake who were thus thought to be appropriate to act as a standard for comparison purposes (Todd, 1930). As with the Tanner staging however, the potential usefulness of a data set which included images of maturational changes as evidenced in these atlases proved a tempting source of data for those who were being asked to undertake age estimations in the living. Rather than assessing the maturational stages of a child of known age, they took the maturational stage of the child of unknown age and found the age of 'best fit' within the atlas thereby extrapolating probable chronological age from the chronological age presented in the atlas. This is a procedure for which none of these atlases in common use today were designed and as such leaves the expert with a number of important methodological issues.

The methodological issues stem from two bases; firstly the methods are being applied in ways for which they were never intended. Should this be considered as Rosenbloom and Tanner (1998) suggest a 'wholly illegitimate use' of the method which must therefore be avoided, or is it possible to test the methods using sound research techniques and thereby demonstrate that they are sufficiently robust to be considered admissible for court? A survey of available literature demonstrates that a substantial body of work is beginning to accrue of
studies, published in peer reviewed journals which attempt to demonstrate the value and robusticity of this alternate use of these atlases (Appendix 1).

The second major problem with the use of the atlases is that they themselves represent a temporal snapshot of the maturational tempo of one healthy cohort of children of known ethnicity. The question is whether this data is relevant to a modern population or in fact whether secular change, changes in diet, changes in access to medical care and the fact that the atlas is being applied to children of different ethnicities render them unfit to use in the analysis of the maturation of a modern population.

Since the longitudinal studies which provided the data were implemented, the dangers of repeated exposure to X-rays have become not only widely known but a matter for legislation (DEFRA, 2004; HMSO, 2000). Even without legal guidance, ethically it is not possible to repeat longitudinal radiographic data collection studies. The development and potential of imaging modalities which carry no risk of harm are still in their infancy or prohibitively expensive leaving the forensic community in a position in which it is not possible to address data collection on the same scale and in the same detail as was possible in the longitudinal studies of the early-to-mid 1900s. The only choice left is to revisit the atlases in an attempt to ensure that the answers that they give are relevant, admissible and valid.

A large body of literature has resulted from efforts to understand the accuracy of the methods suggested by the atlases, with an emphasis on those atlases based on the development of the left hand/wrist (Appendix 1). These studies can be grouped according to the method they employ to test accuracy. These groupings include;
• testing age estimation methods on specific populations,
• comparison of observer error,
• comparison of the accuracy of different atlases of the same skeletal area with each other on the same population
• comparison of the maturity stages of different body areas with each other, again on the same population.

In common with investigations undertaken to assess the accuracy of different atlases in different populations the results of these studies have varied, with no single atlas coming to the fore as more reliable or more accurate than any other. The studies which have been undertaken to assess inter- and intra-observer accuracy have found that accuracy rates between observers are within acceptable limits, but do show that increased experience and practice increase consistency.

1.11 Potential factors affecting age estimation

There are a large number of interrelated factors which influence growth;

• innate factors such as genetic inheritance, ethnicity and the sex of the individual
• external factors such as the environment, nutrition and health.

Whilst all of these are influential on the speed, duration and timing of maturational events, none act in isolation (Cameron, 2002). This presents a complicated and complex picture when assessing the relationship between biological maturity and chronological age. Many of these factors change over time and as a result their measurable effects on a population and groups within
a population change over time, a process known as secular change. Secular change can be defined as ‘the changes over time in the characteristic pattern of growth of the children of a population’ (Johnston, 2002). The issue of secular change is one of the central questions asked in relation to the value of existing standards; to what extent does secular change render these standards irrelevant and as such, inadmissible as a method of age estimation?

The following sections outline the factors which impact on biological growth and maturation. Demographic influences discuss the relationship of sex and ethnicity to the growth process. The impact of nutritional intake, environment and health status are discussed under the generalised heading of socioeconomic factors but at all times it should be borne in mind that these separations are artificial and in reality any organism which is in the process of growing and maturing will experience and react to all of these influences.

1.12 Demographic Influences

Differences in the timing of the appearance of ossification centres, rates of maturational change and fusion between ossification centres between males and females were first noticed in the early 1900s. Generally female maturational changes are advanced in relation to males even prior to birth (Lampl and Jeanty, 2003). The differing growth tempos are controlled by genes located both on the X and Y chromosomes (Tanner, 1962). The differences in timings range from a matter of weeks between the different sexes when young infants, extending to months and years as the juvenile ages and approaches maturity (Thompson et al., 1973). As a result of this different tempo of growth, females complete the juvenile maturational process approximately two years
before males (Scheuer and Black, 2000b). The longer growth period experienced by males allows them time to gain additional height and body mass before their ultimate cessation of growth (Humphrey, 1998; Tanner, 1962).

Calls for sex specific maturational standards quickly followed the discovery of the differences in maturational timings of males and females and is reflected in the separation of the sexes in all of the atlas publications. Authors have found that whilst the timing of maturational change is influenced by the sex of the individual the actual pattern of changes remains relatively constant between sexes (Cheng et al., 1998; Flecker, 1932; 1942; Hoerr et al., 1962; Pyle and Hoerr, 1969). Small differences have been identified in the order of appearance of primary ossification centres, especially those of the wrist and hindfoot (tarsals and metatarsals) but these also vary within sexes and have been found to affect family members in similar ways creating the more realistic argument that they are under a more general genetic influence rather than being based solely on sex differences (Tanner, 1962).

Whilst the assessment of sex in deceased juvenile remains is difficult to perform with any degree of accuracy, this is not an issue when undertaking age estimations on the living. It is not completely without issue however since there are a number of disorders which are linked to the sex of the individual and which can influence the rate of skeletal development including; Klinefelter’s syndrome, Turner’s syndrome and Fragile-X (Acheson and Zampa, 1961; Even et al., 1998; Midtbø and Halse, 1992). Not all of these are readily diagnosable or indeed are always diagnosed and underline the requirement for a medical examination to be part of any age estimation.
Ethnic differences in maturation rates have been widely examined to establish the degree of influence that they have on the rate of skeletal maturation.

The need to identify whether differences exist between population groups and if differences exist to both qualify and quantify those differences has become ever more important. This is due to the higher demand for age estimations to be undertaken on individuals who originate from populations which are distant from the original population whose data underpins that of the standard (Bhabha and Finch, 2006; Garn, 1981; Home Office, 2008a). Certainly there are large differences between the adults of various ethnic groups such as, for example the Dutch and Chinese, however age estimation assessments are based on the relationship between skeletal maturational events and chronological age. The need to understand this relationship has not only arisen in age estimation of the living. Recent international investigations including those in Rwanda, Sierra Leone and the Balkans, have led to anthropological methodologies being exposed to the scrutiny of the court, resulting in a growing awareness of the need to take into account population differences when applying age estimation methodologies to forensic situations (Kimmerle et al., 2008). Whilst the evidence presented before the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia was based on age estimation techniques which were being applied to the deceased, this should act as a warning to those who are practising forensic age estimation on both the deceased and the living to ensure that the conclusions that they draw are based on techniques that are applicable, or have known statistical data in relation to the relevant population.

Many past studies appeared to indicate that ethnicity has an effect on the rate of skeletal maturation. Tanner (1962) argued that these studies indicated that
there were differences between groups which could not be explained purely on an environmental basis since differing maturation rates existed between different ethnic groups even when living in similar conditions. It is only recently that this idea has undergone a degree of change which almost reverses this argument. In conjunction with an increase in the requirement for age estimation on different population groups there has been a concomitant increase in the number of studies into the development of the children of these populations. Many of these studies have used the reference material of one or other atlas as a baseline and have compared the differences of the identified population against these standards (Andersen, 1971; Büken et al., 2009; Büken et al., 2007; Chiang et al., 2005; Griffith et al., 2007; Koc et al., 2001). Other studies compare the timing of skeletal maturation events between two or more populations of differing ethnicity who are exposed to similar environmental conditions because they live in the same place (Bogin and Macvean, 1982; Greulich, 1957; Hess and Weinstock, 1925; Loder et al., 1993; Malina and Little, 1981; Nyati et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2009). In all of these studies, no matter which approach was taken, the results vary. Most studies find some degree of difference in the timings of skeletal maturation between identified ethnic groups, but this differs by population and by atlas used (Loder et al., 1993; Malina and Little, 1981; Zhang et al., 2009). Some find that one atlas has improved accuracy rates in a population when compared to another atlas but again, this is on a case by case basis with no one atlas demonstrating accuracy rates which allow it to be identified as the preferred method of age estimation in every situation (Schmeling et al., 2000). Schmeling et al in 2000 scrutinised more than 80 of these studies which had examined the relationship between ethnicity and age estimation using radiographic data. They found, as expected, that the
sequence of maturational stages remained consistent between ethnic groups but that there was no discernible pattern in differences in maturational timings between ethnic groups such as would be expected if ethnicity were a significant constant in relation to biological maturation of the skeleton. They concluded that this mass of data pointed away from ethnicity being the predominant aspect in maturational timings and firmly towards socioeconomic factors being the more critical influence. In reality there is the danger that this might be interpreted a little too simplistically as studies which compare the maturational rate between monozygotic and dizygotic twins have shown that the similarity in maturational rates between monozygotic twins is extremely high indicating that there is a genetic link to skeletal maturation, although it does not preclude the argument that this link can be over-ridden to a large extent by socioeconomic factors (Kimura, 1983; Sklad, 1977). Whilst the argument of Schmeling et al (2000) has gained a high degree of acceptance, it does not mitigate against the need to know and understand how a population performs in relation to an age estimation technique, since individuals who are from similar backgrounds are likely to have similar life chances, dietary habits and access to resources which are part of the plethora of socioeconomic factors which do have significant effects on maturation.

1.13 Socioeconomic Factors

Socioeconomic factors relate to a group of environmental influences including; nutrition, disease and social status. These interrelated features have an influence on growth and maturational rates from conception onwards and are closely interrelated (Johnston, 2002). The long growing period which the human organism undergoes between conception and the attainment of maturity
means that they are exposed for a long period of time to the vagaries of outside influences. An increased sensitivity to environmental factors and a concomitant ability to adapt has underpinned the success of the human species however this sensitivity means that environmental influences can act negatively as well as positively and must be taken into account when undertaking age estimation since an increased plasticity can give rise to populational change on a generational basis (Bogin, 1988; Bogin and Rios, 2003; Eveleth et al., 1979; Eveleth and Tanner, 1976; Gustafsson et al., 2007; Stini, 1971).

The environment acts on genetically determined growth potential with the result that in ideal conditions full growth potential can be achieved. This is not always the case however in conditions which are less than ideal, although the timing of detrimental conditions has an influence on the degree of influence on the growth of the individual since there are times in a child’s development when they are more susceptible to less than optimal conditions (Dreizen et al., 1967; Facchini et al., 2008; Laska-Mierzejewska and Olszewska, 2004; Mays et al., 2008; Reyes et al., 2003). In optimal living conditions such as those found in many modern societies, with sufficient affordable food, housing and access to medical care, the trend is for successive generations to experience earlier maturation which is most easily recorded through the onset of female menarche which is often used as a marker of the attainment of puberty (Danker-Hopfe, 1986; Dreizen et al., 1967; Jones et al., 2009; Lejarraga et al., 1980; Magnússon, 1978; Malina et al., 1977). Since growth is also controlled by genetics it is no surprise that there are indications of a maximum height at which a population will eventually plateau. These optimal conditions are not the
reality for many who live in other parts of the world including developing countries and much of Sub-Saharan Africa where poverty, conflict, adverse weather conditions and crowded unsanitary living conditions produce a less than ideal growing environment for the majority of the world’s children (UNICEF, 2012). These countries are also the most likely to be the source of children who are the subjects of age disputes (European Migration Network, 2010).

Nutrition sits at the very centre of this conglomerate of influences on growth. Poor maternal nutrition can affect the growth of the child in utero as observed in studies of babies born to mothers during famines such as those experienced during times of conflict (Clarkin, 2008; Smith, 1947). Of note is the fact that males evidence a greater degree of reduction in birth weight and size in response to these stressors than females in the same conditions (Lampl and Jeanty, 2003; Lampl et al., 1978; Stinson, 1985).

Studies have shown that a low birth weight can have lifelong implications for health but have yet to demonstrate that it also has an effect on skeletal maturation rates per se as long as the nutritional intake of the infant is sufficient to maintain growth (Dreizen et al., 1954; Lampl et al., 1978; Scrimshaw and Guzman, 1953). Continuing poor nutrition after birth does however have a detrimental effect on skeletal maturation rates (Dreizen et al., 1964; Fleshman, 2000). This is because, when food becomes limited the body responds by retarding growth in response to calorific inadequacy (Johnston, 2002). This has been recorded in many population studies, one of the first being that of Greulich (1951) on a Guamanian population. His findings have been supported by studies which have shown that it is not just entire populations who might demonstrate the effects of poor nutrition but also groups within populations who
for various reasons might have limited access to resources (Cameron et al., 1991; Facchini et al., 2008; Reyes et al., 2003). The slowed skeletal maturation rates in children who remain in situations of poor nutrition are reflected in the attainment of less than expected heights and later and prolonged puberty (Johnston, 2002). The United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) in their 2010 annual report estimation that more than 200 million children worldwide suffered from less than adequate nutrition leading to stunted and slowed growth (UNICEF, 2012). It should be noted that obesity also has an effect on the rate of growth adding weight to the need to assess the BMI (body mass index) of any individual who is undergoing skeletal age estimation (Akridge et al., 2007; Guo et al., 1997; Van Lenthe and Van Mechelen, 1996).

The relationship between environment and growth has been highlighted in studies on children who have moved from situations of high environmental stress, poverty, poor access to nutrition, healthcare and schooling to ones where environmental conditions are vastly improved. Children in these circumstances experience catch-up growth during which they can grow rapidly until they reach a maturational stage equivalent to that experienced by their peers who have not endured poor environmental conditions (Melsen et al., 1986; Proos, 2009). Catch up growth is also observed when nutritional supplements are provided within the environment itself, underlining the importance of the role that nutrition plays in the process of growth (Godoy et al., 2010).

The calorific intake of a child fuels activities as well as growth and in situations in which children are forced by circumstances to take part in substantial physical activity this reduces the amount of energy available for growth. This
problem was identified in children who worked at heavy physical labour in the mines or in agriculture (Mays et al., 2008), but has more recently been recorded in children who take part in professional sports such as gymnastics (Georgopoulos et al., 1999; Georgopoulos et al., 2001; Malina et al., 2007; Malina et al., 2000).

Nutrition does not sit alone in the multifactorial process which affects growth. Malnutrition is in turn related to a higher risk of infection which lends itself to a higher demand for energy as the body fights that infection. Infections can also cause problems of nutrient absorption, again adding to the calorific deficit which a child is experiencing. Poor access to affordable medical care therefore becomes another significant factor in the energy that a child has available to expend on the growth process (Cameron, 2002; Cameron, 2007; Johnston, 2002). In short it is the limited access to resources; appropriate and sufficient food, medical care, appropriate housing and education which poverty brings which in turn have a detrimental effect on growth. These problems of access are experienced in all cultures on a worldwide basis.

The anthropometric change in a population as it responds to a change in environmental conditions is known as secular change. As noted, this change can be positive as access to resources improves for most of the members of a society (Dittmar, 1998), or it can be negative as events such as war impact on a population. The study of secular change has become popular since it is a method by which the ways in which child growth can be measured in response to environmental conditions and alterations (Cole, 2003). There are a large number of studies which have examined secular change both within and between populations (Laska-Mierzejewska and Olszewska, 2004; Matsuoka et
These studies highlight just how extensive the anthropometric differences can be and how quickly change can be detected in response to changing conditions.

Not all members of a population are affected in the same way in every set of circumstances. Poverty exists in all societies bringing with it a specific set of environmental stressors which can and will affect the growth of a child so even in Western societies where access to medical care and affordable food is part of daily life there are minority groups who will experience environmental stress due to poverty and discrimination (Bailey et al., 1984; Facchini et al., 2008; Reyes et al., 2003). Whilst knowledge of the general environmental conditions within which a population exists is helpful this highlights the requirement for anyone undertaking forensic age estimation to take into account the conditions within which each individual child has been living.

There are also a number of chronic conditions such as Crohn’s disease or Cerebral Palsy which even with access to affordable high standards of health care create an inability for the body to process its nutritional intake and cause faltering growth curves, many of which should be identified during a medical examination (Belli et al., 1988; Cronk and Stallings, 1989; Gilbert et al., 2004; Henderson et al., 2005; Kelts et al., 1979).

In conclusion every child who is age assessed is the sum of their past influences on their growth; their genetic inheritance, biological sex, ethnicity, diet and health and their access to medical care. An understanding of the population from which the child originates will give some indication of the factors which ‘might’ have had an influence on the growth of that individual but each
age estimation is an age estimation of an individual, not a population, and this has always to be borne in mind. Most of the anthropometric data which was used to develop the atlases came from healthy children with adequate nutritional intake, who were of western European origin and lived 6 or 7 decades ago. Children far removed from those who come to the attention of authorities in a modern world. Each time an atlas is used, the question has to be; is it appropriate to compare the skeletal development of this individual to this standard?

This study will add to the body of knowledge which has been gathered, and continues to be gathered, in relation to that question.
2 An Overview of Studies and Atlases

2.1 Information Collection

With the discovery of the potential for radiographic imaging in 1895 by Professor Wilhelm Reontgen, practitioners were provided with the ability to ‘see’ inside the body of living humans creating images of the so called ‘hard’ tissues, namely bones and teeth (Brogdon and Lichtenstein, 1998). This imaging technology became central to the monitoring and measurement of skeletal changes during subsequent studies into child growth and development (Brenner et al., 2003; Ramsthaler et al., 2009; Walker, 2000). This repeated exposure to ionising radiation would not be acceptable today in the UK for ethical reasons and the radiographic collections which were produced during these studies are likely to remain unique.

Prior to the development of X-Ray imaging, studies of skeletal development were of necessity limited to deceased children. The use of skeletal remains of children to assess maturational milestones and child development is fraught with difficulties which have been fully documented (Scheuer and Black, 2000a). The new found ability to study children of known health, environment, family and developmental history who could be followed as they progressed through to adulthood gave physical anthropologists, auxologists and paediatricians a chance to collect and analyse novel data. This led to the establishment of a significant number of longitudinal growth studies many of which were initiated in the early part of the twentieth century (Garn, 1981). The implementation of these studies marked a point at which the ability to record and measure physical changes coincided with a desire to understand how a child grew and
developed under favourable environmental conditions, thus providing a standard against which to compare the growth and development of other children (Garn, 1981). Many of the studies still continue, although due to changes in an understanding of the dangers of regular exposure to X-rays, it is no longer ethically possible to repeat the sequential imaging of joint areas which was so central to the approach to data gathering on maturational changes of the skeleton. Data collection therefore is limited to the collection of anthropometric data (Roche, 1992). The studies in question targeted healthy children of good nutritional status, since the main aim of the work was to trace the developmental changes of normal children as they progressed towards maturity. Whilst the children who did participate were healthy, differences in income and environments existed between the socioeconomic backgrounds of children whose data was utilised in the different studies therefore the data itself are not comparable on a socioeconomic basis (Garn, 1981).

There are two types of growth study; firstly there are those which rely wholly on the collection of longitudinal data and secondly those that rely on the collection of cross-sectional data. Longitudinal studies are costly and expensive in terms of time and the commitment of those both collecting the data and those who take part and provide the data, however they are the optimum method of the two since the collection of longitudinal data allows details of growth to be recorded on multiple occasions for an individual child over a distinct length of time allowing the periods of greater and lesser growth velocity to be recorded and identified accurately (Eveleth and Tanner, 1976). This longitudinal collection of data allows individual variation which exists between children as they grow to be highlighted. The value of longitudinal studies into growth was recognised as long ago as 1891 by Franz Boas who ran a short study of this
type (Tanner, 1959). These studies are not without issue as a number have been criticised because images were not taken at short enough intervals during the period of participation. Changes which occur during times of peak growth were therefore potentially missed by examinations which were too widely spaced in time (Acheson, 1954; Acheson, 1957). Despite this criticism, these longitudinal studies have provided a significant amount of data and have formed the basis for a number of standards of skeletal and dental maturational atlases.

The use of cross sectional data is more efficient in terms of both cost and time, however there are a number of problems with this form of data collection which are unavoidable; firstly the data collected provides a 'snapshot' of information at a given time, rather than information about what is happening over time to each individual participant. This single view of the skeleton at a given time causes problems when examining juvenile growth because growth is not linear, but instead proceeds through periods of acceleration and stasis, the timings of which vary between individuals (Tanner, 1978). The collection of this single episode of data does not provide the ability to identify whether an individual is experiencing a growth spurt or is in a period of stasis, suggest anything about the increments of growth for an individual over a given time period or provide information about variability around the mean for the population examined (Eveleth and Tanner, 1976). Additionally the effect of the variation in timing of growth and maturational events which exists between children creates a situation where events such as the growth spurt become difficult to identify because the velocity of change becomes statistically smoothed out, creating a situation in which the growth peak becomes lower and the growth spurt appears to last for longer, an effect first noticed and described by Franz Boas (Lampl and Thompson, 2007; Tanner, 1959).
During the last century there were a large number of studies which collected data on human growth and development, those which were most influential on the development of reference standards are discussed below.

### 2.2 Atlases

The first atlas was created by John Poland in 1898 and was composed of a series of radiographs of the left hand and wrist (Poland, 1898). The infants imaged were almost exclusively male although sex was unspecified in some cases. The spacing of the images is on a yearly basis through most of the atlas and there is a written description of the anatomy of the bones of the hand and wrist for each image. The atlas also includes suggested ages of fusion of epiphyses and appearances of primary ossification centres. After this first atlas the next of note was the hand-wrist atlas developed by Todd (1937), many others have followed since the publication of this atlas, these tend to be grouped into two types. The first group were based on a methodology that has come to be known simply as the ‘atlas method’. These comprise a series of radiographs, which are considered to represent the standard for each stage of skeletal maturity (Hauspie et al., 2004). There are a number of such atlases, each concentrating on a different area of the body; the hand-wrist (Greulich and Pyle, 1959; Thiemann et al., 2006; Todd, 1937), the knee (Pyle and Hoerr, 1969), the foot-ankle (Hoerr et al., 1962) and the elbow (Brodeur et al., 1981). Their method of use tends to be a straightforward comparison of images resulting in an apparently “easy to use” approach which can be applied in a timely manner. The straightforward method of use and the speed with which a conclusion can be reached has resulted in the hand/wrist atlas of Greulich and
Pyle (1959) remaining the most frequently utilised method of age estimation in
the living.

The second type of atlas employs an ageing method known as the ‘single bone
method’. This is based on a method originally suggested by Acheson (1954; 1957). He felt that the atlas method was restricted by presenting each body
area as a whole which did not take account of the variation in maturational
timing which can exist between different bones within that body area. His
alternative suggestion was presented as a bone-by-bone method of maturity
analysis for the hand-wrist (Acheson, 1954; Acheson, 1957). His ideas and
approach to maturity indicators formed the basis of the methodology utilised in
the subsequent atlases of Tanner et al (1962, 1975, 2001) and of Roche et al.
(1988). These “single bone atlases” concentrate again on the hand/wrist region
and assign numerical maturation scores to specific bones within this area.
Each score is related to the stage of development that an ossification centre
has attained and is weighted according to its importance in relation to the
maturational process. Summing the accumulated scores gives an
approximation of the chronological age of the individual (Roche et al., 1988;
Tanner et al., 2001; Tanner et al., 1962; Tanner et al., 1975). The Sauvegrain
et al. (Dimeglio et al., 2005; Sauvegrain et al., 1962) method is a more
restricted version of this approach which was specifically designed for use on
radiographs of the elbow.
2.3 Maturational Markers

All of the atlases rely on the appearance of, and changes in size and morphology of, ossification centres in the identified skeletal areas. Whilst growth and maturation is a continuous process, authors identify markers and changes which they consider indicative of stages of skeletal maturation within that continuum. These markers and changes can be related back to a skeletal age. Wingate Todd (1937), following on from the work of Hellman (1928) was the first to introduce the description of maturity indicators when describing skeletal maturity (Cameron, 2002). There have been many attempts by other researchers to develop and describe their own sets of maturity indicators since the work of Todd but despite a number of small differences between these descriptors and their presentation there are a greater number of similarities than there are differences reinforcing the relationship between the maturational process and the indicators used to measure it. Cameron (2002) suggests that maturity indicators have to have a number of prerequisites if they are to be of use in age estimation; firstly they must be present in all children of both sexes, appear sequentially and in the same sequence for each child and finally they should reflect continuous maturational development.

2.4 Side of the body

All of the atlases since that of Poland are based on images of the left side of the body. In their atlas, Greulich and Pyle (1959) justified the use of the left hand-wrist images in their work and in the previous work of Todd, by arguing that they were following guidelines laid down by the “International Agreement for the Unification of Anthropometric Measurements to be made on the Living Subject”
(Duckworth, 1919). These guidelines, which came about as a result of an attempt to formalise data collection methods, stated, within a list of general principles on anthropometric measurement that - ‘For “paired” measurements, the left side is recommended” (Duckworth, 1919). Greulich and Pyle (1959) also argued that the left hand is less likely to suffer injury or trauma since, within any given population, the number of individuals who are right handed is larger than the numbers who are left handed. This protocol has been followed in relation to all of the atlases which have been created using radiographic images of skeletal areas.

2.5 The Brush Study (1926-current)

This American study, also known as the Cleveland study, was initiated in 1926 by Wingate Todd. The goal of this longitudinal study was to learn about growth and maturational processes from the information gathered from healthy children as Todd questioned the utility of the information that was provided by the study of deceased children relative to child growth and development (Behrents and Broadbent, 1984). He argued that this did not enable a clinical practitioner to understand ‘normal’ growth and maturation at the skeletal level. His vision was that the teaching of growth and development should be undertaken through the use of information gained from healthy children, rather than that which had been gathered from children whose development could have been affected by their nutritional status and disease burden. Children who were enrolled on the Cleveland study were given physical and psychological tests and concurrent records were made of their nutrition, dental and medical health. Ideally children were examined every three months from birth to 12 months of age, 6 monthly thereafter until the age of five, at which point examinations were scheduled at
12 monthly intervals throughout adolescence. Children were initially recruited from birth however children of various ages could and did enter the study at different times the one stipulation existing for their inclusion was that they were in good health (Todd, 1937).

Central to data collected, were radiographic images which facilitated the examination of skeletal development. Within the study six body areas were imaged; the hand, elbow, shoulder, hip, knee and foot. In total, more than 4,000 children from the Cleveland area were subject to head-to-toe X-rays. The extensive use of X-rays in the study was reduced in the early 1940s and finally stopped in 1942 due to the limit placed on resources by the Second World War. By this time the study had amassed a significant volume of data which is still available to researchers today. The study still exists, albeit in a different form, and has combined with the Bolton Study into the growth and development of the face and teeth to create The Bolton-Brush Growth Study.

The data collected during the Cleveland study formed the basis of a series of atlases which cover three body areas; the hand/wrist, the knee and the foot/ankle.

2.6 The Todd Atlas (1937)

The Todd atlas (1937) was the first of the hand/wrist atlases to be produced with the information collected during the Brush Foundation Study. The children whose images formed the basis of the atlas were examined serially over a 5 year period from 1930 to 1935 and as such, formed the vanguard of the subjects whose data was ultimately to be amassed. The images were collated in periods of 6 months and from these sets of images a list of maturity indicators
typical of that stage of development was identified. Todd defined maturity indicators as changes in the outline of the metaphysis and the contours of epiphyseal ossification centres rather than the appearance of ossification centres since these were considered to be too heavily influenced by external factors to be used consistently. Those images chosen for the atlas were considered to be a best fit for those maturity indicators. Todd (1937) explains this choice as the image which ‘most acceptably represents the mode’.

This atlas examines the skeletal maturation of the left hand and wrist for both males and females. The male series consists of 40 plates spaced at 3 monthly intervals from the age of 3 months until the age of 12 months. Once the age of 12 months is reached the plates are spaced in intervals of 6 months until the final plate which is of a male of 18 years 9 months of age. The images are accompanied by written descriptions of the stages of development reached by each area of the joint which the authors identify as demonstrating maturational changes. A description of the stages and what they mean can be found in the introduction to the atlas. The female series follows the same pattern, consisting of 35 plates ranging from 3 months of age until 16 years and 3 months.

Todd planned to create six of these atlases, however his ambition was never realised due to his death in 1938. The radiographs that he collected formed the basis of a number of subsequent atlases which were produced after his death but of the six atlases that he envisaged-only three were completed. The data collected from the study are still available to researchers on a pay per view basis since the Brush Study amalgamated with the Bolton study to become the Bolton-Brush Growth Study Centre, keeping all of the data collected in accessible archives (Hans and Broadbent, 2008).
2.7 Atlases of the hand-wrist, foot-ankle and knee

These are three of the atlases which had been envisaged by Wingate Todd before he died and which were produced by those who continued to oversee the study after his demise. The atlases were all developed from radiographs taken of children who were enrolled in the Brush Foundation Study, although in a number of cases the radiographs were supplemented with others gathered from complementary projects (Hoerr et al., 1962).

All three atlases were produced using the same methodology and follow similar protocols to those identified by Todd in the first atlas (Todd, 1937), although they were based on a larger body of work since they covered the whole period of the study. The authors began by identifying changes within the identified joint area which they felt reflected the process of maturation, calling these changes ‘maturity indicators’ (Greulich and Pyle, 1959; Hoerr et al., 1962; Pyle and Hoerr, 1969). Having identified these indicators they then chose 100 radiographs which were most representative of each maturational stage and arranged them according to the maturity indicators which they had identified. The chronological age assigned was the modal age at which these maturity indicators appeared. This was done separately for males and females. Once the 100 radiographs were collated, the radiograph which most represented that phase of maturation was selected for inclusion in the book (Figure 2.1). The first edition of the Greulich and Pyle atlas (1959) has a separate series of images for males and females. This changed later when these plates were combined, so for one plate there were two potential chronological ages, one for female and one for male, this was also done for the knee and foot/ankle atlases. The authors outlined their basic supposition underlying this approach by saying
that ‘there are transitional osseous features in each growing bone which are the same for both sexes and all races, and that these features are reproduced as accurately in a radiograph as are the more densely outlined adult features’ (Pyle and Hoerr, 1969). Thus, because they had established that both sexes experienced the same maturational changes and it was simply the timing of these changes which differed, they combined radiographs for the sexes but assigned differing ages to each one according to sex. Each radiographic plate was accompanied by a description of the skeletal elements which could be seen in the image and by a written description of the maturity indicators for that stage of skeletal maturity as identified by the authors.

All of the atlases in this series began with a description of the anatomical and radiographic terms which they used throughout the text when describing each radiograph. Additionally towards the end of the atlas the maturity indicators were also described in a series of line drawings with accompanying descriptions (Greulich and Pyle, 1959; Hoerr et al., 1962; Pyle and Hoerr, 1969). Each atlas also includes information on changes to maturity caused by disability or other disorders.
Figure 2.1: ‘MALE STANDARD 23’. Skeletal age 13 years (taken from Greulich and Pyle 1959)

**Skeletal Age of Individual Bones**

The skeletal age assigned to each bone in this standard is 13 years.

The radial epiphysis and the epiphyses of the second to fifth metacarpals are now as wide as the adjacent margins of their shafts.

The ossification centre of the sesamoid in the tendon of the adductor pollicis is now visible, just medial to the head of the first metacarpal.

The epiphyses of the proximal phalanges of the second, third, fourth and fifth fingers have increased somewhat in thickness and their radial margins end in distally directed tips. The epiphysis of the middle phalanx of the fifth finger is now as wide as its shaft. The tips of the epiphyses of the distal phalanges of the second to fifth fingers are bent slightly distally and the distal ends of the corresponding middle phalanges are now slightly concave.
The knee and foot/ankle atlas both supplemented their data with radiographs from the Stuart Growth Study based in Boston since there were no series of radiographs which followed any one individual from birth to maturity at 19 years of age in the Brush study (Hoerr et al., 1962; Pyle and Hoerr, 1969). The children in this study were described as originating from similar backgrounds to those enrolled in the Brush Foundation Study by the authors, but Garn has since called this into question in a publication in which he felt that due regard was not paid to the differences in socioeconomic background of the children enrolled in the different studies (Garn, 1981).

The spacing of the plates, which begin at birth and continue through to 17-19 years of age, varies according to sex and joint area, since the atlas identifies important ages not through the passing of chronological time but by the changes of the identified maturity indicators. Instructions for use of the atlases are included within the text, but the authors iterate that these can be replaced by other methods as devised by the individual practitioner (Greulich and Pyle, 1959; Hauspie et al., 2004; Hoerr et al., 1962; Pyle and Hoerr, 1969). The method specified begins by assuming that the practitioner knows the chronological age of the individual being assessed and is not a method for using the atlas to age estimate an individual of unknown age.

2.8 The Harpenden Study (1948-1971)

The Harpenden study was initiated and run by Tanner and Whitehouse on behalf of the Institute of Child Health in the UK. It ran between 1948 and 1971 and was funded by the Ministry of Health. The study was initiated as a means of examining the effects of war time dietary rationing on the growth and
development of children, but became a long running growth study. The majority of the children involved in the study resided at the Harpenden Children’s Homes. A total of 420 children between the ages of 3 and 18 years of age took part. The children were studied every 3 months during adolescence throughout which time additional physical parameters such as height and skinfold thickness were also measured. All the children were photographed naked at each examination and a set of radiographs taken. In total between 6 and 8 X-rays were taken on each occasion, these included; left hand and wrist, orthodontic images, calf, thigh and upper arm. Unlike the Brush study the only X-rays taken to specifically check skeletal maturity was the one of the left hand and wrist, all of the others were used to estimate soft tissue depth.

The resultant hand/wrist radiographs formed both the basis for the Tanner-Whitehouse atlases and also formed the basis for the creation of growth curves against which the development of British children were to be checked for many years (Tanner et al., 1966). These growth curves were designed to assess the extent to which children achieved ‘normal’ growth. Ultimately however a question arose around how circumstances had affected the growth rate of the children in a care situation. Both the experience of dietary restrictions and the stress which they may have experienced due to personal circumstances could be argued to affect growth and development. This, combined with the need to update the atlas to take secular change into consideration has led to these growth curves being modernised.
2.9 The Tanner-Whitehouse Atlases (TW1 (1962), TW2 (1975), TW3 (2001))

The single bone method atlases are based on an approach to the assessment of age which was originally suggested by Acheson (1954). Acheson (1954) argued that the methods of Greulich and Pyle and their colleagues, as discussed above had a number of inbuilt assumptions which created methodological errors in their design. These issues included: a presumption that the appearance and development of ossification centres is constant, the interval between imaging times being too great to accurately identify appropriate maturity indicators, the need for two standards, one for each sex and the presumption of a close link between skeletal maturity and chronological time represented by the age of the child (Acheson, 1954). The resulting errors created a situation which did not allow for the individual differences seen between children as they develop and mature.

In an effort to mitigate against these factors, Acheson (1954) suggested the introduction of a scoring system which would allow each ossification centre to be assessed individually, according to their stage of appearance and shape. At the culmination of the examination a final tally of all the scores would be made and this would then be related to a final maturational stage (Acheson, 1954). This idea was adopted by Tanner and his colleagues and an example of the resulting method is shown in Figure 2.2. The resultant atlases were developed using the hand/wrist radiographs collected during the Harpenden Growth Study.
Figure 2.2: Stages of ossification identified in the TW3 atlas for the Proximal Phalanges of the third and fifth fingers (Tanner et al., 2001).

The first and second editions of the atlas were based on the same sample of radiographs which had been taken during the Harpenden study (Tanner et al., 1962; Tanner et al., 1975). The second book was a revision of the first and the authors admitted that they were unable to take supplementary radiographic images, consequently this revision is based upon data which at the time of writing was 20 years old (Tanner et al., 1962; Tanner et al., 1975). The authors discussed the process of maturation which is evidenced within the atlas (Tanner et al., 1975). One of the additional processes included within the atlas was a method for the prediction of adult height from measurements taken in childhood (Tanner et al., 1975). The technique for the assessment of maturation is
described within the text and involves the examination of the ossification centres of the hand-wrist. The ossification centres which are assessed within the hand and wrist are divided into two groups; the first group are known as the *RUS (radius, ulna and short bones)* and comprises the radius, ulna and identified metacarpals and phalanges (Table 2.1). The second grouping is known as the *carpals* and comprises the carpal bones of the wrist, with the exception of the pisiform. Three scores are possible; the RUS score alone which is the sum of the scores from the bones identified as belonging in the RUS group, the carpal score alone which is the sum of the scores from the bones identified as belonging to the carpals or a combined score, known as the 20-Bone, bone age.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RUS (radius, ulna and finger bones)</th>
<th>Carpals (carpal bones)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distal Radius</td>
<td>Capitate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distal Ulna</td>
<td>Hamate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First, third and fifth metacarpals</td>
<td>Triquetral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proximal phalanx thumb</td>
<td>Lunate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proximal phalanges of third and fifth fingers</td>
<td>Scaphoid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distal Phalanx thumb</td>
<td>Trapezium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distal Phalanges of third and fifth fingers</td>
<td>Trapezoid</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: Primary and secondary ossification centres considered for RUS (radius, ulna and short bones) and Carpal groupings (Tanner *et al.*, 2001; Tanner *et al.*, 1962; Tanner *et al.*, 1975).

For each bone a series of maturational stages are described both in words, in line drawings and in radiographic representation demonstrating the upper and lower limits of each stage (Figure 2.2). The stages are given sequential letters from A through to either H or I, depending on the bone and a weighted score is given to each stage. There are different scores depending on whether the
individual is male or female. It is these scores which are added together to provide a total score. This final score is linked to a table which has chronological ages assigned to each score. The maximum score is 1000 for each potential group of observations which relates in turn to a maximum possible age (Table 2.2 and Table 2.3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sex and Area</th>
<th>Maximum Score</th>
<th>Bone ‘Age’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male RUS</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>18.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male Carpal</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>15.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male 20-bone</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>18.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female RUS</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>16.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female Carpal</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>13.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female 20-Bone age</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>16.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2: The maximum scores and the ages which they relate to in the TW2 system (Tanner et al., 1975).

The second atlas was a revision of the first, involving changes in some of the descriptional stages of bones although the scoring system remained the same. The third atlas remains true to the same methodology but draws its information from a different reference group (Tanner et al., 2001). Acknowledging that noticeable secular change has occurred in Western countries since the collection of data during the 1960s the authors’ base the TW3 atlas on data gathered from children who were participating in the First Zurich Longitudinal Growth Study. Data was also included from Turin, Genoa, Tokyo, Leeds and America and the authors argue that this collection of data is more relevant to a modern population. Fundamentally each atlas made only minor changes to the maturational stages that they had originally identified because the authors
argue that these are unchanging and that all children progress through each of the changes, it is the timing of these changes which alters as populations become more affluent and resources more readily available (Tanner et al., 2001; Tanner et al., 1962; Tanner et al., 1975).

The third edition of the TW method only utilises the RUS and carpal scores in their calculations of maturation since the authors felt that the 20-Bone bone age was unnecessary. It is of interest that whilst the maximum scores remain the same i.e 1000 but that this score relates to a very different maximum age compared to that given in the TW1 and TW2 atlases demonstrating the influence of secular change on maturational rates within these populations (Tanner et al., 2001).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sex and Area</th>
<th>Maximum Score</th>
<th>Bone ‘Age’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male RUS</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>16.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male Carpal</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>15.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female RUS</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>15.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female Carpal</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>13.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.3: Maximum scores and the bone ages which they relate to in the TW3 atlas (Tanner et al., 2001).

All three atlases contain detailed instructions on their use, although an age estimation undertaken using this method takes significantly longer to perform than that undertaken using a method such as the Greulich and Pyle (1959) atlas. Unfortunately whilst authors argue that the TW3 atlas is more relevant to a modern population, it is now out of print and the text is very difficult to source.
2.10 The First Zurich Longitudinal Study (1954-current)

This study is divided into 3 parts, the first ran from 1954-1978 and involved the study of 351 healthy children, the second involved 111 children and ran from 1971-1998 and the third gave an added dimension when it became possible to record data from the children of the original study participants and ran from 1974 to the current day. This allowed the collection of data across two known generations. Data collection included data on both the physical and mental development of children (Ernst et al., 1992; Jenni et al., 2005; Largo and Prader, 1983a; b; Prader et al., 1989). The study is now being supported by the Swiss National Science Foundation and has generated a significant amount of data which has contributed to a large number of studies including adding to the data utilised in the TW3 atlas of Tanner et al (2001).

2.11 The Fels Study (1929-current)

The Fels study began in 1929 as a longitudinal multidisciplinary study into the effects of The Great Depression on child development, one of a number of similar studies which were initiated in the USA at this time. It was originally overseen by Lester Sontag and funded by the Fels Fund of Philadelphia. The study examined children within families who were ideally enrolled whilst the mother was still pregnant thus ensuring that data collection began as soon after birth as possible. Unlike other studies which concentrated only on children data collections were continued throughout adulthood with the result that individuals who took part at the inception of the study are still attending for the collection of information to the present day. A significant amount of work has been published on skeletal and dental growth as a result of work that was done on
the data from this project including many of the publications of Stanley Garn who worked on the project between 1952 and 1968.

2.12 The Fels Atlas

The Fels atlas was developed from 13,823 radiographs of the left hand-wrist collected during the Fels study (Chumlea et al., 1989). This atlas was designed using the same theoretical approach to that suggested by Acheson (1954) and put into practice by Tanner and colleagues. However instead of using the 9 maturity indicators isolated and described by Tanner and his team, which are applied to 20 bones of the hand/wrist, the Fels method relies on a total of 98 maturity indicators, creating a method complex enough that it requires specialist training for use and has an accompanying computer programme to enable maturity estimations to be performed. Whilst the few studies that have been undertaken to test the accuracy of this atlas have shown favourable results, in reality its complexity means that it is a rarely utilised resource (Aicardi et al., 2000; Chumlea et al., 1989; Malina et al., 2007; Van Lenthe et al., 1998; Vignolo et al., 1999).

2.13 Ageing methods using the elbow

The Brodeur et al atlas (1981) of the elbow begins by explaining that it was designed to ‘complement a standard hand and wrist atlas’ and is based on cross sectional data collected during the years of clinical practice by the author. In addition to creating an atlas which contains the anterior-posterior and lateral images of elbows at set ages, it also seeks to cover abnormalities caused by trauma, congenital abnormalities and haemophilia. As the authors accurately
point out, the maturational sequence of the elbow is complicated. To allow for this, as well as the natural variation which is found between individuals the authors have included images for what they describe as ‘high’ and ‘low’ ‘normals’ for each age group, as well as the image of the elbow which most represents the ‘norm’. They separate males from females throughout the atlas (Brodeur et al., 1981).

The authors begin with an explanation about their atlas. They have developed an ageing process which guides the practitioner through the maturation process of the elbow as seen in the anterior-posterior view. They include descriptions of each secondary centre of ossification, the morphological changes which they undergo and the times at which these can be expected. This atlas is as much about identifying pathology and trauma as the maturation sequence of the elbow and this is reflected in the text where there are descriptions of the normal appearance of the ossification sequence in order to allow the practitioner to identify injury and abnormalities.

In the first half of the atlas each set of age ranges consist of a male and female example of that age and ranges from new-born (5 days old) to 16 years of age. Each of these also has a written description which aids the practitioner in making their assessment. The second section of the atlas contains images and descriptions of elbows which have undergone trauma and disease processes, again underlying the aim of the book which aims to provide the practitioner with knowledge of both normal and abnormal elbow development. The radiographs are spaced at 6 monthly intervals, up to the age of 16 years 6 months of age for both male and females. This upper age limit reduces their use in forensic age estimation for older children but does not prevent its use in younger children.
The scoring method available for the elbow are all variations of an original method described by Sauvegrain et al. (1962). This method has been widely used in Europe for the last 40 years (Dimeglio et al., 2005; Hans et al., 2008; Sauvegrain et al., 1962). As with the Brodeur et al. atlas (1981) the Sauvegrain method was designed to be used in support of other ageing methods but was aimed specifically at age estimation during the peak velocity height growth which children experience during the pubertal period. The method relies on the assessment of 4 anatomical areas of the elbow joint; the lateral condyle, the trochlea, the olecranon apophysis and the proximal radial epiphysis, each of which was assigned a score. The maximum score is 27 at which stage the elbow is considered to be fully mature. The most commonly used variation of the method is that described by Dimeglio et al. (2005) in which they proposed a number of additional increments within the scoring system which increased the accuracy of the method (Figure 2.3).

![Figure 2.3: Scoring method of Dimeglio et al. (2005).](image-url)
To convert the numeric score to a chronological age, the Sauvegrain method relies on the use of a graph (Figure 2.4), however this is not easy to read or interpret so Dimeglio et al. (2005) also redrew the graph to make it easier to interpret and in the process separated females (Figure 2.5) from males (Figure 2.6). These graphs make the relationship between score and chronological age easier to establish. It should be noted that in order to assign a chronological age, it is necessary for the cumulative score to reach 9 for females and 10 for males since these are the lowest points on each of the graphs.

![Figure 2.4: Original Sauvegrain et al. graph (Sauvegrain et al., 1962).](image)
Figure 2.5: Re-drawn Sauvegrain et al. (1962) chart for girls (Dimeglio et al. 2005).

Figure 2.6: Re-drawn Sauvegrain et al. (1962) chart for boys (Dimeglio et al. 2005).
2.14 Other Atlases

In addition to the atlases listed above, there are a number of other reference atlases which are available to anyone undertaking age assessments (De Roo and Scröder, 1976; Fishman, 1982; Gilsanz and Ratib, 2005; Gök et al., 1985; Roche et al., 1988; Thiemann et al., 2006). Many of these are limited in their use for a variety of reasons; they are little known (Fishman, 1982), except in their subject area or specific country (Gök et al., 1985; Thiemann et al., 2006), are very recent (Cameriere et al., 2006; Gilsanz and Ratib, 2005) or very complicated to use (Roche et al., 1988).

Many of the atlases named above have been tested for accuracy and reliability, especially with the recent increased interest in age estimation methods.

The Gök and Thiemann-Nitz atlases have been tested in their countries of origin (Büken et al., 2008; Büken et al., 2009; Gök et al., 1985; Schmeling et al., 2006a; Schmidt et al., 2007). Both have shown that their accuracy and reproducibility is acceptable for forensic purposes on these populations but neither have been translated into English or are freely available thereby reducing their usefulness (Gök et al., 1985; Thiemann et al., 2006).

2.15 The Test of the Atlases

This study aims to re-examine 6 of the skeletal standards in relation to a modern population to review their accuracy and reliability. Tests of the reliability of each standard will allow practitioners to judge whether the standard is appropriate for use as an age estimation method for an individual from a modern population. The section above shows that the standards were
developed using data from populations which were different geographically and socioeconomically from modern populations and it is legitimate to ask whether they are still relevant to the demands of forensic age estimation processes in the UK as demands are increasingly placed upon forensic experts to ensure that their conclusions are based on sound practice.

The skeletal age in the standards will be compared to radiographs of children of known age to gain an understanding of the relationship between the maturational tempo which is demonstrated in the standard and the rate of maturation found in a modern population. Secondly the performance of each standard in relation to the modern Scottish population will be compared to each other to establish the accuracy rates of each standard in relation to its specified body area and in relation to the other standards available. The third stage of the study will include the examination of data collected from children who are living in India.

There are a large number of standards which are available for age estimation and for the purposes of this study six of these have been selected for testing. The reasons for choosing these relate to the popularity of the method (Greulich and Pyle, 1959), the use of recent data to develop the standard (Tanner et al., 2001) or the limited choice of methods for specific body areas (Brodeur et al., 1981; Hoerr et al., 1962; Pyle et al., 1971; Sauvegrain et al., 1962).
3 Materials and Methods

Due to the dangers inherent in repeated exposure to X-Rays this study could not involve taking X-Ray images specifically for the purposes of research (Brenner et al., 2003; Hall, 1991). The longitudinal studies which have produced the reference material we now depend upon can never be repeated. For this reason this study had to be cross-sectional in nature utilising images which had been taken from children and adolescents as part of their medical treatment or investigation.

3.1 Scottish Population

Permission was gained from Ninewells Hospital, Dundee, to access their radiographic database. Ninewells Hospital is a large teaching hospital which serves a community of around 400,000 people across Tayside and has a large Accident and Emergency Department. The images selected for this study had been taken as part of the medical investigation of female and male children and adolescents when they had attended the A&E department at Ninewells Hospital after a fall or similar incident. Initially, images viewed were on radiographic film. This image was photographed against a light box, using an 8 mega-pixel digital camera and a record made of; sex, date of birth, date of image and side of the body. Due to the method of data collection it was not possible to identify the ethnicity of the individual. The chronological age of the individual was calculated as the difference between the date of birth and the date that the
image was taken. Because the exact dates were given it was possible to calculate the difference between the two dates to the exact number of years, months and days, however for the purposes of the calculations in this study this was rounded to the month. Images which contained recent untreated fractures were used unless the fracture displaced the epiphyses to such an extent that they became unidentifiable e.g. some elbow fractures. If treatment had commenced or there had been a previous fracture then the image was not collected to avoid the possibility that the fracture or subsequent treatment had affected growth of the area (Reynolds, 1981). Brief medical notes accompanied the images and the presence of an existing pathology, such as Perthes’ disease or a disorder, such as osteogenesis imperfecta or precocious puberty also meant that the image was not collected. After Ninewells Hospital changed their system to include digital imaging in 2009 the X-Ray images were downloaded directly from the database.

The population served by Ninewells Hospital includes a population of which around 17% live in poverty as defined by the Scottish Indices of Multiple Deprivation, 20% are students who attend the local universities and approximately 1.9% are considered to be non-white. It should be noted that a large dependence on agriculture means that there is an increase in migrant workers on a seasonal basis. Life expectancy is 78.8 years (female 80.6 years, males 76.9 years) slightly higher than the national average (Directgov., 2009).

Both female and male radiographs were collected. The age of this sample ranged from birth to 20 years of age and was separated into one year cohorts i.e. 1-2 year, 2-3 years etc. Images were collected for each age cohort up to a maximum of 20 images however this was not always achieved due to the availability of appropriate images. The joint areas collected were the
hand/wrist, elbow, knee and foot/ankle, since these are the areas of the body which have existing atlases. For all of these, except the hand/wrist, only images from the left side of the body were collected, and both anterior-posterior views as well as lateral views were collected when both of these were included in the relevant standard, such as the elbows, feet and knees. Whilst radiographs were collected for all of the body areas subsequent analysis revealed that there were a small number that could not be used due to the angle of the image or due to the degree of fracturing which obscured an epiphyseal area. Final cohort sizes are shown in Table 3.1.

Traditionally, age estimations are performed using joint areas from the left side of the body since it is argued that the skeleton undergoes age related changes with enough symmetry that one side reflects the state of maturity of the whole (Todd, 1937). The collection of hand/wrist images from both the right and left sides of the body allowed this to be tested statistically.

All of the images were made anonymous and given a sequential number to which was linked the information collected, the chronological age was then hidden from the researcher. Each image was viewed and age estimation undertaken using the relevant atlas. The differences between chronological age and estimated age were examined statistically once the ages had been transformed to months to facilitate statistical analysis. Due to well documented differences in the rate of development between females and males the two sexes were treated separately.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sex, area and side</th>
<th>Number of Images</th>
<th>Sex, area and side</th>
<th>Number of Images</th>
<th>Total Number of Images</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female left hand</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>Male left hand</td>
<td>249</td>
<td>406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female right hand</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>Male right hand</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female left elbow</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>Male left elbow</td>
<td>332</td>
<td>592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female left knee</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>Male left knee</td>
<td>296</td>
<td>524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female left foot</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>Male left foot</td>
<td>281</td>
<td>546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1027</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1456</td>
<td>2483</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Number of images collected by skeletal region and sex

### 3.2 The standards

A total of 6 standards were tested against the four body areas (Table 3.2). All standards were designed to allow an assessment of the skeletal maturity of living children to be undertaken using radiographs.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Joint</th>
<th>Atlas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Table 3.2: Skeletal area examined and the relevant atlases used in this study.

### 3.3 Indian Population

Permission was gained to access radiographic images in New Delhi, India. The hospital is the Maulana Azad Medical College which is located near to the centre of the city. Medical treatment at this hospital has no charge so it serves a large local population from all socioeconomic backgrounds, although the majority who access the facilities are of lower socioeconomic groups. No children were subject to radiographic imaging for this project, all images were
taken as part of medical treatment or investigation when they accessed the emergency department and there was no information recorded which could be used to identify the child at a future date. The same background data was collected from each child as from the Scottish population. Whilst legally children should be registered at birth in India, in reality in a country with high population densities and large rural areas, this is not always the case, especially amongst the less well educated. This limited the collection of data of children who had a stated (although not proven) chronological age.

During the data collection process it quickly became clear that recording birth date was problematic and therefore an issue for the study. Dates of birth were not recorded as dates but had been recorded as a year, such as ‘11 years’ on the medical records. This information was recorded in this manner because the parents of the children did not know the date of birth of the child and when asked they made a ‘best guess’ or if they did not know then the radiographer entered a ‘best guess’ into the records. As a result of the lack of a confirmed date of birth for the children whose images were collected, it was not possible to use the radiographs in this study. The presence of such as large population who have no recorded date of birth, despite living in the capital city of a country in which it is the law to record the birth of a child highlighted the issues which lead to the need for age estimation processes. This discrepancy had not been raised prior to travel to collect data for the study but sharply defines the importance of the research in question. The final number of radiographs which were collected from children of ‘known’ chronological age was very small (Table 3.3). A test of the sample was undertaken using the Greulich and Pyle atlas (1959) for the hand-wrist radiographs and the Brodeur et al (1981) to assess whether the stage of skeletal maturation reflected that seen in the atlas.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sex and Side</th>
<th>Number of Images</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female left hand-wrist</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female left elbow</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male left hand-wrist</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male left elbow</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.3: Number of images from New Delhi, India by sex and side.

### 3.4 Inter and Intra-observer Error

Age estimations were performed on all of the images for each joint area using the relevant atlas. Intra-observer error was tested by returning to each joint one month after the initial estimations were concluded and re-assessing a random sample of 30 images from each joint area.

Inter-observer error was tested by gathering 30 random images of each joint area and giving them to a practicing forensic anthropologist to age assess. No instructions were given on the use of each atlas other than that available within the atlas. The only information which was given was the sex of the individual whose joint appeared in the image.

### 3.5 Terminology

Any discussion of age estimation techniques can result in confusing terminology. For the purposes of this study, all calculations were designed so that a negative result indicates an underage and a positive result indicated an overage. The following definitions of underage and overage were followed consistently throughout.
Underage; this refers to the situation in which an individual is assigned an age which is younger than their actual chronological age.

Overage; this refers to the situation in which an individual is assigned an age which is older than their actual chronological age.

3.6 Statistical Analysis

Statistical analysis was undertaken using *SigmaStat*® and where this was not appropriate *Graphpad*®. Regression analysis was undertaken to establish the reliability of each age estimation with estimated age treated as the independent variable in all of the calculations. All ages were converted into months to facilitate statistical analysis.
4 The Hand-Wrist

Of all the potential body regions, radiographic images of the left-hand wrist are most commonly used for assessment of maturation and chronological age. As a result a large volume of literature has accumulated. Whilst the most representative of these will be included in this section, to facilitate readability the majority of references relating to this work and which have been consulted will be included in the bibliography in Appendix 1.

The hand-wrist area of the skeleton has received a lot of interest in relation to the estimation of skeletal maturity and skeletal age. Maturity in the hand-wrist can be estimated using one of a selection of atlases (De Roo and Scröder, 1976; Gilsanz and Ratib, 2005; Gök et al., 1985; Greulich and Pyle, 1959; Poland, 1898; Pyle et al., 1971; Tanner et al., 2001; Tanner et al., 1962; Tanner et al., 1975; Thiemann et al., 2006; Todd, 1937). Studies which examined maturation in the left hand-wrist fall into two groups. The first group use the atlases in the manner for which they were originally designed by studying radiographs as a means of measuring the skeletal age of children of known chronological age. The studies investigate the skeletal maturity of children; to assess the effects of disorder and ill-health (Christoforidis et al., 2007), to compare skeletal maturity with other indicators of maturity such as dental development (Krailassiri et al., 2002; Lewis, 1991) and to understand the influence of ethnicity, socioeconomic factors secular change or environment on the development of children (Greulich, 1957; Hawley et al., 2009; Lampl et al., 1978; Pickett et al., 1995).
The second group of studies are concerned with examining the efficacy of the atlases themselves in relation to the assessment of age in the living for forensic purposes. These studies examine the accuracy of atlases; in relation to other atlases (Bull et al., 1999), in relation to specific populations (Büken et al., 2009) or specific chronological ages (Schmeling et al., 2006b) or in relation to other age estimation methods (Haiter-Neto et al., 2006; Kanbur et al., 2006). The emphasis of these studies is on the ability of an age estimation methodology to predict whether an individual has passed an identified birthday. In addition to a concentration on ages of legal importance, this literature also aims to explore the accuracy and reliability of existing methods of age estimation (Büken et al., 2007; Schmidt et al., 2008c).

The German Study Group on Forensic Age Diagnostics of the German Association of Forensic Medicine (AGFAD) is a multidisciplinary group which was formed with the express aim of developing and researching age estimation in the living (AGFAD, 2011). Much of the work of AGFAD has informed the development of this field of age estimation and in 2001 this culminated in a recommendation for the optimum method of undertaking age estimation (Schmeling et al., 2008; Schmeling et al., 2001; Schmidt et al., 2008c). This work recommended the use of a triumvirate of images in any estimation of age in the living individual, one of which is a radiograph of the left hand-wrist. This recommendation has concentrated research on maturity indicators of the three identified areas and the relationship of each to chronological age. Despite the work of AGFAD and others, no single atlas has proven to be of greater utility in relation to age estimation than any other and the ultimate choice of atlas is left to the practitioner.
4.1 The Greulich and Pyle atlas (1959)

This section aims to examine the applicability of the Greulich and Pyle atlas (1959) to a modern Scottish sample to assess whether it is appropriate for forensic use as a method of age estimation when applied to a contemporary population. The section will include a pilot study into the applicability of the Tanner et al., (2001) atlas to a subset of the same population. The atlases rely on the examination of left hand-wrist radiographs and this section culminates in an examination into whether the orientation of the radiograph has an impact on the accuracy of the estimation of probable age.

4.1.1 Materials and method

To test the applicability of the Greulich and Pyle atlas left hand-wrist radiographs were age estimated following the method laid down in the atlas. A total of 406 left hand-wrist radiographs were collected; 157 females and 249 males (Figure 4.1). Table 4.1 and Figure 4.2 show the distribution of individuals for each sex by age. It can be seen that there are a smaller number of individuals in the lower age ranges (under 6 years of age).
Figure 4.1: Left hand-wrist image identified as MLH41. Chronological age 11 yr 1 month, estimated age 11 years (132 months) using the Greulich and Pyle atlas method (1959).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years</th>
<th>Female Left</th>
<th>Male Left</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>157</td>
<td>249</td>
<td>406</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Number of radiographic images of the left hand/wrist separated by sex and age.

Figure 4.2: Number of images of the left hand/wrist by age cohort and sex.
An estimation of age was undertaken for each of the radiographs using the Greulich and Pyle Atlas (1959). The age estimation was undertaken without prior knowledge of the chronological age of each child examined. Due to well-recorded differences in the development of females and males, age estimation was undertaken separately for each sex (Loesch et al., 1995; MacKay, 1952; Pryor, 1923; 1925). The 1959 edition of the Greulich and Pyle atlas has separate standards for males and females: in males, the image at which full skeletal maturity has been achieved is ‘Male standard 31’ which is assigned a chronological age of 19 years. For females the corresponding image is that of ‘Female Standard 27’ which is assigned a chronological age of 18 years. In this study, all of the radiographs were age estimated up to, and including 20 years of age to confirm when age related maturation could no longer be identified in the current sample. Within the 18-21 years age groups for females there were 14 individuals who had not reached the stage of maturity seen in ‘Female Standard 27’ and in the 19-21 year age groups for males there were 11 individuals who had not reached ‘Male Standard 31’, despite the individual having passed the identified chronological age for these standards (Table 4.2). Finding individuals who were still undergoing fusion was not unexpected since in any population there will be individuals who, for a variety of reasons, achieve maturational milestones at a different chronological age to others (Hagg and Taranger, 1992; Lopez-Blanco et al., 1995). The radiographs in the Greulich and Pyle atlas represent the average or median skeletal development for that chronological age, and do not illustrate outliers. Since these outliers were shown to exist in this cohort, all images were included in the statistical assessments as this is a true representation of the sample.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sex and Side</th>
<th>Number of Individuals in age groupings 18-21 years for females and 19-21 years for males</th>
<th>Number in which fusion still active</th>
<th>% in which fusion still active</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female Left Hand/Wrist</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male Left Hand/Wrist</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>23.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: Number of radiographs of the left hand/wrist in which fusion was still active.

Intra-observer accuracy was tested using a subset of 30 randomly selected radiographs from the female left hand radiographs and 30 randomly selected radiographs from the male set of radiographs. These were observed 3 months after the first group were estimated. An inter-observer test was devised using 30 randomly selected female left hand-wrist radiographs. The second assessor is a practising forensic anthropologist with knowledge of, but not experience with, the Greulich and Pyle atlas (1959). For the purposes of this test the observer was given no additional instructions in the use of the atlas, was blind to the chronological age and was only informed of the sex of the individual.

4.1.2 Intra and inter-observer test of the Greulich and Pyle atlas (1959)

The intra-observer test involved retesting 30 randomly selected images from the male left hand images and 30 randomly selected images from the female left hand images. Regression analysis was undertaken on the results of this second set of age estimations. The regression coefficients and R² values are presented in Table 4.3. For the intra-observer test in females the R² value =0.973 and for the intra-observer test for males the R² value =0.963. A Mann-Whitney U test of the intra-observer results indicated that there was no
significant difference between the two sets of observations for either the female left hand (P=0.925) or the male left hand images (P=0.859).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Regression Coefficient</th>
<th>R value</th>
<th>R²-value</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intra-observer Results for female left hand</td>
<td>0.930</td>
<td>0.986</td>
<td>0.973</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intra-observer results for male left hand</td>
<td>0.955</td>
<td>0.981</td>
<td>0.963</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3: Results of the linear regression undertaken on the intra-observer relationship between chronological age and estimated age by sex.

The inter-observer test involved the age estimation of 30 randomly selected radiographs of female left hand-wrists (Table 4.4). Linear regression was undertaken to examine the correlation between estimated age and chronological age for the age estimations undertaken by the second examiner, the R²-value for this analysis was 0.940 (p <0.001). The inter-observer results were compared to the analysis performed by the first observer using a t-test which indicated that there was no significant difference between the two sets of results (P=0.982).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Regression Coefficient</th>
<th>R value</th>
<th>R²-value</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female Left Hand/Wrist</td>
<td>0.905</td>
<td>0.969</td>
<td>0.940</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.4: Results of the linear regression undertaken on the inter-observer relationship between chronological age and estimated age.
4.1.3 Results for the test of the Greulich and Pyle atlas (1959) method

Both the chronological ages and estimated ages were translated from years into months for the purposes of statistical analysis.

Linear regression analysis was undertaken on the data with estimated age treated as the independent variable in all of the calculations. The results are presented in Table 4.5 and Figures 4.3 and 4.4. The \( R^2 \) value for the correlation between chronological age and estimated age in females is 0.939 and for males is 0.940, both of these values are highly significant (p<0.001).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Regression Coefficient</th>
<th>R value</th>
<th>( R^2 )-value</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female Left Hand/Wrist (n=157)</td>
<td>0.894</td>
<td>0.969</td>
<td>0.939</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male Left Hand/Wrist (n=249)</td>
<td>0.979</td>
<td>0.970</td>
<td>0.940</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.5: R values, \( R^2 \)-values and regression coefficients by sex for the relationship between estimated and chronological age undertaken by the first observer.

The relationship between chronological age and estimated age was tested for significance using a Mann-Whitney U test. For both females and males the difference between chronological age and estimated age using the Greulich and Pyle atlas (1959) was not statistically significant (females P=0.771, males P=0.899).
Figure 4.3: Linear Regression between Chronological Age (CA) and Estimated Age (EA) using the Greulich and Pyle Atlas for Female Left Hand (EA = 14.043 + (0.894 x CA)).

Figure 4.4: Linear Regression between Chronological Age and Estimated Age using the Greulich and Pyle Atlas for Male Left Hand (EA = 1.859 + (0.979 x CA)).

A Mann-Whitney U test was undertaken to further examine the relationship between chronological age and estimated age for females and males (Table...
4.6. This demonstrated that the difference between chronological age and estimated age was not significant for both female and male groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>P-value</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female left hand-wrist</td>
<td>P=0.771</td>
<td>Not statistically different</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male left hand-wrist</td>
<td>P=0.889</td>
<td>Not statistically different</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.6: The results of the Mann-Whitney U test for each sex.

The differences between chronological age and estimated age were calculated by subtracting the chronological age from the estimated age. A negative value indicated that using the Greulich and Pyle atlas (1959) method assigned a skeletal age which was less than the chronological age i.e. underaged and a positive value indicates an individual who had been assigned a skeletal age which was greater than the chronological age i.e. overaged.

Figure 4.5: Distribution of mean differences between Chronological age and Estimated Age (months) for Female Left Hand Images.
Figure 4.6: Distribution of mean differences between Chronological age and Estimated Age (months) for Male Left Hand Images.

The differences between chronological age and age estimated by the Greulich and Pyle atlas (1959) ranged from between an underage of 37 months (3 years 1 month) and an overage of 31 months (2 years 7 months) for females and between an underage of 37 months (3 years 1 month) and an overage of 31 months (2 years 7 months) for males. Both sets of differences show a Gaussian distribution, although for males there is a slightly negative skew indicating that deviations from the mean are more likely to be negative (Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6). The mean difference between chronological age and estimated age for each sex is negative in value (Table 4.7) indicating that within this sample, the average chronological age is in advance of the estimated age by 1.95 months for females and 1.63 months for males i.e. there is a slight tendency to underage.
Table 4.7: Mean differences between chronological age and estimated age for the complete dataset by sex. Standard deviation, standard error, confidence interval of the mean and the maximum over and under-estimation of age observed within the groups.

To obtain a more detailed picture of the differences and relationship between chronological age and estimated age, the data were broken down into age cohorts of 5 years. It can be seen in Table 4.8 that for females age is consistently over-estimated in comparison to the chronological age by between 2.04 and 3.06 months from 0 to 15 years of age. For males age is underestimated in comparison to chronological age, by between 2.44 and 3.54 months from birth to 10 years of age and over-estimated by 1.74 months for 11-15 year olds. The trend for both sexes in the 16-21 age groups is a lag between estimated age and chronological age resulting in individuals being assigned a younger age using the atlas in comparison to their actual chronological age. The under-estimation of age is to be expected in this age group since for both the male and female groups the atlas cannot assess age past the point at which maturity is achieved. Although radiographs were
collected and estimated up until the 20th year, there were only a small number of individuals who were still experiencing fusion at this time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age Cohort</th>
<th>Female Left Hand/Wrist Mean difference by cohort (months)</th>
<th>Female Left Hand/Wrist maximum over and under age (months)</th>
<th>Female Left Hand/Wrist Standard Deviation (months)</th>
<th>Female Left Hand/Wrist Standard Error (months)</th>
<th>Female Left Hand/Wrist Confidence Interval (months)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-5 years</td>
<td>2.25 (n=15)</td>
<td>Overage 14.00 Underage 15.00</td>
<td>9.85</td>
<td>2.46</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-10 years</td>
<td>2.04 (n=48)</td>
<td>Overage 31.00 Underage 28.00</td>
<td>13.36</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>3.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-15 years</td>
<td>3.06 (n=49)</td>
<td>Overage 31.00 Underage 33.00</td>
<td>13.46</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>3.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-20 years</td>
<td>-13.38 (n=45)</td>
<td>Overage -37.00 Underage -23.00</td>
<td>14.05</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>4.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age Cohort</th>
<th>Male Left Hand/Wrist mean differences by cohort (months)</th>
<th>Male Left Hand/Wrist maximum over and under age (months)</th>
<th>Male Left Hand/Wrist Standard Deviation (months)</th>
<th>Male Left Hand/Wrist Standard Error (months)</th>
<th>Male Left Hand/Wrist Confidence Interval (months)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-5 years</td>
<td>-3.54 (n=22)</td>
<td>Overage 10.00 Underage 15.00</td>
<td>7.06</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>3.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-10 years</td>
<td>-2.44 (n=45)</td>
<td>Overage 30.00 Underage 37.00</td>
<td>17.25</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>5.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-15 years</td>
<td>1.74 (n=87)</td>
<td>Overage 25.00 Underage 36.00</td>
<td>12.95</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>2.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-20 years</td>
<td>-3.87 (n=95)</td>
<td>Overage 31.00 Underage 28.00</td>
<td>14.42</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>2.94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.8: Mean differences between chronological age and estimated age for the complete dataset by sex. Standard deviation, standard error, confidence interval of the mean and the maximum over and under-estimation of age observed within the groups divided into 5 year cohorts.

The difference between chronological age and estimated age was broken down further into year cohorts for each sex (Table 4.9). The number of images in the younger groups was small with larger numbers of individuals in older age
groups. For the females, prior to the age of 9 years there was a mixed pattern of under and over aging, although for the majority of groups for which there was data the trend was to overage by between 1.14 and 5.12 months. From the age of 9 to 16 years of age, the atlas method consistently overaged females by between 0.20 and 5.73 months, that is the individual was estimated to be older than they were. The trend then reversed due to the completion of the atlas series for females so that from the age of 17 years in females the atlas method consistently underaged, that is under-estimated the age of the individual. For males there is a tendency to overage individuals between the ages of birth and 2 years of age, after this the Greulich and Pyle atlas approach (1959) underages the majority of age groups by between 0.2 and 10 months, except for boys between the age of 9 years and 10 years who are on average overaged by 2.92 months. The atlas method consistently overages boys from the age of 13 years to 17 years by between 1.62 months and 11.05 months, at 18 years of age this trend reverses again due to the completion of the atlas series so that after this age males tend to be consistently underaged.

When the differences between the maximum overage and underage are scrutinised for each sex it can be seen that for females the maximum overage of 31 months occurs in both the 10 year and 12 year age groups. The maximum underage of 37 months occurs in females in the 20 year age group. If this last group is taken out due to the potential bias introduced by the distance that this age is from the culmination of the female age range presented by the atlas there is a maximum underage of 33 months (2 years 9 months) in both the 12 and the 19 year old age groups. The timings for the equivalent maximum differences for males is slightly different, the maximum over age of 31 months
occurs in the 16 year age group and the maximum underage of 37 months occurs in the 9 year age group.

These individuals represent children whose development is at the far extremes of advanced and delayed skeletal development. It is interesting to note that for both sexes they are children for who fall into post-pubertal age range where individual differences are most pronounced due to the variation of onset of the pubertal growth spurt.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age Cohort (years)</th>
<th>Female Left Hand/Wrist</th>
<th>Male Left Hand/Wrist</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3 (n=3)</td>
<td>1.67 (n=3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.33 (n=3)</td>
<td>0.0 (n=3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.33 (n=3)</td>
<td>-5.00 (n=3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-0.5 (n=6)</td>
<td>-6.17 (n=6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-4.43 (n=7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>5.12 (n=8)</td>
<td>-10.0 (n=2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.14 (n=8)</td>
<td>-7.88 (n=8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>-4.67 (n=3)</td>
<td>-7.38 (n=8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>5.73 (n=11)</td>
<td>2.92 (n=12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.00 (n=19)</td>
<td>-0.2 (n=15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.67 (n=7)</td>
<td>-0.53 (n=17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>5.09 (n=11)</td>
<td>-0.94 (n=15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>5.06 (n=17)</td>
<td>1.62 (n=16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.20 (n=10)</td>
<td>0.00 (n=18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>4.2 (n=5)</td>
<td>7.09 (n=21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>2.00 (n=10)</td>
<td>11.05 (n=19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>-7.86 (n=7)</td>
<td>2.52 (n=21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>-10.83 (n=12)</td>
<td>-7.21 (n=19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>-21.67 (n=6)</td>
<td>-9.53 (n=19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>-30.70 (n=10)</td>
<td>-18.41 (n=17)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.9: Differences between chronological and estimated age in months by age cohort for each group.
4.1.4 Discussion

This was a test of the Greulich and Pyle atlas method of age estimation on a modern population. In light of the recent Law Commission Report (The Law Commission, 2011) in England and Wales, the re-examination of anthropological methodologies is appropriate, especially those which are applied in ways for which they were never originally designed and which are highly likely to be presented to a court of law fundamentally as a novel science. The Greulich and Pyle atlas (1959) is one of these techniques. In addition to the use of the atlas for forensic application, it is also based on the development of children who were maturing in 1930s America, creating a situation in which not only secular change but differences in ethnicity and access to medical and nutritional resources could be widely altered in those who are undergoing age estimation to those whose images assisted in the creation of the atlas (Schmeling et al., 2000; Schmeling et al., 2006d). An understanding of the reliability and validity of a method in relation to the population to which it is being applied, is vital in these circumstances especially when the approach has such far reaching consequences in terms of social and legal responsibility.

Due to the ethical considerations of undertaking longitudinal radiographic studies on maturing children, it is not possible to develop modern equivalents of the radiographic atlases and so it has become necessary to regularly test existing methods to understand the inherent errors that might exist if the technique is applied to a targeted population.

This study on a Scottish population resulted in strong correlations between estimated age and chronological age by both observers, a finding which was consistent for both males and females. Other studies have also found that the
correlation between assessed age and chronological age is strong (Berst et al., 2001; Büken et al., 2007; Bull et al., 1999; Calfee et al., 2010; Chan et al., 1961; Cole et al., 1988; Garamendi et al., 2005; Griffith et al., 2007; Groell et al., 1999; Mora et al., 2001; Van Rijn et al., 2001; Zhang et al., 2009). However despite this, many authors argue that the Greulich and Pyle atlas should be applied either with population specific modifications (Büken et al., 2007; Calfee et al., 2010; Griffith et al., 2007; Koc et al., 2001; Koski et al., 1961; Loder et al., 1993; Mora et al., 2001; Ontell et al., 1996; Rikhasor et al., 1999; Tisè et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2009) or should be combined with other age estimation techniques for increased accuracy (Garamendi et al., 2005). There are also a number of studies which find that the Greulich and Pyle atlas (1959) is inappropriate for use on the population that they studied because there is a large difference between the chronological age of the children tested and the age as estimated using the atlas (Lewis et al., 2002; Nahid et al., 2010; Zafar et al., 2010). In each study the atlas method gave a large underage for the majority of the children examined. These latter studies were arguably of populations in which access to nutrition and healthcare was reduced in comparison to a Western population such as is found in Scotland. Whilst there are a number of children who live in poverty in the area served by Ninewells Hospital, access to resources such as affordable healthcare ensure that these children are less physically stressed by their environment than those growing to adulthood in other countries. These studies support the findings of Schmeling et al. (2005) who argued that both socioeconomic factors as well as ethnicity should be taken into consideration when undertaking a forensic age estimation.
The level of agreement between inter and intra observer assessments in this study is high, agreeing with the findings in other studies where the reproducibility of the Greulich and Pyle method has been shown to be high (Garamendi et al., 2005; Lynnerup et al., 2008; Ontell et al., 1996; Tisè et al., 2011; Van Rijn et al., 2001; Zafar et al., 2010). This inter and intra-observer agreement remains high even when the accuracy of the method as applied to the target population is reduced (Ontell et al., 1996; Tisè et al., 2011; Zafar et al., 2010). It is worth noting that whilst there is no significant difference between the first set of age estimations and the second set as undertaken by the first observer, there is a slight increase in the $R^2$ value from the first to the second groups, for females this improved from $R^2=0.939$ to $R^2=0.973$ and for males the improvement was from $R^2=0.940$ to $R^2=0.963$. This may suggest that with experience the accuracy of age estimations increased for this practitioner. This agrees with the findings of Roche et al. (1970) that intra observer reliability increased slightly with practice and experience, a finding supported by other authors who found slight differences in accuracy between experienced and non-experienced assessors (Groell et al., 1999). It is argued that the Greulich and Pyle atlas (1959) method is the one of choice for age estimation due to its ease of use. It is a relatively straightforward method to understand and apply, however the improvement in correlations which are seen in the repeated test by the first observer would indicate that experience with the method does improve accuracy. Given the potential implications for an individual when age estimation is undertaken, this improvement in accuracy with experience suggests that this is not a method that should be used in a forensic situation by someone who is not familiar with this method unless they are supervised by an experienced practitioner.
The Scottish sample showed a general pattern of under-estimating the age of males prior to puberty (13 years) and over-aging after puberty. This pattern for males has been reported in other studies (Büken et al., 2009; Koc et al., 2001; Nahid et al., 2010; Ontell et al., 1996; Rikhasor et al., 1999; Zafar et al., 2010). The pattern for females was different since, with the exception of two groups, the atlas approach tended to overestimate age throughout the maturation process. Post puberty, the atlas method consistently overaged females in the group, which is in agreement with the findings of other studies (Büken et al., 2007; Calfee et al., 2010; Griffith et al., 2007; Nahid et al., 2010; Rikhasor et al., 1999). It appears from these results that the process of maturation which Greulich and Pyle (1959) aimed to illustrate has remained similar whilst the pattern of progression remains largely unchanged and is echoed in different groups of varying ethnicity and nutritional status. Therefore there is an implication that the methodology shows considerable robusticity and stability despite the origin of the sample under investigation.

The mean of the difference between estimated age and chronological age ranged from 0 months (2 year old males and 10 year old females) to 11.05 months (16 year old males). The maximum differences between chronological age and estimated age however showed a maximum underage of 37 months (3 years 1 month) for both males and females, and a maximum overage by 31 months for both sexes (2 years 7 months). For this method therefore the maximum age range for both sexes was 68 months (5 years 8 months). The maximum differences between estimated age and chronological age, both as an overage and as an underage occur at different ages for each sex. The
maximum overage for females was found at 10 years of age and for males was at 16 years of age. The maximum underage for females was found at 20 years of age and for males was found at 9 years of age. The over and underage for both sexes is the same for this atlas indicating that there is no sex bias in this for this atlas method. The maximum range for females and male for this test of the Greulich and Pyle (1959) age estimation method is 5 years 8 months.

For individuals in the 0 to 5 year age range, the maximum underage was 15 months for both females and males and the maximum overage was 14 months for females and 10 months for males. This smaller range of over-aging and under-aging in the younger individual is in agreement with other studies which also found that the difference between age as estimated by the Greulich and Pyle atlas (1959) and chronological age is smaller in younger individuals (Loder et al., 1993; Mora et al., 2001; Ontell et al., 1996; Rikhasor et al., 1999). It is highly likely that the greater degree of accuracy seen in these younger cohorts is due to the shorter timespan that elapsed between successive radiographs in these groups. Radiographs were taken every 3 months for the first year moving to every 6 months until the age of 5 years and annually thereafter. Care should be taken with the conclusions within this study however since the numbers in the younger age groups were small this is an area for further investigation.

Greulich and Pyle (1959) suggest that an age range which includes two standard deviations should allow for the natural variation in skeletal age seen in the majority of children. In this study the standard deviation across the male and female groups as a whole was 14.97 months for females and 14.16 months for males. When groups are broken down into 5-year cohorts the standard deviation is noticeably smaller in the 0-5 year age groups for both sexes-9.85 months for females and 7.06 months for males. This would suggest that if an
individual is suspected to be in this younger age group the appropriate standard deviation should be utilised when giving the age range.

4.1.5 *The use of the Greulich and Pyle atlas (1959)*

The hand-wrist atlas of Greulich and Pyle (1959) is based on a series of anterior-posterior radiographic images (Fig 4.7). Each image is accompanied by a written description (Fig 4.8) and at the back of the atlas are line drawings of each bone at each maturational stage.

![Female Plate 18, Skeletal age 10 years (Greulich and Pyle, 1959)](image)

Figure 4.7: Female Plate 18, Skeletal age 10 years (Greulich and Pyle, 1959)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skeletal Age of Individual Bones</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distal End of Radius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distal End of Ulna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capitate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triquetral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lunate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scaphoid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trapeziun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trapezoid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metacarpal I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metacarpal II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metacarpal III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metacarpal IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metacarpal V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pisiform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adductor Sesamoid of Thumb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexor Sesamoid of Thumb</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* These centers are still cartilaginous at this stage of development.

The outline of the tip of the hamulus of the hamate is now discernible. The distal half of the triquetral has enlarged and its hamate surface has begun to adjust to the shape of that bone. A part of the volar margin of its hamate surface can now be seen. The scaphoid and radial articular surfaces of the lunate are beginning to be defined.

An indentation has developed in the articular surface of the epiphysis of the first metacarpal. Parts of the volar margin of the epiphysis of the fifth metacarpal are now discernible as white linear markings along its radial and ulnar borders.

The developing troclear surfaces on the distal ends of the proximal phalanges of the second, third, and fourth fingers now have shallow central indentations. The epiphyses of the proximal and middle phalanges of the fifth finger are now as wide as their shafts. The radial tip of the epiphysis of the distal phalanx of the third finger has begun to cap its shaft.

Figure 4.8: Written description for Plate 18 (Greulich and Pyle, 1959)
Figure 4.9: Image of female left hand-wrist identified as FLH30. Chronological age 10 years 2 months. Estimated age using the Greulich and Pyle atlas (1959) 10 years.

The morphology of the left hand-wrist shown in the radiograph identified as FLH30 (Fig 4.9) was judged to be consistent with Plate 18. The areas of similarity include; the size and shape of the distal radial and ulnar epiphyses. It is now possible to discern the tip of the hamulus of the hamate, the pisiform is also visible. The epiphyses of the proximal and middle phalanges of the 5th
finger are as wide as their shaft and the surfaces of the distal ends of the proximal phalanges of the 2\textsuperscript{nd}, 3\textsuperscript{rd} and 4\textsuperscript{th} finger have indentations.

For anyone utilising the atlas for age estimation purposes, it is necessary to familiar with the atlas and the different maturity indicators which are highlighted in the written description. Whilst it is tempting to use the appearance of the ossification centres of the carpals to age younger individuals, this results in a consistent underage and so greater weight should be given to the stages of development of the metacarpals and phalanges.

4.2 Test of the Tanner-Whitehouse 3 (TW3) atlas (2001) on a Scottish population

The third edition of the Tanner-Whitehouse atlas (TW3) was published in 2001. Unlike the previous two editions which had both been based on data gathered during the Harpenden Growth Study, this atlas was based on data collected in Europe and America which included a mixture of longitudinal and cross sectional data from different population groups (Tanner \textit{et al.}, 2001). The authors argued that this allowed for the influences of secular change, ensuring that the data contained within the atlas was appropriate for use on modern populations. Whilst the second edition of the Tanner-Whitehouse atlas (TW2) has proven to be popular, use of the third edition has never proved to be as widespread as the TW2 version despite calls for its use (Ahmed and Warner, 2007), although it is unclear how much of this is due to the fact that the book is out of print and difficult to obtain. This third edition has been tested, both on different populations and in relation to other atlases (Büken \textit{et al.}, 2009; Haiter-Neto \textit{et al.}, 2006; Kim \textit{et al.}, 2008; Malina \textit{et al.}, 2007; Ortega \textit{et al.}, 2006;
Proos, 2009; Schmidt et al., 2008c; Silva et al., 2010; Tristan-Vega and Arribas, 2008; Zhang et al., 2008)

A small subsample of 222 radiographs of male and female left hand-wrist were age estimated using the TW3 atlas to gain an understanding of its accuracy in relation to this modern Scottish population and the Greulich and Pyle atlas (1959). The original subsample of radiographs consisted of 90 radiographs of female left hand-wrists and 132 radiographs of male hand-wrists. The age spread of the radiographs is given in Table 4.10 and Figure 4.10.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age (year)</th>
<th>Female left hand-wrist</th>
<th>Male left hand-wrist</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>90</strong></td>
<td><strong>132</strong></td>
<td><strong>222</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.10: Spread of images by age and sex which were included in the analysis of the TW3 atlas.
Figure 4.10: Spread of images by age and sex which were included in the analysis of the TW3 atlas.

As with all of their previous editions of the atlas the TW3 atlas (2001) assembles the areas of interest from within the hand-wrist osteology into two; these are known as the RUS (radius, ulna and short bones) and the CBA (carpal bone age) groups. Unlike the previous two editions of this method, the authors do not present a combined scoring method but keep the RUS and CBA scores separate, presenting tables which allow the scores to be converted into skeletal age. This method therefore results in two estimated ages for each radiograph studied. To test the validity of the TW3 atlas method the radiographs were age estimated using the TW3 atlas and the results were compared against chronological age for each individual. The results of these analyses are presented below.

The TW3 atlas has a limited age range of applicability (Table 4.11). The scoring method means that once the maximum score of 1000 is achieved for either the RUS or CBA scoring method the skeletal age assigned is ‘Adult’. It is
also not possible to assign a skeletal age to those individuals for whom the minimum majority score was not achieved, for example the minimum RUS maturity score for the male chart is 42 corresponding to a bone age of 2 years. This imposes a lower and an upper limit on age estimations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scoring method</th>
<th>Minimum age possible</th>
<th>Maximum age possible</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RUS female</td>
<td>2.0 years</td>
<td>15.0 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBA female</td>
<td>1.6 years</td>
<td>13.0 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUS male</td>
<td>2.0 years</td>
<td>16.0 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBA male</td>
<td>2.4 years</td>
<td>15.0 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.11: The minimum and maximum skeletal ages presented in the TW3 atlas

For the female group there were a number of individuals who were continuing to undergo maturational changes up to the age of 20 years. There were no individuals in the male group for whom this was the case. In each case the bones which were still maturing were the distal radius and ulna. These age estimations were included in the final statistical analysis. Where the maximum score of 1000 was assigned, since the designation by the atlas was ‘Adult’ it was not possible to give a skeletal age and therefore these were omitted from the analysis and those radiographs which were older than the maximum age possible for each sex were also omitted unless they were still undergoing fusion. With the exception of three of the female radiographs this resulted in the loss of the 16-20 year old cohorts from the final RUS analysis for both the female and male groups and the 15-20 year old cohorts from the CBA analysis (Table 4.12).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scoring method</th>
<th>Final number of radiographs analysed after removal of specified age groups and errors due to positioning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RUS female</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBA female</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUS male</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBA male</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.12: Final numbers of radiographs successfully analysed for each scoring method for the TW3 atlas.

### 4.2.1 Inter and Intra-observer error

Due to the small sample size, 15 radiographs of female hand-wrist and 15 radiographs of male hand-wrists were examined to test the inter- and intra-observer errors. The radiographs were randomly selected and were age estimated using the TW3 atlas.

For both the inter- and intra-observer tests the results were subjected to a Mann-Whitney U test. For both the RUS based age estimations and the CBA estimations the differences between each assessment were not significant (Table 4.13).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Female RUS</th>
<th>Female CBA</th>
<th>Male RUS</th>
<th>Male CBA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inter-observer test</td>
<td>P=0.922</td>
<td>P=0.066</td>
<td>P=0.757</td>
<td>P=0.882</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intra-observer test</td>
<td>P=0.659</td>
<td>P=0.582</td>
<td>P=1.00</td>
<td>P=0.429</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.13: Showing the P values for the inter and intra observer Mann-Whitney U test.
4.2.2 Results

The radiographs examined were taken for medical investigation purposes and therefore they may not comply with the positioning criteria outlined by Tanner et al. (2001). A direct result of this, it was not always possible to visualise and assign a score to all of the areas of the hand-wrist. A consequence of this was that for a small number of radiographs it was only possible to assign RUS or CBA scores rather than both. If it was not possible to assign a score, this method was left out, although the successful method was included in the final analysis. The final sample size is shown in Table 4.12. In order to facilitate statistical analysis, all ages were converted to months.

Linear regression was undertaken for each set of scores, comparing estimated age with chronological age (Table 4.14 and Figs 4.11-4.14). This showed that the R² values for the RUS scores were higher (females R²=0.780, males R²=0.845) than the CBA scores for both sexes (females R²=0.628, males R²=0.759). All correlations were statistically significant (p<0.001). The R² value for the RUS score for males (0.845) was higher than for females (0.780) a similar pattern was also seen in relation to the carpal bone scores (female R²=0.628, male R²=0.759).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group by sex</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Regression Coefficient</th>
<th>R value</th>
<th>R² value</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female left hand-wrist</td>
<td>RUS</td>
<td>0.775</td>
<td>0.883</td>
<td>0.780</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female left hand-wrist</td>
<td>CBA</td>
<td>0.586</td>
<td>0.792</td>
<td>0.628</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male left hand-wrist</td>
<td>RUS</td>
<td>1.073</td>
<td>0.921</td>
<td>0.845</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male left hand-wrist</td>
<td>CBA</td>
<td>1.025</td>
<td>0.871</td>
<td>0.759</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.14: Regression coefficients, R value and R² values by sex and scoring method.

Figure 4.11: Linear regression between chronological age (CA) and RUS (radius, ulna and short bones) bone age (RUS EA) for TW3 analysis of radiographs of female hand-wrist ($RUS\ EA = 28.832 + (0.775 \times CA)$).
Figure 4.12: Linear regression between chronological age (CA) and CBA (carpal bone age) age (CBA EA) for TW3 analysis of radiographs of female hand-wrist (CBA EA = 41.315 + (0.586 x CA)).

Figure 4.13: Linear regression between chronological age (CA) and RUS (radius, ulna and short bone) bone age (RUS EA) for TW3 analysis of radiographs of male hand-wrist (RUS EA = -10.305 + (1.068 x CA)).
Figure 4.14: Linear regression between chronological age (CA) and CBA (carpal bone age) (CBA EA) for TW3 analysis of radiographs of male hand-wrist ($CBA\ EA = -15.621 + (1.084 \times CA)$).

The relationship between chronological age and estimated age was further explored using a Mann-Whitney U test (Table 4.15). Each of the two methods within the TW3 atlas (2001) (RUS and CBA) were compared to chronological age. For the RUS scoring method there was no statistical difference for either female or males but for the CBA scoring method there was a significant difference between chronological age and estimated age for both sexes.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sex and method</th>
<th>P-value</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female RUS score</td>
<td>P=0.241</td>
<td>Not statistically different</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female CBA score</td>
<td>P=0.032</td>
<td>Statistically different</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male RUS score</td>
<td>P=0.651</td>
<td>Not statistically different</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male CBA score</td>
<td>P=0.021</td>
<td>Statistically different</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.15: Results of the Mann-Whitney U test between chronological age and estimated age for each TW3 scoring method.

Because of the poor results for the CBA score, a Mann-Whitney U test was undertaken to examine the relationship between the RUS estimated age and the CBA estimated age for each sex (Table 4.16). The differences between the two were significantly different for both sexes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>P-value</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female RUS and CBA score</td>
<td>P&lt;0.001</td>
<td>Statistically different</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male RUS and CBA score</td>
<td>P=0.024</td>
<td>Statistically different</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.16: Results of the Mann-Whitney t-test between RUS (radius, ulna and short bone) scoring method and CBA (carpal bone age) scoring method.

The difference between the chronological age and the age estimated using each of the TW3 atlas (2001) methods was calculated. This involved subtracting the chronological from the RUS age or the CBA age, therefore a negative value indicated an underage using the atlas method and a positive value indicated an overage. The differences were calculated for each group and each score for each group and the mean, maximum overage and maximum underage were calculated and are presented in Table 4.17. For both females and males the mean was noticeably smaller and closer to zero for the RUS estimated age than for the CBA estimated age by a noticeably larger margin.
The standard deviations were smaller for the RUS and CBA groups for males (16.65 and 18.70 months) than for females (20.43 and 23.31 months). It should be noted that for the female group, if the 20 year old individual is removed from this calculation then the standard deviation is 17.59 months which is very close to that seen in the male group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group and Score</th>
<th>Mean difference (months)</th>
<th>Maximum overage and maximum underage (months)</th>
<th>Standard deviation (months)</th>
<th>Standard error (months)</th>
<th>Confidence interval (months)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female RUS score</td>
<td>-0.811</td>
<td>Max overage 36.50 Max underage 77.00</td>
<td>20.43</td>
<td>2.81</td>
<td>5.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female CBA score</td>
<td>-6.42</td>
<td>Max overage 58.00 Max underage 62.00</td>
<td>23.31</td>
<td>3.26</td>
<td>6.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male RUS score</td>
<td>-0.37</td>
<td>Max overage 39.00 Max underage 47.00</td>
<td>16.65</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>3.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male CBA score</td>
<td>-5.26</td>
<td>Max overage 34.00 Max underage 45.00</td>
<td>18.70</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>4.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.17: Mean differences between chronological age and estimated age for the complete dataset by sex. Standard deviation, standard error, confidence interval of the mean and the maximum over and under-estimation of age observed within the groups.

Each group was divided into year cohorts to investigate the relationship between estimated age and chronological age for each age examined, shown in Table 4.18.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age (years)</th>
<th>Mean difference female RUS age and chronological age (months)</th>
<th>Mean difference female CBA and chronological age (months)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-4.3 (n=2)</td>
<td>4.0 (n=1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>18 (n=1)</td>
<td>14.40 (n=1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>14.1 (n=2)</td>
<td>8.1 (n=2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>58.0 (n=1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>-2.15 (n=4)</td>
<td>3.0 (n=8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>14.95 (n=7)</td>
<td>18.55 (n=4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>-29.0 (n=1)</td>
<td>-8.5 (n=2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>7.08 (n=5)</td>
<td>-1.8 (n=7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.112 (n=8)</td>
<td>-3.44 (n=9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>6.7 (n=3)</td>
<td>-6.7 (n=2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>-0.72 (n=10)</td>
<td>-26.2 (n=5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>3.13 (n=6)</td>
<td>-34.6 (n=5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>-9.0 (n=4)</td>
<td>35.1 (n=4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>-26.0 (n=1)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>-31.8 (n=1)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>-77.0 (n=1)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.18: Mean RUS (radius, ulna and short bones) estimated age and CBA (carpal bone age) estimated age by year cohort for females.

For the TW3 RUS method the mean of the difference between the chronological age and estimated age was positive for 7 of the cohorts indicating that the TW3 RUS atlas (2001) method is inclined to over-estimate age for these groups. Whilst individuals were assigned an age in the 16, 17 and 20 year old groups these were older than the maximum possible skeletal age of 15 years of age and therefore had a large negative mean difference between estimated age and chronological age. When the CBA ages are calculated, it can be seen that the
younger groups are consistently overaged until the age of 8 years of age. After the age of 8 years the atlas consistently underages individuals, the size of the underage increases after the age of 12 years of age until the age of 14 years.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age cohort (year)</th>
<th>Mean difference male RUS estimated age and chronological age (months)</th>
<th>Mean difference male CBA estimated and chronological age (months)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5.0 (n=1)</td>
<td>6.00 (n=1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-8.00 (n=1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>-7.5 (n=2)</td>
<td>-14.33 (n=2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>-5.6 (n=5)</td>
<td>-5.0 (n=5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>-3.5 (n=4)</td>
<td>-10.0 (n=4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.00 (n=5)</td>
<td>-5.67 (n=6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.00 (n=6)</td>
<td>-4.5 (n=6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>-2.67 (n=9)</td>
<td>-12.00 (n=9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.91 (n=11)</td>
<td>1.73 (n=11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>11.29 (n=7)</td>
<td>11.14 (n=7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.12 (n=8)</td>
<td>-9.11 (n=9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>-1.29 (n=7)</td>
<td>-N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>1.00 (n=10)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.19: Mean RUS (radius, ulna and short bones) estimated age and CBA (carpal bone age) estimated age by year cohort for males.

The male mean ages give a mixed pattern of over-aging and under-aging from the age of 2 until the age of 16 years of age for age calculated from the RUS bone scores and 14 for skeletal age calculated from the CBA scores (Table 4.19).
4.2.3 Discussion of results from TW3 analysis

The scoring system of age estimation offers an alternative, albeit slightly more time-consuming method which should be considered when an age estimation is being undertaken. The assessment of the TW3 atlas (2001) against this modern population is highly relevant. Authors have suggested that the TW3 atlas (2001) method should replace the TW2 atlas (1975) method when undertaking forensic age estimations on modern populations (Ortega et al., 2006; Schmidt et al., 2008c; Vignolo et al., 1999). Indeed, Tanner writes ‘The British TW2 reference values given in the first and second editions of this book are derived from samples of children from the 1950-1960 period and we no longer recommend their use’ (Tanner et al., 2001). Despite this statement which potentially has a large impact on the use of the TW2 and TW1 age estimation methods for forensic purposes and the urging of other authors (Ahmed and Warner, 2007), the TW3 remains the least tested and least frequently used of all of the Tanner-Whitehouse atlases. This study represents an opportunity to test the premise that this atlas should be the preferred method when undertaking age estimation of an individual from a modern population.

The authors of the TW3 atlas felt that the accuracy of the RUS score in relation to the prediction of age was accurate enough to render the combined 20-bone score redundant (Tanner et al., 2001). As a result they offer the user a dual scoring system which separates the distal radius, ulna, the metacarpals and phalanges from the carpal bones. This separation is deliberate and based on the assertion that the development of the carpal bones is of greater variability when applied to the relationship between chronological age and skeletal age. This assertion is supported by the results of this analysis in which the prediction
of age using the RUS scores give a greater degree of accuracy and repeatability for both female and male age estimations for this population than does the CBA score. Further, when the relationship between estimated age and chronological age was tested using a Mann-Whitney t-test, there was a significant difference between chronological age and estimated age calculated using the TW3 CBA method for both females and males.

Within the text, the authors supply reference charts which give the centiles for each sex and scoring method, however they also state that the standard deviation for both sexes from 5 years of age to the point at which maturity is reached according to the atlas as ‘approximately 1 year’ for both scoring systems. The standard deviation for female and male RUS scoring systems in this analysis is a little higher than this at 20.43 months (1 year 8.5 months) for females and 16.65 months for males (1 year 4.6 months). As noted, for females the standard deviation reduces to 17.59 months if the 20 year old female outlier is removed from the calculation making it similar to that found for the male group. The standard deviation is higher again for the carpal bone analysis which reflects the weaker relationship between carpal bone development and chronological age supporting the separation of the RUS and CBA scores.

The accuracy and reliability of the predication of bone age using the TW3 RUS score is high enough for it to be considered an alternative to the Greulich and Pyle atlas (1959) for individuals who are suspected to be 15 years of age or younger. However given the results in relation to the CBA score, the additional use of the CBA score would be in doubt. With the difference in accuracy between the RUS score and the CBA score there is a strong suggestion that the CBA score should be omitted and the RUS score left to stand alone for both sexes. In the TW3 atlas the authors state that ‘It has been suggested that the
difference between RUS and Carpal bone ages may be of differential diagnostic significance’ (Tanner et al., 2001) but they go on to explain that this issue required further research. However Johnston and Jahina (1965) used the Greulich and Pyle atlas (1959) to examine the value of carpals for the determination of skeletal age in children and concluded that bone age was more accurate if carpal bone age was removed for both males and females. They found that the poorest relationship between the stage of development of the carpal bones and age was found in the female group rather than the male group although they do not put forward any explanation for this. They go on to say in reference to the carpals that ‘..they contribute little, if anything, of a positive nature. Our data indicate that they are a significant source of observer error in girls’. Acheson et al (1963) also conclude that when carpal estimates caused skewed age estimates they should be disregarded. The research which has been undertaken points simply to the poor relationship between the development of the carpal bones and chronological age and it remains to be seen whether further work on this would reveal whether carpal bone development might be more useful in age estimation in the future.

These studies support the observation that the carpal bones do not necessarily mature in harmony with the other bones of the hand and wrist and that this poor relationship between chronological age and estimated age is a contraindication for the use of the CBA method in forensic age estimation.

This study confirms that whilst the two scoring systems have been developed in parallel, the RUS scoring method should be the method of choice due to its increased accuracy for both the female and male group in this study. Even with the RUS bone age method, a caveat must be placed in the use of this for forensic purposes. The spread of the mean difference between chronological
age and estimated age does show that whilst there is an upper age limit on the potential for assigning age using the RUS system, in individuals whose skeletal development is slower than their peers, the method can assign an age which is significantly lower (26-77 months) than the chronological age. An error of this type would not be acceptable for a forensic case and for this reason this method should not be used if the individual is suspected to be about the age of, or older than the maximum possible age predicted by this method (15 years for females and 16.5 years for males). With many forensic age estimations concentrating on the possibility of an individual passing the age of 18 years, this age estimation method may be largely redundant.

There is one additional difficulty with the TW3 atlas which could conceivably cause it not to be utilised on a regular basis in the forensic arena. For all of the bones which are assessed, the position of the hand-wrist on the radiograph is vital to enable a comparison with the image presented. Whilst this is especially true for the RUS scoring system which requires adequate visualisation of the distal phalanges, it also applies to visualisation of the irregularly shaped carpal bones.

4.2.4 The TW3 method

The TW3 atlas (2001) method is a scoring method. The TW3 atlas (2001) groups the areas to be scored into 2 methods; the RUS method (Fig 4.15) and the CBA method (Fig 4.16).

The degree of ossification and changes to the morphology of the ossification centres and degree of fusion are all taken into account. Whilst the RUS and CBA methods each involve the analysis of multiple bones
Figure 4.15: Distal radius images, written description and scoring system (Tanner et al/2001).
Figure 4.16: Images, written description and scoring system for lunate (Tanner et al., 2001)

**Stage F**

(i) The distal surface now forms a definite saddle for articulation with the capitate, due chiefly to an outgrowth of its dorsal part towards the scaphoid. This dorsal part extends out beyond the lateral edge of the palmar (thickened) part of the saddle, but less than halfway from the palmar edge to the edge of the scaphoid.

(ii) The scaphoid and triquetral borders are now flat and slightly thickened.

**Stage G**

(i) The dorsal surface of the capitate saddle has further enlarged since the last stage and now covers more than half the distance from the palmar edge of the saddle to the scaphoid.

(ii) There is a definite angle between the scaphoid border (which is still straight) and the radial border.

**Stage H**

(i) The dorsal surface of the capitate saddle now extends laterally to touch or overlap the edge of the scaphoid. (Either the palmar or dorsal surface, or both, depending on individual shape and positioning, touch or overlap the capitate.)

(ii) The scaphoid border is now concave.
Figure 4.17: Image of female left hand identified as ‘FLH9’. Chronological age 10 years 9 months. Estimated RUS (radius, ulna and short bone) 10.3 years, Estimated CBA (carpal bone age) 8.8 years (TW3 2001)

The scores assigned to the distal radius and lunate for the image of the female left hand (Fig 4.17) identified as ‘FLH9’ were:

- Radius Stage G score RUS 114
- Lunate Stage H score carp 122

For the distal radius, there is a distinct ‘hump’ where the lunate and scaphoid articular edges join. There are surfaces for articulation with the ulna epiphysis and the proximal border of the epiphysis is slightly concave. For the lunate the
dorsal surface of the capitate overlaps the edge of the scaphoid. The scaphoid border of the lunate is now concave.

By taking a bone at a time the TW3 atlas (2001) ensures that the scoring method is based on the close study of just the bones presented. Each bone is studied in turn and a decision made on a bone by bone basis by comparison of the radiograph to both the image in the atlas and the written description, this allows the practitioner to concentrate on the development of one bone at a time rather than trying to find the ‘best fit’ match to the whole area.

4.3 A comparison between the Greulich and Pyle (1959) age estimation methods and the TW3 (2001) age estimation methods on a Scottish population

One of the most commonly asked questions is ‘which age estimation method gives more accurate results?’ A number of studies have been undertaken which attempt to compare age estimation methods of the same anatomical area. Both the Greulich and Pyle atlas and the Tanner-Whitehouse method have become popular techniques of age estimation from the left hand-wrist. There are legitimate reasons to ask which should be the method of choice since these two disparate methods were developed from information gathered from two contrasting populations; the Greulich and Pyle atlas was developed on American children from the 1930s and 1940s. The children whose data was collected were chosen for their high health and nutritional status, whereas the TW3 atlas was developed from information gathered from European and American children from the 1980s and 1990s. The methods also assign age through two different methodologies. The Tanner-Whitehouse atlas was specifically designed in response to perceived weaknesses in the Greulich and
Pyle atlas (Tanner et al., 2001; Tanner et al., 1962; Tanner et al., 1975) and authors have argued that it provides greater accuracy because of its emphasis on the development of individual bones (Malina, 1971). For practitioners who are undertaking forensic age estimation the first decision has to be which age estimation method to use and this decision has to be justifiable.

Tests have been done which compare the accuracy of the Greulich and Pyle atlas with the TW3 atlas method. In this study the tests of the Greulich and Pyle atlas method and the TW3 scoring method were undertaken on the same group of radiographs. It is therefore possible to compare the results of both atlases with each other to examine the relationship between the two methods.

The standard deviations were compared for each method to give an idea of the accuracy of each method by sex. The RUS and CBA methods of the TW3 atlas (2001) were presented separately (Table 4.20). The standard deviations are lower for the Greulich and Pyle atlas (1959) method for both sexes compared to the standard deviations from either the RUS or the CBA method of the TW3 atlas (2001).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Male</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Greulich and Pyle (1959)</td>
<td>14.97</td>
<td>14.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TW3 RUS Method</td>
<td>20.43</td>
<td>16.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TW3 CBA Method</td>
<td>23.31</td>
<td>18.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.20: Showing the standard deviations for each method by sex

The statistical relationship between the chronological ages and age estimated by the Greulich and Pyle atlas and the TW3 atlas was investigated using ANOVA. The TW3 age estimation method is separated into two scoring techniques, the RUS score and the CBA score. These have been examined
separately in relation to the chronological age and Greulich and Pyle estimated age (Table 4.21). The results show that the relationship between chronological age, the age as estimated by the Greulich and Pyle method and the age estimated by the TW3 RUS method is not significantly different for either the female or the male group. This is not the case for the relationship between chronological age, age estimated by the Greulich and Pyle method and age estimated using the TW3 CBA score. For both the female group (P=0.029) and the male group (P=0.028), this relationship is significantly different.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chronological age compared to:</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Result</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Greulich and Pyle (1959) and TW3 RUS (2001)</td>
<td>P=0.507</td>
<td>Not significantly different</td>
<td>P=0.935</td>
<td>Not significantly different</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greulich and Pyle (1959) and TW3 CBA (2001)</td>
<td>P=0.029</td>
<td>Significantly different</td>
<td>P=0.028</td>
<td>Significantly different</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.21: The results of ANOVA by sex, a comparison of the results of the test of the Greulich and Pyle (1959) atlas, the results of the test of the TW3 (2001) atlas with chronological age.

Figures 4.18 and 4.19 show the relationship between chronological age and estimated age for females and males respectively. Chronological age is represented by a blue line in each case (FLH CA/MLH CA), the Greulich and Pyle estimated age is represented by a red line (FLH GP/MLH GP), the TW3 RUS estimated age is represented by a green line (FLH TW3 RUS/MLH TW3 RUS) and the TW3 Carpal estimated age is represented by a purple line (FLH TW3 Carpal/MLH TW3 Carpal). The difference between estimated age using the TW3 carpal bone method and chronological age and the other ageing methods can be seen, especially in the older groups. Whilst these are ‘busy figures they give an indication of how the methods interact with each other and with chronological age.
Figure 4.18: Demonstrating the relationship between chronological age and age as estimated by the Greulich and Pyle atlas (1959) (GP) and the TW3 atlas (2001) for radiographs of the female left hand-wrist (FLH).

Figure 4.19: Demonstrating the relationship between chronological age and age as estimated by the Greulich and Pyle atlas (1959) (GP) and the TW3 atlas (2001) for radiographs of the male left hand wrist (MLH).
4.3.1 Discussion of the comparison of the Greulich and Pyle (1959) and the TW3 (2001) age estimation methods

The comparison of the Greulich and Pyle atlas method and the TW3 atlas method indicates that the TW3 RUS (2001) scoring method and the Greulich and Pyle atlas (1959) method can be compared for individuals who are suspected to be under the age of 15 years. The comparison of the Greulich and Pyle method and different editions of the Tanner-Whitehouse method have been investigated by a number of authors and results have varied (Andersen, 1971; Büken et al., 2009; Bull et al., 1999; Haiter-Neto et al., 2006; Milner et al., 1986; Vignolo et al., 1990). Many argue that the speed with which the Greulich and Pyle atlas can be used is the deciding factor when choosing a method, however in a forensic situation this is not a valid argument for choosing a less accurate method because of ease of application. The results of a comparison between the Greulich and Pyle atlas (1959) method and any edition of the Tanner-Whitehouse method should not be extrapolated to suppose that the results would be the same if the comparison was done with the first, second, or indeed the third edition of the Tanner-Whitehouse atlas. This is because each Tanner atlas, whilst applying the same methodology in each case has been revised so that scores are weighted differently or has been based on the maturational tempo of a different population.

The comparison of the results of the Greulich and Pyle age estimation method and the TW3 atlas method in this study agrees with other studies which have compared the two age estimation methods on other populations (Büken et al., 2009; Christoforidis et al., 2007; Haiter-Neto et al., 2006). In all of these studies the authors relied upon the TW3 RUS scoring method rather than the CBA
method. This comparison of methods and scoring systems supports the use of the TW3 RUS method rather than the TW3 CBA scoring method at all times. The results of the ANOVA test show that the TW3 RUS (2001) and the Greulich and Pyle atlas (1959) methods do not give significantly different results from each other, which is not the case in relation to the TW3 CBA scoring method (2001). Any age estimation which is undertaken should use the Greulich and Pyle atlas (1959) method as the primary method of age estimation and use the TW3 RUS scoring method (2001) to give support to the conclusions which are reached. The TW3 CBA scoring method would not be recommended as a method of choice in age estimation of either female or male individuals. The main difference between the two age estimation methods is that the Greulich and Pyle atlas (1959) has a higher upper age limit for both females and males and a lower standard deviation which lends itself to a smaller predicted age range, this indicates that it should be the primary method of choice but it would be good practice to support the conclusions with the second age estimation method of TW3 (2001).

4.4 Image orientation and the accuracy of age estimation

The first radiographic atlas was created by Poland (Poland, 1898), three years after the discovery of X-Rays by William Roentgen in 1895. This atlas consists of a mixed series of radiographs including images from both males and females and from both the left and right sides of the body. It was not until the work of Todd (1937) that the exclusive use of the left side of the body was advocated. This has been adopted by all other atlases since that time, irrespective of which area of the body is being considered (Gilsanz and Ratib, 2005; Greulich and
Pyle, 1959; Hoerr et al., 1962; Pyle and Hoerr, 1969; Pyle et al., 1971; Tanner et al., 2001; Tanner et al., 1962; Tanner et al., 1975; Thiemann et al., 2006).

The question originally raised by the exclusive use of the left side of the body in the atlases was whether this is reflective of the maturational status of the right side within the same individual. Greulich and Pyle (1959) addressed this question by referencing the work of Dreizen et al. (1957) who examined the relationship between maturational levels of the right and left hands of over 400 children. They found that whilst differences did exist between the two sides of the body, these were relatively minor and were insignificant in relation to the estimation of maturational stages of the skeleton as a whole. This result was subsequently supported by other studies including (Baer and Durkatz, 1957). The Todd (1937) and Greulich and Pyle (1959) atlases were the forerunners of a large series of reference texts, some of which originated from the same growth study population (Hoerr et al., 1962; Pyle and Hoerr, 1969; Pyle et al., 1971) and others which utilised information from other studies and therefore different sample sources (Brodeur et al., 1981; Gilsanz and Ratib, 2005; Tanner et al., 2001; Tanner et al., 1962; Tanner et al., 1975; Thiemann et al., 2006).

Without exception, all examined the left side of the body.

In addition to issues of methodological robustness, there are a number of reasons why the accuracy of right side hand-wrist radiographs in age estimations should be examined further. In the UK, radiographs are not taken for the purpose of age estimation without the informed consent of the individual (Levenson and Sharma, 1999). For those individuals who have been in the country for a period of time, it may be possible to trace and access radiographic images taken during treatment at an Emergency Department should permission for radiography not be granted. These may not be of the ‘ideal’ left side of the
body, especially since it is more likely that the right hand is imaged as the result of potential injury (Hill et al., 1998; Rosberg and Dahlin, 2004). Radiographs may have been ordered by the Court prior to consultation for advice, and the right side of the body may have been imaged. A return to the individual for a left hand radiograph may not be considered good ethical practise. Further, it is possible that trauma or untreated developmental disorders might render the use of the left side of the body unsuitable for analysis.

Today many age estimations can, and do, become the focus of court proceedings and so there is a strong argument for the need to demonstrate that age assessments using the right side of the body carry similar discriminatory value to those undertaken utilising the left side as per the traditional recommendations. As the suggested methodology for age estimation in the living recommends the use of the left hand-wrist, it is vital that any practitioner understands the implications for alterations to this ideal requirement and how that might impact upon their reliability and accuracy. Finally, proving that the right and left sides of the body are interchangeable for the purposes of age estimation would permit data to be combined for the purposes of research, increasing the data pool available for analysis as it is, quite rightly, no longer possible or permissible to obtain longitudinal radiographic data. Many of the resource data available, dates from more than half a century ago and with alterations to nutritional status, environmental influences and other factors which will impact on secular trend (Cole, 2003; Garn, 1987; Loesch et al., 2000) it is essential that methods are continually updated by testing on modern samples of different origin.
The following section sets out to answer two questions; firstly whether the Greulich and Pyle atlas (1959) is an appropriate age estimation method for radiographs of the right hand and secondly, would rotating the image of the right hand, so that it is in the same anatomical orientation as the images in the atlas (i.e. left), cause a significant change in reliability when undertaking an age estimation?

4.4.1 Methods and Materials

Radiographic images were examined for 818 individuals (545 males and 273 females) between the ages of one and 21 years of age (Table 4.22).

It should be noted that the images examined were taken for diagnostic or therapeutic purposes only and therefore the radiographer imaged the area of the hand-wrist that was relevant for their purposes and in an orientation that met the needs of the task. This resulted in a number of images which could not be utilised due to poor contrast or unsuitable anatomical orientation for the purposes of comparison with the atlas. It should also be realised that for each individual it was normal for only a right or a left hand to be radiographed and few individuals were represented by both hands, therefore bilateral symmetry could not be examined in this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Side</th>
<th>Number of Images</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Left Hand/Wrist</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Right Hand/Wrist</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Left Hand/Wrist</td>
<td>247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Right Hand/wrist</td>
<td>298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>818</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.22: Number of radiographic images separated by sex and side
Table 4.23 indicates the number of radiographic images available for each age cohort grouped into year cohorts (Table 4.23 and Figure 4.20). The lower number of individuals in the very young age groups is to be expected as they are less prone to requiring emergency orthopaedic attention. Older age groups contain larger numbers of individuals reflecting greater exposure to higher risk occupations including physical activities, sports etc. which may result in attendance at an Accident and Emergency Department following an accident.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years</th>
<th>Female Left</th>
<th>Female Right</th>
<th>Male Left</th>
<th>Male Right</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>818</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.23: Number of radiographic images separated by sex, side and chronological age.
Figure 4.20: Spread of radiographic images by year cohort.

Skeletal age estimation was undertaken for each of the radiographs using the Greulich and Pyle Atlas (1959) without prior knowledge of the chronological age of each of the children examined. Due to well-recorded differences in the development of females and males, age estimation was undertaken separately for each sex (Pryor, 1923; 1925). As with the previous test of the Greulich and Pyle atlas the full range of radiographs were included since fusion was still ongoing in a number of cases (Table 4.24).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sex and Side</th>
<th>Number of Images in age groupings 18-21 years for females and 19-21 years for males</th>
<th>Number in which fusion still active</th>
<th>% in which fusion still active</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female Left Hand/Wrist</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female Right Hand/Wrist</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male Left Hand/Wrist</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male Right Hand/Wrist</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.24: Number of radiographic images where fusion still active in individuals older than the maximum skeletal age indicated in the Greulich and Pyle atlas (1959).

Upon completion of the age assessment for each group, all images (both right and left hands) were rotated about the vertical axis, thus the left hand images were reversed so that they were in the same orientation as a radiograph of a right hand-wrist and the right images were reversed to mimic a left hand image (Figure 4.21). Once the image was reversed they were again age assessed using the Greulich and Pyle atlas (1959), with a delay of two weeks between assessments.
An inter-observer test was devised in which 57 randomly selected images from the female left hand group were age assessed by a second forensic anthropologist with experience of viewing radiographs and a knowledge of, but little experience with, the Greulich and Pyle (1959) age estimation system. Any indicator of side on the radiograph such as the large ‘L’ marker used by radiographers was obscured and the observer was provided with a copy of the Greulich and Pyle atlas (1959) but was given no instructions in its use. Additionally the images were given in a digital format rather than on an X-ray film, again reducing the likelihood of them being rotated by accident. Two weeks after completion of this test the original images were reversed around the vertical axis so that they appeared to be right images of the right hand. These images were given to the same observer in digital format, who was again asked...
to age assess them using the same atlas. The observer was informed that the images were from female subjects but given no further information. At no point was the observer informed that they were the same images as had previously been assessed. Post-test questioning confirmed that the observer had not made any effort to rotate them during the age estimation process.

Once skeletal age had been assessed, linear regression analyses and correlations were performed for each group and for both observers. All of the radiographs were from different patients since this is a cross sectional data source and so it was not possible to compare bilateral reliability of age estimation. A comparison of the regression slopes for each sex and side were compared using Graphpad®.

4.4.2 Results
Linear regression analysis was undertaken on the data with chronological age treated as the independent variable in all of the equations. Table 4.25 and Table 4.26 show the results of the analysis of the groups both before and after vertical axis mirroring for each of the observers. Table 4.25 shows that the regression coefficients remained high for all of the groups indicating that there is a strong relationship between chronological age and assessed age using the Greulich and Pyle atlas (1959) for both sexes and for both sides of the body. The p-values for all of the analyses were highly significant (p<=0.0001). For three out of the four comparisons, males had a marginally higher correlation value than females for the same hand but this was not statistically significant. In their correct anatomical orientation, there was a slightly higher $R^2$ value for the left hands than for the right hands.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Regression Coefficient</th>
<th>R value</th>
<th>R² value</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th></th>
<th>Regression Coefficient</th>
<th>R value</th>
<th>R² value</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female Left Hand/Wrist</td>
<td>0.894</td>
<td>0.969</td>
<td>0.939</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>Reversed Female Left Hand/Wrist</td>
<td>0.879</td>
<td>0.962</td>
<td>0.929</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female Right Hand/Wrist</td>
<td>0.859</td>
<td>0.939</td>
<td>0.887</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>Reversed Female Right Hand/Wrist</td>
<td>0.893</td>
<td>0.948</td>
<td>0.935</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male Left Hand/Wrist</td>
<td>0.979</td>
<td>0.970</td>
<td>0.940</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>Reversed Male Left Hand/Wrist</td>
<td>0.963</td>
<td>0.968</td>
<td>0.931</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male Right Hand/wrist</td>
<td>0.940</td>
<td>0.952</td>
<td>0.907</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>Reversed Male Right Hand/wrist</td>
<td>0.957</td>
<td>0.958</td>
<td>0.942</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.25: $R^2$ values and regression coefficients by sex and side for the assessments undertaken by the first observer.

The correlations remained consistently high after vertical reversal of the images for both observers although interestingly there was a slightly higher $R^2$ value for the right hands that were reversed to look like left hands. This was true for both males and females. The inter-observer test showed an equal strength of relationship between the correct sided hands and those that were reversed when correlated with chronological age (Table 4.26).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Regression Coefficient</th>
<th>R value</th>
<th>R² value</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th></th>
<th>Regression Coefficient</th>
<th>R value</th>
<th>R² value</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female Left Hand/Wrist</td>
<td>0.921</td>
<td>0.962</td>
<td>0.927</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>Reversed Female Left Hand/Wrist</td>
<td>0.927</td>
<td>0.961</td>
<td>0.927</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.26: $R^2$ values and regression coefficients for second observer.
The regression coefficients were compared for each group, before and after rotation, to determine whether the repeatability of age estimation differed significantly as a result of changing the image orientation.

Table 4.27 presents the results of these comparisons. The results show that regardless of the orientation of the images, the repeatability of the age estimation performed with the Greulich and Pyle atlas (1959) did not differ significantly. There were no significant differences between either the slopes or intercepts for any of the groups when ‘before’ and ‘after’ rotation analyses were compared. As a result, pooled regression coefficients can be presented (Tables 4.27 and 4.28). The comparison of regression coefficients for the second observer gave a comparable result indicating that their age estimations for the images in both orientations did not differ significantly (Table 4.28).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sex and Side</th>
<th>Pooled regression coefficient</th>
<th>Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female Left Hand/Wrist compared to Female Right Hand/Wrist</td>
<td>0.880</td>
<td>NSD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male Left Hand/Wrist compared to Male Right Hand/Wrist</td>
<td>0.954</td>
<td>NSD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female Left Hand/Wrist compared to Female Left Hand/Wrist Reversed</td>
<td>0.880</td>
<td>NSD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female Right Hand/Wrist compared to Female Right Hand/Wrist Reversed</td>
<td>0.872</td>
<td>NSD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male Left Hand/Wrist compared to Male Left Hand/Wrist Reversed</td>
<td>0.967</td>
<td>NSD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male Right Hand/Wrist compared to Male Right Hand/Wrist Reversed</td>
<td>0.944</td>
<td>NSD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.27: Pooled regression coefficients for each group for the first observer (NSD = no significant difference).
### Table 4.28

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sex and Side</th>
<th>Pooled regression coefficient</th>
<th>Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female Left Hand/Wrist compared to Female Left Hand/Wrist Reversed</td>
<td>0.925</td>
<td>NSD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the case of age estimation from the hand/wrist, this test has supported previous research where the Greulich and Pyle atlas has been shown to still be applicable for use in modern material (Groell et al., 1999; Schmidt et al., 2008b; Van Rijn et al., 2001; Zafar et al., 2010). In addition the results have shown that there is no significant difference in whether a right or a left hand is used for comparison with the reference atlas or indeed whether a radiograph is mirrored about the vertical axis. However, the results did indicate that the relationship is marginally stronger when mirror image matching is not employed (i.e. comparing a mirrored right hand to a left hand standard) and this is perhaps to be expected given the spatial cognitive skills required in such processes (Wolff, 1971). Therefore although there is no significant difference in the strength of the relationship between chronological age and the selected Greulich and Pyle standard, it is advised that, given the slightly stronger relationship seen for the images which were viewed in the same orientation as those presented in the atlas, where possible, left hands should be selected for comparison. Where this is not possible, then images of the right hand radiograph should be mirrored across the vertical axis to maintain a conformity of approach as a standard operating procedure.
5 The Elbow

Anatomically the elbow joint is formed by the junction between the distal humerus, proximal radius and proximal ulna. Authors have drawn parallels between the development of the forelimb and that of the hindlimb in the fetus and argue that their development follows a similar series of changes during the maturation process with the elbow equating to the knee joint (Lewis, 1901; O'Rahilly and Gardner, 1975). In quadrupeds the forelimbs weight-bear in a manner similar to that of the hind limbs, however in humans the upper limbs are no longer involved in locomotion and have an increased capacity for manipulative type movements, this is echoed in the arrangement of the elbow joint (Brabston et al., 2009; Scheuer and Black, 2000b).

Ossification at the elbow joint has been studied through the examination of radiographic images. The order of radiographic appearance of the ossification centres have been recorded by a number of authors (Davies and Parsons, 1927; Flecker, 1932; 1942). In common with other skeletal areas, reported timings of appearance of ossification centres and their fusion are influenced by the method of study (Meijerman et al., 2007). The pattern of ossification and fusion at the distal end of the humerus has been described as ‘complex’ (Scheuer and Black, 2000b), however, as with other body areas, the process of ossification and fusion follows a sequential pattern which remains relatively consistent for both females and males (Cheng et al., 1998; Patel et al., 2009), although it is no surprise that small variations in this sequence are reported (Cheng et al., 1998; Resnick and Hartenberg, 1986). The large number of elbow fractures which are seen in young people has ensured that the six
secondary ossification centres of this region have been studied closely in
relation to their ossification sequence and changes in morphology and
alignment since on occasion, changes in these can indicate the presence of
injury (McCarthy and Ogden, 1982; Silberstein et al., 1979; 1981; 1982). Many
of these studies involve the examination of radiographs since the use of this
imaging modality is vital to diagnosis of elbow injury.

The radiographic atlas of Brodeur et al. (1981) describes the development of
the elbow from birth to maturity and provides a separate series of radiographs
for females and males. The radiographs are spaced at six-monthly intervals for
which the authors offer two sets of images, presenting the earliest and latest
levels of development seen at that chronological age. An anterior-posterior
radiograph and a lateral radiograph are used to visualise each stage. In the
introduction to the atlas the authors argue that it is designed to complement a
hand-wrist atlas (Brodeur et al., 1981). In a similar manner to the Greulich and
Pyle atlas method (1959) the Brodeur et al (1981) atlas acts as a comparison
method of developmental estimation in which the radiograph of the child being
assessed is compared to those which are included in the atlas to find those
which the area most resembles morphologically.

The second method of age estimation from the elbow was developed by
Sauvegrain et al. (1962) and is known as the Sauvegrain method (Canavese et
al., 2008; Chaumoitre et al., 2006; Dimeglio et al., 2005). This is a scoring
method in which scores are assigned to each of four anatomical areas; the
lateral condyle, the trochlea, the olecranon apophysis and the proximal radial
epiphyseis (Charles et al., 2007). The Sauvegrain method was designed for use
in children who are just entering puberty and so the age group that this method
can be used with is restricted (Chaumoitre et al., 2006; Dimeglio et al., 2005).
This section tests both of these age estimation systems on radiographic images of left elbows of both sexes.

5.1 Materials and Method for testing the Brodeur et al. atlas (1981) method

Ethical permission was gained from Ninewells Hospital to collect radiographic images of left elbows from patients aged between birth and 20 years of age. The radiographic images had been taken during examination for suspected injury when the individual had attended the Accident and Emergency department. The sex, date of birth and date of injury were the only additional data collected. Since the atlas included both lateral and anterior-posterior images both of these were collected in each case (Figure 5.1). In total, images from 592 individuals were collected, consisting of 260 females and 332 male individuals. The images were screened for the presence of pathology or previous trauma which might have affected growth and if any of these were present the radiograph was not included.
Figure 5.1: Anterior-posterior (left) and lateral radiograph of a male left elbow. Identified as ‘MLH 66’. Chronological age 5 years of age (60 months). Estimated age 36 months-84 months of age using Brodeur *et al.* atlas (1981) method.

The spread of the data across the age groups is presented in Table 5.1 and Figure 5.2. It is of interest to note that there are relatively large numbers in the younger age groups for both sexes, especially from 2 years of age onwards which decline again in the older age groups.

The chronological age of each individual was calculated by subtracting the date of birth from the date on which the radiograph was taken. The analysis was undertaken separately for each sex, taking into account the differences in timing of maturational change for females and males (Pryor, 1923; 1925).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age in years</th>
<th>Female left elbow</th>
<th>Male left elbow</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>332</td>
<td>592</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Spread of images by chronological age and sex.

Figure 5.2: Spread of images by chronological age and sex.
Each radiograph was assessed for age using the Brodeur et al. atlas (1981) method. The chronological age was obscured during the assessments and only the sex of the individual was known. The resultant estimated ages were converted into months for ease of statistical analysis. Inter and intra-observer accuracy were tested using a randomly chosen subset of 30 female images and 30 male images which were retested by the first author after a period of 3 months from the first analysis and by a second observer who had some experience with radiographic analysis but had not used the Brodeur et al. atlas (1981) method previously.

In the atlas, the oldest radiograph in the female set is 16 years of age and in the male set is 16 years and 6 months of age at which chronological ages the authors of the atlas present completed fusion for both females and males. All of the images between birth and 20 years of age were examined in order to establish the maximum age at which active fusion could still be observed for either sex within the data set tested. Fusion was complete for all female individuals who had achieved the age of 16 years and for all males by the age of 16 years. For this reason the images of female individuals from 16-20 years of age were discarded from further analysis and in the male group the images of individuals from 16-20 years of age were discarded from further analysis. As a result the final analysis consisted of 506 images (images of 229 female elbows and 277 male elbows).

5.2 Inter and intra-observer error

To test inter-observer and intra-observer errors the radiographs of 30 randomly selected female individuals and 30 male individuals were re-tested under the
same circumstances with the chronological age obscured and only the sex of the individual known.

In order to compare the two sets of assessed ages a Mann-Whitney U test was undertaken by comparing the lowest ages of each age range and the upper ages of each age range between observers (Table 5.2). This shows that there were no significant differences for either sex between the estimated age ranges.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mann-Whitney U test</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Male</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lower age inter observer age ranges</td>
<td>P = 0.970</td>
<td>P = 0.602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper age inter observer age ranges</td>
<td>P = 0.656</td>
<td>P = 0.944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower age intra observer age ranges</td>
<td>P = 0.868</td>
<td>P = 0.833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper age intra observer age ranges</td>
<td>P = 0.905</td>
<td>P = 0.963</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: Showing the results of the Mann-Whitney U tests for the inter and intra observer tests

The number of correct and incorrect age assessments were calculated for each observer. These were compared to the first test that was undertaken by the first observer (Table 5.3). For female individuals the second observer was the most successful at age estimation using the Brodeur et al. (1981) atlas method, compared to either test undertaken by the first observer. For male individuals
the first observer was more successful than the second observer on both occasions. The first observer was also more successful at age estimating males on both occasions compared to females. The second observer had a consistent success rate across both sexes compared to the first observer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Test</th>
<th>Female Correct</th>
<th>Female Incorrect</th>
<th>Male Correct</th>
<th>Male Incorrect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>21</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intra-observer Test</th>
<th>Female Correct</th>
<th>Female Incorrect</th>
<th>Male Correct</th>
<th>Male Incorrect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inter-observer Test</th>
<th>Female Correct</th>
<th>Female Incorrect</th>
<th>Male Correct</th>
<th>Male Incorrect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.3: Number of individuals whose age was included in the assessed age range for each test and each observer and those whose chronological age fell outside the estimated age range.

5.3 Results for the test of the Brodeur et al. atlas (1981) method

There is no overt guide for the use of the Brodeur et al. atlas (1981). The atlas is organised into 6 monthly increments with two images presented at each of these increments, one representing an individual with advanced skeletal maturation for that chronological age and one representing an individual whose stage of skeletal maturation would be considered to be slower, although still within the normal expected range. This organisation results in a predicted age estimation which presents as an age range rather than as a single predicted age.
The analysis of the results of these age estimations was examined to gain an understanding of the accuracy of the atlas method. If the chronological age of the individual assessed fell within the estimated age range, the age estimation was considered to be ‘correct’. If the chronological age was less than the lowest age of the estimated age range this was considered to be an example of an overage and if the chronological age was greater than the upper limit of the age range than this was considered to be an example of an underage. The results of the test of the method on the female group are presented in Table 5.4. For this group the chronological age fell into the estimated age range for 146 (63.7%) of the individuals. A greater number of females were overaged (45/19.65%) than were underaged (38/16.59%) using this method. The majority of underaged individuals were spread across the younger age groups prior to 9 years of age and the greatest numbers of these were found within the 6, 7 and 8 year old age groups. After the age of 8 only one underaged individual was to be found in each of the 9 and 10 year old age groups. In the older groups, except for 2 individuals in the 12 year age group and 1 in the 15 year old group there were no other individuals who were underaged.
### Female Left Elbows

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chronological age (years)</th>
<th>Correct</th>
<th>Underage</th>
<th>Overage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 (n=9)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (n=19)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 (n=10)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 (n=11)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 (n=15)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 (n=12)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 (n=12)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 (n=16)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 (n=23)</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 (n=20)</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 (n=19)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 (n=18)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 (n=16)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 (n=7)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 (n=13)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 (n=9)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong> (n=229)</td>
<td><strong>146</strong></td>
<td><strong>38</strong> (16.59%)</td>
<td><strong>45</strong> (19.65%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.4: The number of images of females whose age fell into the assigned age ranges, those that were underaged and those that were overaged

For the male individuals (Table 5.5) the chronological ages of 241 (87%) individuals fell within the assessed age ranges and could therefore be considered to be correct, 21 (7.58%) were underaged and 15 (5.42%) were overaged. The underaged individuals are distributed throughout the groups with an equal number found in the 1 year to 11 year old age groups (7) and the 11 year to 16 year age groups (7). The greatest number of individuals who were overaged (11) were found in the 11-16 year old age groups.
Table 5.5: The number of images of males whose age fell into the assigned age ranges, those that were underaged and those that were overaged.

The degree to which the chronological age fell outside the estimated age range was calculated (Table 5.6). The maximum ranges were found in the female groups. The maximum difference between the upper limit of an estimated age range and the chronological age for females was 34 months which was found in the 8 year old age group and the maximum difference between the lower limit of an estimated age range and the chronological age was 43 months, found in the 12 year old age group. For males the maximum difference between the upper limit of an estimated age range and the chronological age is 13 months which was found in the 10 year old age group, this is separated from the similar peak
in the female group by a difference of 2 years. The maximum difference between the lower limit of an estimated age range and the chronological age was 24 months which was found in 12 year age group which is the same age that this peak is seen in the female group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Minimum (months)</th>
<th>Maximum (months)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female Underage</td>
<td>1 months</td>
<td>34 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female Overage</td>
<td>2 months</td>
<td>43 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male Underage</td>
<td>1 months</td>
<td>13 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male Overage</td>
<td>1 months</td>
<td>24 months</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.6: The number of months by which chronological age fell outside the estimated age ranges for those individuals for whom the estimated age did not include the chronological age.

The position of the chronological age within the age range was examined for females and males. The results are demonstrated in Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4. For each of the figures the point on the line is the chronological age and the vertical line indicates the age range estimated using the Brodeur et al. (1981) atlas method.

An overview of the age ranges which were produced are shown in Table 5.7. The mean of the ranges, that is the number of months which lie between the minimum and maximum ages suggested by the atlas in relation to each radiograph assessed, is similar for both the female and the male groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Minimum age range</th>
<th>Maximum age range</th>
<th>Mean age range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female (n=229)</td>
<td>3 months</td>
<td>78 months</td>
<td>35.87 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male (n=277)</td>
<td>6 months</td>
<td>66 months</td>
<td>38.75 months</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.7: Showing the minimum age ranges assigned, the maximum age range assigned and the average age range for each sex
Figure 5.3: Age ranges assigned by the Brodeur et al atlas (1981) method for females in relation to the chronological age (blue line).

Figure 5.4: Age ranges assigned by the Brodeur et al atlas (1981) method for males in relation to the chronological age (blue line).
5.4 Discussion of the results of the Brodeur et al (1981) atlas

There are many countries in Europe including the UK in which radiographs can only be utilised in age estimation after the individual has given informed consent for the procedure (Table 1.4). The use of existing radiographs which have already been taken during visits to Accident and Emergency may be one way in which a lack of consent can legally be overcome since in the UK it is possible to get access to these with either the consent of the individual or during a criminal investigation the Police and Criminal Act 1984 allows access to medical records on the order of a judge (HMSO, 1984). The investigation of the accuracy of age estimation methods from the elbow is therefore highly relevant to forensic practitioners.

In the Brodeur et al atlas (1981) the authors describe the organisation of their atlas with the inclusion of early and late maturers and they suggest that ‘it is left for the reader to interpolate between the extremes that are shown’. Because of this organisation the comparison between radiographic images and the atlas result in an age range. The atlas does come under some criticism from Garn (1982) since it does not give any background information on the children whose radiographs were used in the compilation of the atlas. He also felt that it would be more useful to add an ‘average’ image to the upper and lower examples of ossification for each chosen chronological age.

The age ranges assigned by the Brodeur et al. atlas (1981) method precluded the analysis of the results using linear regression however it was possible to assess how often the chronological age fell within the assigned age range for each sex. The age assessment method was more accurate for male
individuals than for female individuals in this dataset. This was influenced by
the inclusion of the complete cohort for the 15 and 16 year old individuals in the
female group. With the exception of one, all of the 15 year old individuals
evidenced complete fusion and as a result were assigned an estimated age of
16 years resulting in an overage for most of the group. For the 16 year old age
group all of the group showed full fusion and were assigned an age of 16 years
(192 months) which meant that they were all underaged and therefore
incorrectly aged. If these groups were removed from the analysis the accuracy
of the method for radiographs of female individuals increases to 70.5%. The
maturational timings of the female group in this dataset were in agreement with
Brodeur et al (1981) who found that ‘most females are fully mature by the age of
15’.

The greatest difference between chronological age and estimated age range for
underaged individuals for the female and the male groups could be found at 8
years of age in females and 10 years of age in males which might conceivably
coincide with the beginning of the adolescent growth spurt for each sex, a time
when individuals have entered the phase of high growth velocity. This is a time
of maximum differences between individuals due to the difference in timings of
the growth spurt. The greatest difference between chronological age and
estimated age range for the overaged individuals was seen at 12 years of age
for both females and males, again a time when some individuals will be ahead
of others, and some behind due to individual differences (Tanner, 1962).

In the female group the majority of individuals who were underaged were found
in the 0-8 year old age groups. The incidence of under-aging was highest in
both the 6 year old cohort where 58.33% are underaged and the 7 year old
cohort in which 50% are underaged. After this the pattern changed and the majority of individuals whose age did not fit into the estimated age range are overaged. Figure 5.3 shows this pattern clearly, it can be seen that between 70 months and 90 months of age there is a gap in which most individuals are underaged. The pattern of errors changes around 110 months of age to one in which the error is more likely to be an overage. A closer study of the plates in the atlas and the radiographs give some indication of why this error occurs in these age groups. The underage which is seen in the 6 and 7 year old cohorts is linked to the appearance of maturity indicators such as the beginning of ossification of the olecranon apophysis which is seen at 7 ½ years of age (Figure 5.5).

Figure 5.5: 'Low Normal Female' showing the beginning of ossification of the olecranon apophysis (taken from Brodeur et al. 1981).
For the 6 year (Fig 5.6), 6 ½ year (Fig 5.7) and 7 year old (Fig 5.8) radiographs there is an increase in the size of the proximal radial epiphysis in relation to the metaphysis, the olecranon fossa appears deeper and the distal humerus is more developed and the trochlea is a different shape to that seen previously. The radiographs which are underaged did not show these changes and were therefore not assigned this, often more appropriate, level of skeletal maturity.

Figure 5.6: Low Normal Female 6 years (Brodeur et al. 1981).

Figure 5.7: High Normal Female 6 1/2 years (Brodeur et al. 1981).
The tendency to overage individuals in the older female age groups can be explained by a number of maturity indicators which are seen in the atlas, firstly the appearance of the lateral epicondylar epiphysis which occurs at 10 years of age, this is closely followed by the fusion of the capitulum with the trochlea and fusion of the capitulum, trochlea, lateral and medial epicondylar epiphyses. The olecranon apophysis is shown to change shape and fuse from the age of 12 years onwards. Any radiograph which is showing these indicators will be placed in these older age ranges.

For the male series whilst age ranges are linked to the appearance of maturity indicators there are no points at which these result in a tendency to over or under age. This may be due either to the organisation of the atlas or to the fact that the changes in the maturity indicators in this male group are more closely linked to the timing of the changes seen in the atlas than those for the female group.
For males the majority of overaged individuals are found in the older age groups rather than the younger groups. Unlike the female group the tendency to underageing is widely spread through the age groups. The greater number of individuals whose chronological age fell outside the estimated age ranges in the older groups can be explained by the greater variation in the timing of skeletal changes that are seen between individuals as they progress through the pubertal growth spurt.

This test of the atlas found that full fusion in the female group was first seen in an individual whose chronological age was 12 years 11 months, for older groups; complete fusion was observed in 56.25% of the 13 year old group, 71.43% of the 14 year old group and 92.30% of the 15 year old group. This pattern was not reflected in the male group where the first individual who showed complete fusion was 15 years 3 months of age, in total 23.07% of this cohort demonstrated complete fusion, 64.70% of the 16 year old group demonstrated complete fusion and by the age of 17 years 100% of the male individuals had achieved full maturity. In the Scottish dataset the male individuals were therefore delayed by approximately 2 years compared to the female cohort in the completion of skeletal maturation at this joint area. Other authors who have studied the fusion times of the elbow epiphyses have found similar times of fusion for both females and males to those seen in this Scottish dataset, despite differences in country of origin and socioeconomic background (Barrett, 1936; Jnanesh et al., 2011; Patel et al., 2009; Sahni et al., 1995).

The Brodeur et al. atlas (1981) has been designed in a different manner from that of the other atlases discussed in other sections (Greulich and Pyle, 1959; Hoerr et al., 1962; Pyle and Hoerr, 1969). Those atlases worked by locating
maturity criteria which they then related to a chronological age. For this reason the series of radiographs are not spaced according to chronological age but according to the maturational changes which the authors felt were important. In the Brodeur et al (1981) atlas the radiographs are spaced at 6 monthly intervals and it is for the user of the atlas to work out which maturity indicators to utilise when undertaking age estimation. Additionally the atlas does not present the image which demonstrates the individual whose skeletal development represents the ‘mode’ of development.

Maturity indicators are still important however, the ranges which are demonstrated in Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show that there are identifiable maturity indicators which are used to assign an age range to each radiograph. This creates a step-like pattern when viewed sequentially as different maturity indicators move into and out of prominence at different ages. When examined the average age range assigned was 35.87 months (3 years) for females and 38.75 months (3 years 3 months) for males. The accuracy of these age ranges are shown by the number of individuals who were correctly age estimated (Tables 5.1 and 5.2). Accuracy is greater for males than females and the figures indicate that anyone undertaking an age estimation using radiographs of this skeletal area should be aware of the decrease in accuracy seen in children between 9 and 16 years of age. Given the earlier fusion seen in the female group serious thought should be given to whether this is an appropriate method to use for any female who is suspected to be 13 years of age or older, early fusion at this site would give an estimated age which would be widely inaccurate.
5.5 The use of the Brodeur et al. (1981) atlas

The atlas makes full use of all areas of ossification at the elbow. The use of anterior-posterior in addition to the lateral radiographs allows for all epiphyses to be observed and therefore both views are required (Table 5.8).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>View</th>
<th>Skeletal Area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anterior Posterior</td>
<td>Distal humerus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Proximal ulna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Proximal radius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present but unable to see due to overlying</td>
<td>Olecranon apophysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral</td>
<td>Olecranon apophysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Proximal ulna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present but unable to see due to overlying</td>
<td>Distal humerus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Proximal radius</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.8: Skeletal areas which were visible for each radiographic view.

The inclusion of the ‘High normal’ and ‘low normal’ images makes the Brodeur et al. atlas (1981) method difficult to use. Skeletal maturation stages are not differentiated and appear to be extremely similar, for example ‘Low normal-Male 8 ½ years’ (Figure 5.9) and ‘Low normal-Male 10½ years’ (Figure 5.10). There are no instructions on the use of the atlas so a ‘best’ method of use had to be devised which in this case led to the assignment of age ranges (Figures 5.11-5.13).

There were some issues with the standard of images which were presented in the atlas. Poor images prevented a clear view of many skeletal changes including fusion between the smaller epiphyses (Figure 5.10). The written descriptions were limited and of little assistance.
Figure 5.9: 'Low normal' male 8.5 years (Brodeur et al., 1981).

Figure 5.10 'Low normal' male 10.5 years (Brodeur et al., 1981).
Figure 5.11: ‘High Normal’ Male 3.5 years including the written description for the image (Brodeur et al., 1981).

The image labelled as MLE60 (Fig 5.13) was identified as falling between the two images of ‘High Normal 3.5 years’ (Fig 5.11) and ‘Low Normal 7 years’ (Fig 5.12) due to the depth of the olecranon fossa which whilst not reproduced well in this image, is described as shallow. The development of the capitulum is similar for both images but there is no ossification of the medial epicondyle evident, although the metaphyseal edge is straight indicating that it will occur soon.
Figure 5.12: ‘High Normal’ Male 7.5 years including the written description (Brodeur et al. 1981).

Figure 5.13: Image of left elbow of male identified as MLE50. Chronological age 5 years 10 months (70 months). Estimated age range using the Brodeur et al. (1981) atlas method 3.5-7 years (42-84 months).
5.6 Test of the Sauvegrain method of age estimation

The second age estimation method to be tested was the Sauvegrain method of age estimation. This method was developed for use on children who are undergoing pubertal growth spurt (Dimeglio et al., 2005; Sauvegrain et al., 1962). Dimeglio et al. (2005) suggest that the method is limited to children aged between 11 and 13 years of skeletal age in females and between 12 and 15 years of skeletal age in males.

5.7 Methods and materials for the test of the Sauvegrain method

For the purposes of this test the age ranges were extended to allow for individual variation in the initiation of the pubertal growth spurt. The ages of those tested ranged from 8 to 15 chronological years for females and between 9 and 16 chronological years of age for males. The Sauvegrain method uses both an anterior-posterior radiograph and the lateral radiograph so only those individuals for whom both views had been collected were included in the assessment. Unlike the age estimation methods based solely upon a comparison of morphological change it was necessary to view both radiographs so if one was not available this limited the ability to assign a score and ultimately a skeletal age. In total the radiographs for 279 individuals were tested, 130 females and 149 males.

The radiographs were assessed using a revised version of the Sauvegrain method published by Dimeglio et al. (2005). The Sauvegrain method is a
scoring system which relies on the analysis of four anatomical areas of the elbow. The maximum total score that can be achieved is 27 relating to complete maturity which in turn is allocated to 13 chronological years of age in females and 15 years of age in males. The revised scoring method of Dimeglio et al. (2005) increases the number of increments within the scoring system which the authors argue increases the sensitivity of the method. Once the four areas of the elbow have been assigned scores, these are added together to give a total which is referred to a graph to establish the chronological age. It is not possible to assign an age to an individual whose cumulative score is less than 9 which is related to a skeletal age of 9 years of age for females and 10 years of age for males.

Inter and intra observer error was tested by reassessing the radiographs of 40 randomly selected individuals (20 female and 20 male). These were re-tested under the same circumstances as the first test with all information obscured apart from the sex of the individual.

5.8 The Sauvegrain method

The Sauvegrain method is a scoring method. The scoring method requires the use of both radiographic views. The images used are the same as those used in the test of the Broduer et al., (1981) method.

5.9 Inter and intra-observer test

Inter- and intra-observer results for the Sauvegrain method were tested on a random selection of images of 40 individuals; 20 female and 20 male. Mann-
Whitney U tests were used to assess the repeatability of the method (Table 5.9).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sex and Observer Test</th>
<th>P-value</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female inter-observer</td>
<td>P=0.771</td>
<td>Not statistically significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male inter-observer</td>
<td>P=0.512</td>
<td>Not statistically significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female intra-observer</td>
<td>P=0.668</td>
<td>Not statistically significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male intra-observer</td>
<td>P=0.715</td>
<td>Not statistically significant</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.9: Results of Mann-Whitney U tests for inter- and intra-observer tests.

The inter- and intra-observer results show that this method has a high degree of repeatability.

5.10 Results for the test of the Sauvegrain method

The analyses were completed and all of the ages were changed to months to facilitate statistical analysis. There were a number of individuals for whom the cumulative score was not sufficient to assign an age (that is the score was less than 9). In the female set this consisted of 7 (6.4%) individuals; 6 from the 8 year old age group and one from the 9 year old age group. In the male set there were 22 (16.2%) individuals whose score was not sufficient to assign an age (the score was less than 9); 10 individuals from the 9 year old age group, 11 individuals from the 10 year old age group and one individual from the 11 year old age group. These were left out of further analysis. In the female group, the maximum possible chronological age was 13 years. For the upper age ranges, there were two individuals in the 14 year age group whose skeletal age was assessed as below 13 years of age, so the 14 year old age group were included in the final analysis. There were no individuals whose estimated age
fell below the maximum possible assigned age of 13 years of age within the 15 year age group (n=13) and therefore these were omitted from the final statistical analysis. For the males, there were 4 individuals in the 16 year old age group whose age was assessed as below 15 years of age and therefore the 16 year old age group were included in the final statistical analysis (Table 5.10).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Number with insufficient scores (less than 9)</th>
<th>Total with scores which were sufficient to assign an age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.10: Total number of images available for analysis by sex.

The chronological age and estimated age using the Dimeglio et al. (2005) version of the Sauvegrain et al. method (1962) was subject to linear regression analysis for both of the sexes (Table 5.11). This indicated that the $R^2$ value for both sexes was high, for females $R^2=0.716$ and for males $R^2=0.718$, both of these were statistically significant ($p<0.001$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Regression Coefficient</th>
<th>R value</th>
<th>$R^2$-value</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female left elbow</td>
<td>0.551</td>
<td>0.846</td>
<td>0.716</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male left elbow</td>
<td>0.533</td>
<td>0.848</td>
<td>0.718</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.11: The regression coefficients, R values, $R^2$ values and p-values for each sex for the Sauvegrain method.

The relationship between chronological age and estimated age was further tested using a Mann-Whitney U test. For both females and males the results
show that the difference between the chronological age and estimated age were not statistically significant (Table 5.12).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Results of Mann-Whitney U test</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>P=0.870</td>
<td>Not statistically significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>P=0.191</td>
<td>Not statistically significant</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.12: Results of Mann-Whitney U test for females and males for the Sauvegrain method.

The differences between the estimated age and chronological age were calculated by subtracting the chronological age from the estimated age. A negative result indicated that the estimated age was less than the chronological age indicating that the individual was underaged and a positive result indicated that the estimated age was more than the chronological age indicating that the individual was overaged. The maximum, minimum and mean of the differences between the chronological age and estimated age for each group are seen in Table 5.13. The maximum overage for females is 27 months (2 years 3 months) and the maximum underage is 26 months (2 years 2 months). For males the maximum overage is 35 months (2 years 11 months), the maximum underage is similar to that seen in the female group at 23 months (1 year 11 months).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Maximum overage and maximum underage (months)</th>
<th>Mean difference (months)</th>
<th>Standard deviation (months)</th>
<th>Standard error (months)</th>
<th>Confidence interval (months)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female left elbow</td>
<td>Max overage 27 Max underage 26</td>
<td>-0.31</td>
<td>11.45</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>2.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male left elbow</td>
<td>Max overage 35 Max underage 23</td>
<td>-3.11</td>
<td>13.48</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>2.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.13: Mean differences between chronological age and estimated age for the complete dataset by sex. Standard deviation, standard error, confidence interval of the mean and the maximum over and under-estimation of age observed within the groups.

Each group was broken down into age groups to assess how the differences between chronological age and estimated age change during the maturation process. The results of this can be seen in Table 5.14. For females the mean difference reduces as the age groups get older from 8 years of age to 11 years of age, after 12 years of age all of the differences are negative indicating a mean underage in these groups. For males the mean differences also reduce as the age groups get older until the 14 year old age group. The means differences in both the 15 year group and the 16 year group are negative indicating that the tendency is to underage in these groups.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age group</th>
<th>Mean difference between chronological age and estimated age for females (months)</th>
<th>Mean difference between chronological age and estimated age for males (months)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8 years</td>
<td>17 (n=5)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 years</td>
<td>11 (n=20)</td>
<td>20.67 (n=6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 years</td>
<td>-0.1 (n=19)</td>
<td>13.86 (n=7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 years</td>
<td>0.56 (n=18)</td>
<td>11.62 (n=16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 years</td>
<td>-3.82 (n=17)</td>
<td>12.77 (n=17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 years</td>
<td>-10.47 (n=15)</td>
<td>4.41 (n=22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 years</td>
<td>-8.71 (n=7)</td>
<td>1.68 (n=19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 years</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>-8.85 (n=13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 years</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>-18.67 (n=15)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.14: Mean differences between chronological age and estimated age for females and males by year group.

5.11 Discussion

The Sauvegrain method was developed for use in children who were undergoing the pubertal growth spurt. The decision to test this refined method was primarily based on the fact that this variation was tested and developed on a relatively recent population, which should make it more accurate and appropriate when applied to another modern population, avoiding problems associated with secular change (Cole, 2000; Roberts, 1994; Zhang and Wang, 2009). Previous studies have found that the method has a high degree of accuracy within a defined age range (Canavese et al., 2008; Chaumoitre et al., 2006; Dimeglio et al., 2005; Hans et al., 2008).
In this study the method shows a similar degree of accuracy for both females and males indicating that for this Scottish population the method is a potentially viable alternative to the use of the Brodeur et al. atlas (1981). The differences between the chronological age and estimated age for each age group show a pattern of decreasing difference with increasing age. The mean difference is significantly larger in the younger age groups and again in the oldest of the groups, especially in the male group. The smallest mean differences for females are found in the 10, 11 and 12 year old groups and for males the smallest mean differences are found in the 13 and 14 year age groups. This pattern is consistent with the difference in maturational timings which are found between females and males in this case the males are experiencing the same maturational milestones about 2 years later than the females, creating a situation where the age estimation method is more accurate for year cohorts at later chronological ages. The greater accuracy in the central groups compared to the older and younger groups tested could be explained by the design of the age estimation method which was intended to be used on children who were actively going through the pubertal growth spurt.

The standard deviations from the test of the Sauvegrain method are 11.45 months for the female group and 13.48 months for the male group. Thus the estimated age of 68.27% of all the children tested using this method were found within a spread of 11.45 months from their chronological age for females and 13.48 months for males. It is suggested that any age estimation should be given as an age range which includes 2 standard deviations. This would account for 95% of children who exhibit normal variation seen in the skeletal maturation process. The large size of the mean differences between estimated age and chronological age that are seen in the younger groups, the 8-9 year old
female cohorts and the 9, 10, 11 and 12 year old male cohorts would argue against this being used for anyone in these age groups, it is conceivable that there were a large number of individuals who had not begun to experience the pubertal growth spurt and this affected the results. It was not possible to know if someone had begun their growth spurt due to the cross-sectional method of data collection. It might therefore be appropriate to use this age estimation method on individuals in these age groups if it is known that the individual has begun their growth spurt. This method was designed to be appropriate for use on children during a very short space of time developmentally and this is demonstrated clearly in the results of the test. The use of this method for forensic age estimation should be limited to individuals who are strongly suspected of being between 10 and 14 years of age if female and between 13 and 14 years of age if male. For both sexes this method should not be used if the individual is suspected of being 15 years or over and if suspected of being younger the method should be combined with the Brodeur et al. atlas (1981) method or an alternative method used.

Both of these age estimation methods show a high degree of accuracy and repeatability. Ossification and fusion is complete by 16 years of age in females and 17 years of age in males which limits the usefulness of this skeletal area in individuals whose age is expected to be 18 years of age or over, and the utility of the Sauvegrain method is further reduced by being restricted to the pubertal age groups for both sexes. For children whose age does fall into these age ranges both the Brodeur et al. atlas (1981) method and the Sauvegrain method (1962) are a viable alternative to the use of more traditional skeletal areas.
5.12 The use of the Sauvegrain method (Demiglio et al. 2005)

The Sauvegrain method relies on the comparison of a radiograph to the line drawings seen in Fig 5.14. The stages of development for each area are assigned a score (Figure 5.15 and Table 5.15). Once all the areas are assessed the scores are added up and the final score is compared to the graph seen in Figure 5.16 where scores are related to chronological age.

Figure 5.14: Standard and relevant scores (Demiglio et al. 2005).
Figure 5.15: Left male elbow identified as MLE113. Age estimation 13.5 years (158 months) using the Sauvegrain method, Chronological age 11 years 7 months (139 months).

The image of MLE113 (Figure 5.15) was assigned scores (Table 5.15). These scores were inserted into the appropriate graph (Figure 5.16) and converted to a skeletal age.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lateral condyle and epicondyle</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trochlea</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olecranon apophysis</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proximal radial epiphysis</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>18.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.15: Area and score for image MLE113.
The Sauvegrain method (1962) is a straightforward scoring method which was easy to use as long as both radiographic views were available. There are two problems with this method, the greatest problem is the limited age group for which it has been designed. The method was developed as a way of assessing skeletal development in children who were experiencing puberty, but due to variation that exists between individuals this can cause problems in age estimation of late developers who may fall into the appropriate chronological age range but are not undergoing the skeletal changes associated with puberty. Secondly, however the method is hampered by the small age range which creates a graph in which small divisions of age are not easily estimated.

Figure 5.16: Graph for boys (Demiglio et al., 2005)
6 The Knee

There is an increasing need for anthropological methods to be validated on modern populations (Ritz-Timme et al., 2000). This requirement has been given added impetus in the UK by the recent Law Commission Report (2011) which in turn was driven by a number of miscarriages of justice, largely brought about by failures in expert testimony. Age estimation techniques have already been subject to scrutiny in the International Criminal Court after the genocides in Bosnia and Kosova where judiciary questioned their relevance and accuracy when applied to a population other than the one on which they were developed (Kimmerle et al., 2008). This should be treated as a warning to those who prepare forensic reports for the court.

Methodologies which have been developed for age estimation from radiographs of the knee such as the knee atlas of Pyle and Hoerr (1969) require testing on a modern population. Currently age estimation utilising radiographs of the left hand-wrist and medial clavicles are recommended for use in forensic age estimation of the living (Schmeling et al., 2008; Schmeling et al., 2001) as a result, age estimation utilising these two areas has come under increasing scrutiny. There are on-going objections to the use of radiographs for age estimation in the UK and as a result there is an understandable reluctance to undertake radiographic imaging for the sole purpose of estimating age (RCPCH, 2007). As a result of this, it is entirely possible that existing radiographs of body areas other than those commonly used such as the left hand wrist may be employed in a forensic situation. If this does become the
case, an understanding of the accuracy of these methods is of paramount importance if the estimation of age is to be sufficiently robust to withstand close judicial scrutiny.

Radiographic data on the development of the knee had been collected during a number of longitudinal studies. This has resulted in a number of reference standards which can be used in age estimation (Acheson, 1957; Pyle and Hoerr, 1969; Roche et al., 1976) and all are based on the assessment of radiographs. Both the Acheson (1957) and Roche et al. (1976) methods utilise scoring systems in which numerical scores are applied to maturity indicators according to their appearance and morphology. Of these, the Acheson method (1957) is simpler in design than the Roche et al. (1976) method which scores between 17 and 24 maturity indicators and requires a computer programme to calculate probable age. The third of these methods is the Pyle and Hoerr atlas (1969). The atlas method differs from that presented in the previous two approaches since it is not based upon a scoring system but is based on finding the best match between the radiographic image of the individual and the series of radiographs displayed in the atlas.

This section examines the accuracy of estimating chronological age when undertaken on a modern Scottish population using the Pyle and Hoerr (1969) knee atlas. This atlas was developed from data collected during the Cleveland Study which ran in North America from its initiation in 1926. The longitudinal study into child growth involved the collection of anthropometric data and radiographs from birth through to 21 years of age. In total the data of 4483 children formed the dataset which was also enhanced by radiographs of children collected in Boston by Dr Harold C. Stuart (Pyle and Hoerr, 1969). Radiographs of identified body areas were taken at regular intervals from 3
months of age throughout adolescence. Supplementary radiographs from Boston addressed the period from birth to 3 months of age when the radiographic imaging began in the Cleveland study (Pyle and Hoerr, 1969).

The atlas was designed by placing the knee radiographs in chronological age order. This enabled the authors to identify maturity indicators allowing the process of skeletal maturation to be tracked and skeletal age to be assigned. The authors chose the radiographs which were most representative of each identified skeletal age and arranged them into the age progressive atlas. The authors recognised the differences between developmental timing in males and females but, unlike other atlases presented only one common series of radiographs. Each radiograph was assigned two skeletal ages, one for males and one for females. The authors reasoned that the process of maturational change and the order of appearance of maturational indicators were the same for males and females. The differences which existed between the two sexes were thus based solely on the timing of these changes rather than the order in which they occurred.

As with other atlases, the use of the Pyle and Hoerr (1969) approach to assessing chronological age raises a number of methodological issues. The data which formed the basis of the atlas was collected from children who were growing to adulthood in the first decades of the 20th century and were described by the authors as being white children of high socioeconomic class. Additionally the children were deliberately chosen for their good health and nutritional status (Behrents and Broadbent, 1984). This background, both socioeconomically and ethnically is very different from that of children being age estimated for forensic purposes today. Maturational rate is known to depend on a large number of factors not least of which are the nutritional intake and the
health status of the individual (Tanner, 1962). The Cleveland population formed the basis of the widely utilised Greulich and Pyle atlas of the hand-wrist (Greulich and Pyle, 1959). Subsequent studies of the hand-wrist atlas have shown the importance of understanding the relationship between the standard presented in the atlas and the population from which the individual to be age estimated originates (Büken et al., 2007; Calfee et al., 2010; Schmidt et al., 2008b; Zafar et al., 2010). Whilst the knee atlas has not been tested so extensively, the data was derived from the same children and therefore the potential remains for the atlas to demonstrate the same inbuilt difference in developmental timing which is demonstrated by the hand-wrist atlas. The applicability of an age estimation method which was developed on a population potentially so far removed from a modern population must be tested robustly if it is to be used and accepted for forensic purposes.

6.1 Methods and Materials

Ethical approval was granted by Ninewells Hospital, Dundee for collection of radiographic images of left knees. Images were collected from children aged between birth and 21 years of age. The images had been taken during the process of examination for potential injury when the individual had attended at the Accident and Emergency department. The only information collected was the sex of the individual, the date of birth and the date that the image was taken. The atlas consists of both lateral and anterior-posterior images of left knees and the collection of images reflected this (Figure 6.1). In total the radiographs of 523 individuals were collected, this total consisted of the knee radiographs of 228 females and 295 males. Each individual was screened for
the presence of pathology or previous trauma which might affect growth and if these were present the images were excluded.

Figure 6.1: Anterior-posterior image (on left) and lateral image (on right) of male left knee identified as 'MLH11'. Chronological age 5 years 5 months, Estimated age using the Pyle and Hoerr (1969) atlas, 5 years.

The spread of the data across the age groups is presented in Table 6.1 and Figure 6.2. It can be seen that there are relatively few individuals in the younger age groups which is an inevitable consequence of the data collection methodology since these age groups are less likely to injure their lower limbs and therefore require radiographic imaging of this region.

The chronological age of the individual was calculated by calculating the difference between date of the image and the date of birth. The analysis for
each sex was undertaken separately taking into consideration the differences in
the timing in development between males and females (Pryor, 1923).

Chronological age was removed from the image and age estimation of each set
of images was undertaken for each sex separately using the Pyle and Hoerr
atlas (1969). The resulting estimated ages were converted to months for ease
of statistical analysis. Inter observer and intra observer accuracy were tested
using a randomly chosen subset of 30 female images and 30 male images
which were retested by the first author after a period of 3 months from the first
analysis and by a second observer who had some experience with radiographic
analysis but had not used the Pyle and Hoerr atlas (1969) previously.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age in years</th>
<th>Female left knee</th>
<th>Male left knee</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>228</strong></td>
<td><strong>295</strong></td>
<td><strong>523</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: Distribution of images by sex for female and male left knee radiographs.
Inter and intra-observer tests

Inter and intra-observer tests were undertaken separately for the radiographs of female and male knees. The second round of age estimation was undertaken 3 months after the first round and on both occasions the chronological age was obscured. For both sexes the differences between the two sets of age estimation were not significant (Table 6.2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>P value</th>
<th>Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female inter-observer test</td>
<td>P=0.756</td>
<td>Not statistically significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male inter-observer test</td>
<td>P=0.937</td>
<td>Not statistically significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female intra-observer test</td>
<td>P=0.876</td>
<td>Not statistically significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male intra-observer test</td>
<td>P=0.993</td>
<td>Not statistically significant</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2: Results of t-test for inter and intra observer tests for the left knee analysis.

Figure 6.2: Distribution of images by sex and age for left knee radiographs.
Results

The final plate in the Pyle and Hoerr atlas (1969) is assigned the female skeletal age of ‘at least 16 years’ and for males the skeletal age of ‘at least 19 years’.

The dataset which was collected from Ninewells Hospital consisted of the images of females from birth to 21 years of age. Initially the full age range of images was examined. This confirmed that there were no female individuals still undergoing maturational changes after the age of 16 years. Therefore the 60 females in the age ranges 17-21 years were removed from further analysis.

For males there were no individuals who were undergoing maturational changes after the age of 19 years and therefore the 21 male images over the age of 20 were removed from further analysis. The final numbers for analysis were therefore 168 images of female knees and 274 images of male knees.

The chronological age and estimated age using the Pyle and Hoerr atlas method (1969) was subject to linear regression analysis for each of the sexes (Table 6.3, Figures 6.3 and 6.4). These showed high values for both the R and the R² value for both sexes, for females R=0.977 and R²= 0.954 and for males R= 0.976 and R²=0.952, both of these were statistically significant (p<0.001).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Regression coefficient</th>
<th>R value</th>
<th>R² value</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female Left Knee</td>
<td>0.968</td>
<td>0.977</td>
<td>0.954</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male Left Knee</td>
<td>0.983</td>
<td>0.976</td>
<td>0.952</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.3: Regression Coefficients, R values and R² values by sex for the left knee analysis.
Figure 6.3: Linear regression between chronological age (CA) and estimated age (EA) for female individuals using the knee atlas method ($EA = 6.11 + (0.988 \times CA)$).

Figure 6.4: Linear regression between chronological age (CA) and estimated age (EA) for male individuals using the knee atlas method ($EA = 4.911 + (0.983 \times CA)$).
The relationship between the chronological age and estimated age was further tested by subjecting it to a Mann-Whitney U test. For both females and males the difference between chronological age and estimated age was not significant (Table 6.4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Mann-Whitney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female left knee</td>
<td>P=0.725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male left knee</td>
<td>P=0.521</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.4: Results of the Mann-Whitney U test for each sex for chronological age and estimated age for the left knee analysis.

The differences between chronological age and estimated age were calculated by subtracting chronological age from estimated age. A positive result therefore indicated an overage utilising the atlas method and a negative result indicated an underage by the atlas method.

The mean difference between the chronological ages and estimated ages were calculated by sex (Table 6.5). The overall mean difference for females was -1.6 months and for males was 2.16 months. The actual range is demonstrated by the largest overage and the largest underage for each group. The largest overage for females was 22 months (1 year 10 months) and for males was 31 months (2 years 7 months). The greatest underage for female was 30 months (2 years 6 months) and for males was 19 months (1 year 11 months).
Table 6.5: Mean differences between chronological age and estimated age for the complete dataset by sex. Standard deviation, standard error, confidence interval of the mean and the maximum over and under-estimation of age observed within the groups.

Each group was broken down into year cohorts and the mean of the differences between chronological age and estimated age was calculated to establish the presence of a pattern which might exist between the estimated age as calculated by the Pyle and Hoerr atlas method (1969) and the chronological age in this population. The results are presented in Table 6.6. For females the maximum underage was 13 months in the 4 year old category, although there was only one individual in this group. Of the other age categories the means ranged from -9.75 months at 16 years of age to 8.4 months at 8 years of age. The cohorts between 9 years of age and 15 years of age showed a smaller range, extending between -2.81 months at 12 years of age and 2.38 months at 10 years of age. For males the means ranged between -9.6 months at 19 years of age and 8.81 months at 13 years of age. In addition all of the means for the male groups between the ages of 9 years and 16 years were positive, ranging between 0.14 months at 16 years of age to 8.81 months at 13 years of age.

The female mean difference at 8 years of age is 8.4 months and the male mean difference at 11 years of age is 7.54 months, these represent a similar peak in over-aging by the atlas method for both sexes, although separated by 3 years. A similar spike in under-aging is seen between females at 16 years of age (-
9.75 months) and males at 19 years of age (-9.6 months). The spread of the differences between estimated age and chronological age are presented as a box plot by sex (Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6). These plots demonstrate the spread of the data for each year cohort and the spread between the 25th and 75th percentiles and 10th and 90th percentiles. The dots on the graph indicate the position of the outliers for each year which show the full potential range of individuals. The size of the group influences whether or not the percentiles can be calculated and therefore for the smaller groups (female 1-6 years and males 1-6 years) this data is missing due to the limited numbers in these groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year group</th>
<th>Female- mean difference in months</th>
<th>Male- mean difference in months</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.00 (n=5)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.00 (n=1)</td>
<td>-5.00 (n=2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-1.80 (n=5)</td>
<td>5.00 (n=1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-13.00 (n=1)</td>
<td>0.00 (n=6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-9.25 (n=4)</td>
<td>-3.80 (n=5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.00 (n=2)</td>
<td>-2.5 (n=8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>-5.78 (n=9)</td>
<td>-1.33 (n=6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>8.40 (n=5)</td>
<td>-0.42 (n=12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>-1.33 (n=3)</td>
<td>0.53 (n=17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2.38 (n=13)</td>
<td>5.58 (n=19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>-1.04 (n=22)</td>
<td>7.54 (n=22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>-2.81 (n=16)</td>
<td>5.05 (n=21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>-2.27 (n=22)</td>
<td>8.81 (n=21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>2.26 (n=19)</td>
<td>4.23 (n=31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.57 (n=21)</td>
<td>3.44 (n=27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>-9.75 (n=20)</td>
<td>0.14 (n=22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>-1.89 (n=19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>4.80 (n=15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>-9.6 (n=20)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.6: Mean of differences between chronological age and estimated age by year cohorts for females and males.
Figure 6.5: Showing the median (line within the box) 25th and 75th percentiles (lower and upper limits of box), 10th and 90th percentiles (lower and upper bars) for female data.

Figure 6.6: Showing the median (line within the box) 25th and 75th percentiles (lower and upper limits of box), 10th and 90th percentiles (lower and upper bars) for male data.


6.3 Discussion

The relationship between maturational stages of the knee and chronological age has been examined by a number of authors (Acheson, 1957; Gentili et al., 1984; O'Connor et al., 2008; Pyle and Hoerr, 1969; Roche et al., 1976). All of the methods rely on the use of imaging technologies to visualise the osteological changes which occur as the individual develops. Some of these methods have undergone testing on alternate populations (Vignolo et al., 1990; Xi and Roche, 1990) whilst others are still to be tested or are population specific (O'Connor et al., 2008). With the potential demands on the standards for forensic evidence which the Law Commission Report (2011) heralds, and the increasing concern about the use of radiographic imaging purely for age estimation purposes, the use of radiographs of the knee in forensic situations could well be held up to scrutiny in a court of law. Ethically it is no longer possible to repeat the collection of longitudinal data which have allowed the creation of maturational atlases in the past. It is necessary therefore to re-examine the methods which are already available to understand whether they continue to be of sufficient accuracy when utilised for the purposes of age estimation of members of a modern population.

The relationship between chronological age and estimated age which was undertaken using the Pyle and Hoerr atlas (1969) presented similarly high $R^2$ values for both sexes indicating that the relationship between chronological age and estimated age was strong for both sexes. The overall mean difference between chronological age and estimated age for the groups was small, with an average underage for females (-1.6 months) and an average overage for males (2.16 months).
The examination of year cohorts revealed a different relationship between chronological age and estimated age for females and males. For females there was a mixture of over and under aging throughout the series, but the age groups from birth to 8 years show a wide range of means of between 8.4 months and -9.25 months, excluding the 4 year cohort which contained only one individual or between 13.0 months and -9.25 months if this cohort was included. This pattern changed between the ages of 9 and 15 years where the range was more limited, ranging between -2.81 months and 2.38 months. Figure 6.5 demonstrates that in the age cohorts from 9 years onwards there is an increasing number of individuals who lie at the extremes of the expected ranges, this would be expected in these age ranges due to individual differences in the timing of the pubertal growth spurt. The male group demonstrated a different pattern. Prior to the age of 9 years the mean difference between chronological age and estimated age ranged from -5 months to 5 months if the 3 year cohort is taken into account, although this group contains only one individual, so care should be taken when including this in the analysis. Without the 3 year individual, the range is between 0 months and -5 months with a tendency to underage demonstrated throughout the cohorts from 2 years to 8 years of age. After the age of 9 years the range spreads from 0.14 months to 8.81 months, showing a tendency for the atlas to overage throughout this adolescent period. Figure 6.6 shows that from the age of 3 onwards, individuals whose development lies at the edge of expected age ranges can be found. There is however and increase in the numbers of these individuals in the over 9 year old age cohorts, tying in with the different growth velocities experienced by individuals during puberty.
The under-age which is seen in females at 16 years and males at 19 years of age coincides with the completion of maturity indicated by the atlas for each sex. This 3 year separation between the timing of maturational changes amongst the sexes can also be seen between the age of 8 years for females and 11 years for males where an over-age is experienced which is similar in size for both sexes. It is unclear what might be responsible for this over-age, but it may coincide with the beginning of the pubertal growth spurt for each sex. It may be that this peak represents a real difference between developmental timings in the Cleveland population compared to the Scottish sample examined or simply this may be product of the organisational system for the atlas as discussed below (Table 6.7).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plate</th>
<th>Female Skeletal Age</th>
<th>Male Skeletal Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>93 months</td>
<td>120 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>105 months</td>
<td>132 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>112 months</td>
<td>144 months</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.7: Plates 20-22 and the ‘skeletal ages’ assigned to them within the Pyle and Hoerr atlas.

Plate 20 (Fig 6.7) relates to a female ‘skeletal age’ of 93 months (7 years 9 months) however none of the 8 year old cohort in the Scottish sample was assessed as resembling this plate. The remaining individuals in this age group were assessed as older, either plate 21 (Fig 6.7) or plate 22 (Fig 6.8). For males the majority (12) of 11 year olds were assessed as resembling plate 22 or older, 9 were assessed as resembling plate 21 and one was assessed as resembling plate 20. Plate 21 corresponds to a female of skeletal age 132 months (11 years) and a male of ‘skeletal age’ 105 months (8 years 9 months). Plate 22 relates to a female ‘skeletal age’ 112 months (9 years 4 months) and a
male ‘skeletal age’ of 144 months (12 years). One of the maturity indicators which is manifest on this plate shows evidence of ossification of the ‘distal extent of the tibial tuberosity’ (Pyle and Hoerr, 1969). Of the radiographs which were given a probable age of 112 months or older for females or 144 months or older for males the majority (71%) showed evidence of ossification of the tibial tuberosity which indicated that there was a high probability that this maturity indicator played an important role in over-aging these groups for both females and males. Additionally for females, 105 months relates to 8 years 9 months of age which is skewed to the upper end of the age range.

Figure 6.7: Plate 20 (left) and Plate 21 (right) reproduced from the Pyle and Hoerr atlas (1969).
Whilst the figures given in Table 6.6 represent the mean of the differences it is necessary to be aware of the full potential range of differences between the estimated age and chronological age. From Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6 the ranges for the different centiles around the median can be seen. The widest ranges for females are seen to fall between 10 and 16 years of age which coincides with the adolescent growth spurt, a time in which the maximum difference in the timing of growth and maturational changes can be seen between individuals. The spread is not as great for the other cohorts indicating that for females the atlas is more reliable when used on younger pre-pubertal individuals. For the male cohorts the larger ranges extend beyond the expected timings for the adolescent growth spurt, they fall in the 7 to 17 year cohorts. This indicates that the variation between individuals and age estimated by this atlas method is greater for a longer period of time in males compared to females. This is reflected in the greater standard deviation seen in the male cohort.
The full range between the maximum over age and maximum underage for females in this study was 52 months (4 years 4 months) and for males was 50 months (4 years 2 months). This range is very similar for both groups. The female maximum overage of 22 months was found in the 14 year age group where it may be explained by the differences in timing and speed of the adolescent growth spurt between individuals (Tanner, 1962). The maximum female underage of -22 months was found in the 16 year age group, this coincided with a large number of individuals completing the growth and maturation process. For males the maximum overage of 31 months was found in the 11 year old cohort, this coincides with the beginning of the male adolescent growth spurt and is indicative of the differences in timing of this growth spurt between individuals (Tanner, 1962). The maximum male underage of 19 months was found in a number of groups, one in the 4 year old group, one in the 8 year old group and one in the 19 year old group. This maximum underage is the only one which falls within 2 standard deviations of the mean as indicated by this test of the Pyle and Hoerr method (Table 6.7) and therefore these individuals would be included in any age range given to two standard deviations.

The authors of the Pyle and Hoerr atlas (1969) did not present any indications of standard deviations for their method. When presenting age estimation for forensic purposes it is necessary to be able to present the range and the standard deviations which are inherent in the analysis. The standard deviations for females and males are similar in this analysis, 9.86 months for females and 10.75 months for males. Any estimation of age given to two standard
deviations would allow for the majority of individual variation since it would include 95% of children from this population who were aged using this method. Greulich and Pyle (1959) argue that any age range which included two standard deviations would therefore cover the majority of children who were developing normally.

The development of the knee and its relationship to age has a long history. The femur and tibia have been utilised in age estimation both in relation to their length (Maresh and Deming, 1939) and in relation to the appearance, change in morphology and fusion of their ossification centres (Gentili et al., 1984; O'Connor et al., 2008; Roche et al., 1976; Vignolo et al., 1990). The maturity indicators of the knee have been utilised as an adjunct to other body areas in studies that measure the maturational development of children or young adults within specified populations (Das Gupta et al., 1974; McKern and Stewart, 1957; Saksena and Vyas, 1969; Schaefer and Black, 2005). Other studies have also compared the maturity of the knee with maturational development in other body areas (Aicardi et al., 2000; Xi and Roche, 1990) or have examined the knee itself in relation to chronological age (O'Connor et al., 2008; Pyle and Hoerr, 1969; Roche et al., 1976). O’Connor et al. (2008) found that their results differed significantly from the results of studies which examined dry bone (McKern and Stewart, 1957; Schaefer and Black, 2005). It is not clear if this difference is due to the method of data gathering or the very different populations from which the data was gathered (Cardoso, 2008; O’Connor et al., 2008).
The atlas is organised using recognised maturity indicators which the authors have identified and have related to different maturational stages. The process of growth is saltatory and varies from individual to individual (Lampl, 2002). Maturity indicators allow the observer to identify the stage of skeletal development which the child has reached (Cameron, 2002). There are a number of factors in addition to individual variation which can cause a child to lag behind other children in their skeletal development, or conversely to experience advanced skeletal maturation (Tanner, 1962). These include both genetic and environmental influences, which vary from child to child and are a reminder of why age estimation can never be truly accurate.

The Pyle and Hoerr atlas (1969) was developed on the same Cleveland population that the widely utilised Greulich and Pyle atlas (1959) was based upon. Studies have shown that this latter atlas continues to be accurate and reliable enough to be applied in age estimation cases of children from disparate populations, albeit in some cases with small modifications which ensure that the results are population specific (Calfee et al., 2010; Chiang et al., 2005; Griffith et al., 2007; Groell et al., 1999). It is reasonable to hypothesise that the Pyle and Hoerr atlas would give similar results to those shown in studies of the Greulich and Pyle atlas and this study and the next section will directly compare the two standards. This study has shown that the Pyle and Hoerr atlas gives acceptably repeatable and accurate results when used to age estimate children from a modern Scottish population and can be considered as a useful alternative to the use of the traditional left hand wrist radiographs if necessary. The main limitation to this atlas however, is the fact that the upper limit of the atlas is restricted, especially in relation to the age estimation of females. The
upper limit for females is 16 years of age which mitigates against the use of this method in relation to whether a female individual has passed 18 years of age. The situation is a little different for males since the atlas has an upper limit of 19 years of age and it could therefore conceivably be utilised for older male individuals.

6.4 Overview of the Knee Atlas

The knee atlas of Pyle and Hoerr (1969) includes two radiographic views of the knee for each age, an anterior-posterior image and a lateral image (Table 6.8 and Figure 6.9). The atlas presents two skeletal ages for each radiograph, a female age and a male age (Figure 6.10).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>View</th>
<th>Skeletal Area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anterior Posterior</td>
<td>Distal femur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Proximal tibia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Proximal fibula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present but unable to see</td>
<td>Patella</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>due to overlying</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral</td>
<td>Distal femur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Proximal tibia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Patella</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present but unable to see</td>
<td>Proximal fibula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>due to overlying</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.8: Skeletal areas of the knee which are used for age estimation in the Pyle and Hoerr (1969) atlas.

Todd suggests that ‘if one were training a pupil in the technique of assessment, one would always start with the knee’. He argues that this is because the distal femur and proximal tibia give the same maturity rating, and the fibula and patella are both erratic in the timing of their maturational changes and have few maturity indicators which can be identified (Todd, 1937). The atlas itself appears straightforward to use and has clear images, assisted by the limited overlaying that occurs in this joint area. Any bony area which is overlaid in one view can be clearly seen in the alternate view.
Figure 6.9: The anterior-posterior (left) image (Plate 22A) and lateral (right) image (Plate 22B) (Pyle and Hoerr 1969)
1. The menisci are tough but slightly adaptable in shape. The most peripheral part of each meniscus is largely fibrous; there it is vascular and has a rich nerve supply. The more central part is largely cartilaginous; there it is avascular and has no nerve supply. The fluid-producing synovial membrane is maintained over the periphery of the meniscus. The more central part is devoid of synovial membrane. The key attribute of synovial fluid is its viscosity.

2. Flexion and extension take place above the menisci, rotation takes place below the menisci. The medial meniscus, without direct muscle control, must tilt and turn passively with the medial condyle (femur) within the limits of the slightly elastic attachments at its horns. The lateral meniscus is less widely fixed. Moving with the lateral condyle (femur), it tilts with muscle control and turns with muscle and ligament controls. The popliteus muscle assists to rotate the femur and directly retracts the posterior arch of the lateral meniscus. When motion at the four parts in the articular space begins—two condyles, one meniscus, and one synovial fluid layer—the synovial fluid does not travel independently.

3. To explain what occurs in the synovial fluid layer, MacConaill took the moving femoral condyle as a reference surface. The synovial fluid follows the moving condyle like a viscous layer rather than a lubricating film of grease. Starting from flexion, for example, the meniscus acts as a thrust block between the pair of condyles. It “sets itself” according to the shape of its own tibial condyle. The tilting-rotation motion between flexion and extension produces whorls in the synovial fluid which converge toward the loadline through the articular epicenter of the pair of condyles, i.e. the loadline through the synovial fluid layer, as well. In profile, the whorls resemble a series of molecular strings. Commencing at the popliteal space, they are tallest and concave, are gradually shorter and straighter toward the loadline, and progressively convex beyond the loadline. The loadline is always through the thinnest portion of a synovial fluid layer during its flow and ebb between complete flexion and full extension.

MATURITY INDICATORS AND OSSEOUS MODELING

A, C, D. Center of the knee joint. P A view. The transverse trabecular pattern beside the shadow of the patella now radiates distinctly toward the medial condyle (femur) where the trabeculae are clearly vertical. P A view. The intercondylar tubercles (tibia), although unusually large, have become typically more pointed.

L, 3, 6. Lateral half of the knee joint and tibiofibular joint. P A view. Three changes in the vertically aligned lateral surface markings were 1) a white marking appearing beside the tip of the styloid process (fibula); this is the first osseous marking in the tibial half of the tibiofibular joint, 2) reciprocal squaring of the two osseous corners beside L and 3, and (3) the beak of the lateral epicondyle capping the lateral end of the metaphysis (femur).

M, 3. Medial half of the knee joint. P A view. The medial end of the terminal plate (femur) now curves close to the sharp triangular tip of the metaphysis; this is the adductor tubercle. P A view. This is the last standard plate in which the side of the medial condyle (femur) forms a smooth continuous curve with its articular surface without any indication of an osseous corner beside M.

A, E, 7. Femorotibipatellar joint. Lateral view. The nodule beside E is the first osseous indicator of the distal extent of the tibial tuberosity.

Figure 6.10: Written description for Plates 22A and 22B (Pyle and Hoerr 1969).
Figure 6.11: Radiograph of female left knee, identified as 'FLK 18'. Chronological age 8y 6m (102m). Estimated age 112m.

The images identified as FLK 18 (Figure 6.11) and MLK 292 (Figure 6.12) were both considered to most closely resemble Plate 22. In both cases ossification can be seen in the distal tibial tuberosity, an indicator which separates this plate from the previous one. The tibial epiphysis can be seen to follow the metaphysis but is not yet ‘capping’ it and the intercondylar tubercles are ‘pointy’. The femoral epiphysis caps the metaphysis but still shows a degree of separation at either corner.
This atlas, in common with the Greulich and Pyle atlas (1959) had clear and easily discernible images. The main issue with using the knee atlas is that in comparison to other atlases there can appear to be a limited number of maturational indicators available to differentiate between plates. Care does have to be taken since in some cases the distal femur and proximal tibia do not give the same maturity rating and can be separated by, usually, one stage. For this reason and because changes between plates can be subtle, this atlas should not be used without prior study and experience. Due to issues of overlaying, any age estimation must involve both radiographic views.
The development of the foot-ankle in humans is broadly analogous to the development of the hand-wrist (Matthews, 1998; O'Rahilly, 1973). The limb bud develops in a proximodistal sequence from the proximal part of the limb through to the distal phalanges, so the tibia and fibula, which create the upper part of the ankle joint, form slightly earlier than the tarsals (Matthews, 1998). During the fetal period, all of the future skeletal elements of the foot are formed in cartilage, followed rapidly by the beginning of ossification (O’Rahilly et al., 1960). By birth ossification of all of the bones of the foot, with the exception of the cuboid, three cuneiforms and the navicular has commenced (Gardner et al., 1959; Hubbard et al., 1993). This early ossification pattern is slightly at odds with the ossification pattern seen in the hand-wrist where the carpal bones have rarely begun ossification at birth (Scheuer and Black, 2000b).

Because of the relatively early development and maturation of the foot, both foot length and the appearance of ossification centres have been utilised to estimate the gestational age of the fetus (De Vasconcellos and Ferreira, 1998; Donne et al., 2005; Gentili et al., 1984; Goldstein et al., 1988; Huxley, 1998; Kjar, 1974; Mercer et al., 1987; Merz et al., 2000; Mhaskar et al., 1989; Platt et al., 1988). The correlation between foot length and chronological age has also been investigated in older children (Attallah and Marshall, 1989), but is more commonly linked to attempts to estimate stature and body weight of an individual (Agnihotri et al., 2007; Anderson et al., 1956). Age estimation in the living using the maturational changes within the skeleton of the foot do not appear to be commonly used, although Garn and Rohmann (1966) examined
the relationship between maturation and the individual bones of the foot, identifying those which showed the greatest commonality with age and Whitaker et al. (2002) attempted to devise a scoring system which allowed the estimation of chronological age from the developing bones of the foot.

Skeletal age estimation, in a forensic context, relies on the examination of multiple areas of the body however there are times when fragmentation or disarticulation results in a limited availability of skeletal elements for analysis. The foot becomes important in forensic anthropology due to the frequency with which it is preserved. If encased in a shoe or boot the foot can survive intact after other body parts have been lost due to taphonomic influences, explosions or plane crashes (British Broadcasting Corporation, 2008a; b; c; Gunn, 2008). Often in these situations soft tissue is still in situ and the use of radiographs for analysis of the contents of the clothing is strongly advised as the least intrusive method of information gathering.

The foot-ankle atlas of Hoerr et al. (1962) is the third of a trio of atlases based on the data collected during the Brush study (Greulich and Pyle, 1959; Pyle and Hoerr, 1969). The atlas was based on data collected from 4483 children from Cleveland (Brush Study) and is supplemented by data collected during a longitudinal study which was also running in Boston, USA. The latter radiographs formed the basis of the maturity indicators which were identified at the distal tibia and fibula since these areas were more successfully viewed on these films. The foot-ankle atlas presents one film which relates to a single developmental stage for both females and males (Hoerr et al., 1962). The authors applied the same argument which had been suggested during the design of the atlas of the hand-wrist and which was based on their observations and the study of the literature at the time (Greulich and Pyle, 1959; Hoerr et al.,
1962). They argued that the maturity indicators and the sequence in which they formed, which in turn fashioned the basis for the identification of maturation and subsequent skeletal age were unaffected by sex or ancestry. As a result, the same series of radiographs could be treated as a discrete method of assessing age and two sets of skeletal age are assigned to each radiograph accordingly.

Since this atlas presents a series of radiographic plates of the foot and ankle of children of known age and sex, it provides a resource whereby the radiograph of the child can be compared directly to the series of radiographs which it contains. The atlas was originally designed to create a record of the normal maturational process in the foot and ankle of healthy children. The potential for the use of these images in the estimation of chronological age from a radiograph of an unidentified individual was quickly recognised and the atlas has been utilised in this manner by forensic practitioners for the last 50 years. The children whose data were collected were growing to maturity between 1931 and 1942 and therefore represent a population 70-80 years in the past. This time lapse has prompted the argument that secular change, ethnic and population differences between the white children of high socioeconomic class who were growing to adulthood in the early 1900s and 21st century children from any population around the world, could affect the accuracy of the link between skeletal age and chronological age as defined by Hoerr et al. (1962).

Hoerr et al (1962) divided the foot into three areas; the hindfoot, midfoot and forefoot. The hindfoot includes the distal tibia and fibula, calcaneus and talus; the midfoot includes the cuboid, navicular, medial, intermediate and lateral cuneiforms. The forefoot includes the metatarsals and phalanges. The changes which they identified within these defined areas are in turn limited, since they do not utilise all of the bones and epiphyses available. They
identified maturity indicators on the distal tibia, distal fibula, tarsals, metatarsals, proximal phalanges and the distal phalanx of the first toe when assigning ages. They also selectively include the distal phalanges of the 2nd, 3rd and 4th toes when they have both epiphyses and diaphyses present although this is not always the case. There is normal variation in the number of phalanges present within the foot, a fact which has been recognised and commented on by other authors (Billmann and Minor, 2007; Garn et al., 1965; Venning, 1956). By being selective in their use of skeletal areas, the authors of the atlas ensured that this normal variation did not affect the skeletal age assessment process. The authors of the atlas suggested that those using the atlas might wish to identify their own maturity indicators as they work through, and with, the atlas.

The recent Law Commission report has reaffirmed the requirement for methods to be both appropriate and applicable to the population on which they are being practiced (The Law Commission, 2011). This is especially relevant to the case of the age estimation method utilising the Hoerr et al. atlas (1962), where an atlas that was designed to measure skeletal development of children is used for age estimation and therefore is being applied in ways for which it was not designed and on a very different geographical and temporal population. Both of these factors underline the requirement for ensuring the current validity of the method.

This study aimed to evaluate the accuracy of the Hoerr et al atlas (1962) when utilised to age estimate children from a modern Scottish population.
7.1 Materials and Methods

Radiographs of the left foot-ankle region were collected from Ninewells Hospital, Dundee. These images had been taken from children between the ages of birth and 20 years who had accessed the Accident and Emergency department of the hospital for suspected injury of the foot or ankle. Information on sex, date of birth and date of image were also collected. Images were screened for indicators of pathology or injury which might have affected growth, these included; previous injury of the hip, knee, foot or ankle, the presence of pathological conditions such as hip dysplasia or illnesses such as cancer. If these were present the images were rejected. The Hoerr et al. (1962) atlas contains both the anterior-posterior view and the dorsoplantar view of each foot so each of these were included in the data collection for each individual, the atlas is based entirely on images of the left foot and as a result only left side images were collected (Figure 7.1). In total the images from 546 individuals were collected, of these 265 were female and 281 were male Table 7.1 and Figure 7.2.
Figure 7.1: Image identified as ‘MLF157’ collected from Ninewells Hospital.  
Chronological age 13y 9m, estimated age using the Hoerr et al atlas (1962) method 13 years.

Age estimation was undertaken for each group of images. Females and males were age estimated separately due to the well documented differences that exist in maturational timings between the two sexes (Pryor, 1923; 1925). Only the sex of the individual whose foot was represented in the image was known to the assessor. Estimated age and chronological age were both converted to
months to facilitate statistical evaluation. The chronological age was calculated by subtracting the date of the birth from the date of image acquisition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age (years)</th>
<th>Female Left Foot</th>
<th>Male Left Foot</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>281</td>
<td>546</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.1: Distribution of individuals by sex and age for left foot/ankle radiographs.
Figure 7.2: Distribution of individuals by sex and age for left foot/ankle radiographs.

The plates in the atlas display full maturity for the female foot at 15.2 years of age, at which point the foot and ankle have allegedly reached adult morphology and all epiphyses are fused (Hoerr et al., 1962). In order to confirm the age at which maturity is reportedly complete, all of the female images which were collected for the ages 16-20 years of age were assessed to ensure that no visible epiphyses were present and that all of the skeletal elements had achieved adult morphology. This was the case for all of the radiographs which fell into these age groups and therefore the images for these 90 individuals were omitted from the female final analysis leaving a total of 175 individuals.

Due to the delayed development in males compared to females, complete maturity of the male foot in the Hoerr et al. atlas (1962) is not reached until 17.5 years of age. As with the female assessment, all images were observed up to, and including, the age of 20 years. Full maturity was observed in all of the individuals from the 18-20 age groups therefore these 53 individuals were omitted from the male final analysis leaving a final total of 228 individuals. The
results from the analysis of the images from the final 403 individuals therefore formed the basis of the data set.

Inter- and intra-observer analysis was undertaken on the same 30 randomly selected images from the female group and 30 randomly selected images from the male group giving 60 images in total. The intra-observer analysis was carried out 3 months after the first round of age estimations and under the same conditions as the first round of analyses. The inter-observer analysis was undertaken by a post-graduate student who was experienced in estimating age from radiographs.

7.2 Results of the inter and intra-observer tests

The results of the inter-observer test were subject to a Mann Whitney test which showed that the differences between observers were not significant for either females (P=864) or males (P=853). To check intra-observer error the results of the intra-observer test were subject to a Mann Whitney test which showed that the differences between the two sets of results were not significant for either females (P=0.934) or males (P=0.994)

7.3 Results for the age estimation of foot radiographs utilising the Hoerr et al. (1962) atlas method

Linear regression was undertaken to examine the relationship between estimated age and chronological age with chronological age treated as the dependent variable in each calculation. The results are presented in Table 7.2, Figures 7.3 and 7.4. The R² values for the correlation between chronological
age and estimated age were high for both females (0.952) and males (0.965), both of these results were statistically significant (p<0.001).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Regression coefficient</th>
<th>R value</th>
<th>R²-value</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female left ankle-foot</td>
<td>0.966</td>
<td>0.975</td>
<td>0.952</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male left ankle-foot</td>
<td>1.050</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.965</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.2: Regression coefficients and R² values for the comparison between estimated age and chronological age for the left foot-ankle.

Figure 7.3: Linear regression for estimated age (EA) (months) and chronological age (CA)(months) for radiographs of female left feet (EA = -0.0694 + (0.966 x CA)).
The relationship between chronological age and estimated age was compared using a Mann-Whitney U test. The results of the test showed that the differences between chronological age and estimated age were not significant for either females (P=0.291) or males (P=0.663).

The mean difference between the estimated age and chronological age was calculated for each group. Chronological age was subtracted from estimated age therefore a positive value indicated an estimated age in advance of chronological age and a negative value indicated an estimated age which lags behind the chronological age.

Table 7.3 shows the mean differences for each sex. The minimum and maximum differences are also given. Females have the largest range between the maximum over age and the minimum under age of 59 months (4 years 11
months) with males having a smaller difference between the two of 52 months (4 years 4 months). The standard deviation for females is 9.95 months and for males is 10.19 months.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sex and Side</th>
<th>Mean Difference (months)</th>
<th>Maximum overage and Maximum underage (months)</th>
<th>Standard Deviation (months)</th>
<th>Standard Error of the Mean (months)</th>
<th>Confidence Interval of the Mean (months)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female left foot</td>
<td>-4.331</td>
<td>Max overage 28 Max underage - 31</td>
<td>9.95</td>
<td>0.752</td>
<td>1.521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male left foot</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>Max overage 33 Max underage - 19</td>
<td>10.19</td>
<td>0.675</td>
<td>1.331</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.3: Mean, standard deviation, standard error and confidence interval of the mean for the left foot analysis.

Each group was divided into year cohorts and the mean difference between estimated age and chronological age was calculated for each of the groups (Table 7.4).
Table 7.4: Mean differences between chronological age and estimated age by year cohort.

For the female age groups the majority of the mean differences are negative indicating that the estimated ages lag behind the chronological ages. The mean difference between estimated age and chronological age for females range between 0.00 months in the 1 year old age group and -12.10 months at 12 years of age, the only group for which age was overestimated were 9 year old
females who were overestimated by an average of 0.87 months. For the male groups again the trend was to underestimate chronological age with these underestimations ranging from between 0.00 months at 2 years of age to -9.0 months in the 1 year old age group, which extended from 1 year of age to the day before the individual had their 2nd birthday. The overestimations of age are in the 11, 12, 14 and 16 year age groups and range from between 0.13 months at 14 years of age to 9.26 months at 11 years of age.

With the breakdown into year cohorts the location of the maximum overage and maximum underage can be understood. The female maximum underage of 31 months was found in the 15 year old age group with the next highest underage of 30 months found in the 13 year old age group. The maximum overage for females of 28 months was found in the 12 year old age group. For males the maximum underage of 19 months was found in the 10 year age group with the maximum overage of 33 months found in the 14 year age group.

The range of differences between chronological age and estimated age are presented in Figure 7.5 and Figure 7.6. The box plots show the median for each group, the lower and upper limits of the box show the 25th and 75th percentile and the lower and upper bars show the 10th and 90th percentiles respectively. The points outside these are those individuals who fall outside these parameters.
Figure 7.5: Showing the median (line within the box) 25\textsuperscript{th} and 75\textsuperscript{th} percentiles (lower and upper limits of box), 10\textsuperscript{th} and 90\textsuperscript{th} percentiles (lower and upper bars) for female data.

Figure 7.6: Showing the median (line within the box) 25\textsuperscript{th} and 75\textsuperscript{th} percentiles (lower and upper limits of box), 10\textsuperscript{th} and 90\textsuperscript{th} percentiles (lower and upper bars) for male data.
7.4 Discussion

There is a responsibility inherent in any identification situation involving body fragments to ensure that the conclusions which are reached are as accurate, reliable and realistic as possible. Many of the methods which are available for the forensic practitioner to estimate age using the foot of the juvenile are based on dry bone data (Cardoso and Severino, 2010; McKern and Stewart, 1957). Work has shown that age estimations which are derived from dry bone data vary from those which are derived from radiographic imaging underlining the need to have reference data which is relevant to the data collection technique (Cardoso, 2008; Krogman and Iscan, 1986; Schulz et al., 2008). Therefore any forensic examination of radiographic images must utilise appropriate reference data which is why testing of the Hoerr et al atlas is essential (Hoerr et al., 1962).

This study found that for both females and males there is a strong relationship between chronological age and estimated age from assessment of radiographs of the foot/ankle using the Hoerr et al atlas (1962). When undertaking age estimation in a forensic scenario however it is not just the strength of the relationship which is important. The differences between estimated age and chronological age must also be considered. For the radiographs of female feet the overall average difference between chronological age and estimated age was negative indicating that overall the age estimated by the atlas lags behind chronological age. This trend in underaging was demonstrated when the cohorts were broken down into groups by year. All of the estimated ages were younger than the chronological ages except for the 9 year-old female group where the difference was 0.87 months.
With the exception of three groups the size of the difference between chronological age and estimated age ranged from 0 months at 1 year of age to 5 months at 7 years of age. There were noticeably larger differences at 11 years (-7.57 months), 12 years (-12.10 months) and 15 years of age (-7.62 months). The lag between chronological age and estimated age in the 15 year age group can be explained by the way in which the atlas is designed. This penultimate plate is assigned a skeletal age of 15.2 years by the authors, this skews the assigned age to the bottom of the year group creating an underage for those individuals whose chronological age is older. The large underage seen in the 11 and 12 year age groups coincide with the commencement of the adolescent growth spurt at which point there would be a significant amount of variation seen between individuals. This was also seen in Figure 7.5 where there were an increased number of individuals whose skeletal development was at the outer edges of the expected age.

For males the average difference for the entire group is 0.01 months, indicating that overall there is little difference between estimated and chronological age. When this is broken down into year cohorts it can be seen that all but five of the groups also display a tendency to underestimate age using the atlas. It is of interest however, that of the five groups which showed a tendency to overage, four of these were amongst the age groups in which the adolescent growth spurt would be expected to have commenced; the 11 year, 12 year, 14 and 16 year olds. There was a significant lag between estimated age and chronological age in the 1-5 year old boys, the differences seen in these groups range from -6 months in the 5 year cohort to -9 years in the 1 year old cohort indicating that the Hoerr et al. atlas method is less accurate at ageing these younger male individuals. It is not clear why there is this lack of fit between the
atlas and the younger male individuals since the radiographs for these early developmental stages are spaced at intervals of 3-6 months in the atlas. There were also an increasing number of outliers seen throughout the age groups indicating that this age estimation method gives the possibility of individuals whose skeletal development appears to lie at the limits of expected age ranges.

Forensic age estimation undertaken on an individual of unknown background must be able to take into account all of the factors which might affect the growth of the individual, both in a positive and in a negative way, as well as attempt to provide an age range which is both reliable and valid (Ritz-Timme et al., 2000), thus the greatest differences between chronological age and estimated age are of interest. Age estimation of this population utilising the Hoerr et al atlas (1962) gave an age range between maximum overage and maximum underage of 4 years 11 months for females and 4 years 4 months for males.

The standard deviations are similar for females and males and fall within the range of standard deviations given in the original Hoerr et al. (1962) atlas. The ranges of difference as presented in Figure 7.5 showed that for females by year the range remained small in the younger age groups until the age of 6 years. After this age there is an increase in the variation seen between chronological age and estimated age with individuals falling outside the 10th and 90th percentiles especially in the 9, 10, 12 and year old groups. These outliers within these older groups most likely correspond with the differing rates with which children experience the growth spurt and adolescent growth (Tanner, 1962). For the male groups (Figure 7.6) there is less variation in the younger age groups. Although some spread in variation can be seen in the 3 year and 6 year age groups it is after the age of 8 years that the wider variation is seen. This pattern mirrors that seen in the females but occurs two years later in the
male cohort, as anticipated by the lag in maturational timings which exist between females and males (Pryor, 1925).

The atlas of Hoerr et al. (1962) combines male and female ages on single plates. Garn and Rohmann (1966) argue that this represents an organisational weakness because they found that there was a stronger correlation between age changes in female foot bones and chronological age compared with their male counterparts. It is unclear if the stronger relationship between the maturational changes indicated by Hoerr et al (1962) and the chronological age in males seen in this study might be a reflection of the organisation of the atlas. Combining female and male ages in the single plate has created some large gaps in the visualisation of the changes of the female foot, for example there are no plates between the chronological age of 13.2 years and 15 years for females which is highly likely to have been the cause of the large range of differences between chronological age and estimated age seen in this age group. The greater accuracy and lower ranges seen in the younger age groups may also therefore be a reflection of the smaller spacing seen between plates and also a reflection of the smaller spacing of radiographs that were taken in the early years. For this reason and because of the increased potential for outliers in this population, care must be taken when using the atlas for age estimation in the older age groups.

Both the inter-observer and intra observer tests demonstrated that this method of age estimation gives consistent results, although it should be noted that the inter observer results were slightly more accurate for females that they were for males.
Many of the reproductions of radiographs within the atlas are very poor quality. Whilst skeletal age assessments do not rely solely on the images, it is useful to be able to relate the written descriptions to an image, something which is impossible to do in some of the plates. It is also difficult, even in the better images, to visualise some of the bones due to their location in relation to other bones e.g. the distal tibia and distal fibula overlie each other in the dorsoplantar view, causing the distal fibula to become obscured. It is frustrating that the distal tibia and fibula can only be seen in the dorsoplantar view, rather than the anterior-posterior view since these bones are of use in age estimation (Crowder and Austin, 2005). This overlying also applies to other bones and has been commented upon by other authors (Whitaker et al., 2002). The problems with imaging can potentially cause issues with the use of this atlas even though the written descriptions are helpful. Issues also arise with these since they are inclined to use terminology which can become confusing (Hoerr et al., 1962).

7.5 The use of the foot-ankle atlas

The foot-ankle atlas consists of a series of radiographs of the foot-ankle area. Each skeletal age is represented by two radiographs; an anterior-posterior radiograph and a dorsoplantar radiograph (Figure 7.7). Each radiograph includes all of the bones of the foot as well as the distal tibia and fibula whose change in morphology, appearance of ossification centres and fusion of these centres are all included in the final comparison. Each pair of plates is accompanied by a written description of the changes and maturity indicators which the authors feel are important in identifying this stage of skeletal maturity (Figure 7.8). This atlas presents one series of radiographs for both sexes each
set of radiographs is therefore assigned two skeletal ages, a female age and a male age.

Figure 7.7: Plate 24 from the Hoerr et al., (1962) atlas of the foot-ankle.
Figure 7.8: Written description of Plate 24 of the Hoerr et al., (1962) atlas of the foot-ankle.

Figure 7.9 and Figure 7.10 give examples of a female and male radiograph which were both assessed as most closely resembling Plate 24 through direct comparison and reference to the written description. Indicators which were
used include: the epiphyses of the proximal metatarsals are not yet ‘capping’ the shafts. The five growth cartilage plates within the metatarsals present with uniform thickness across the entire shaft. The pattern of trabeculae within the talus is horizontal and the medial and lateral borders can be traced from the crest to the posterior tubercle. Finally the calcaneal epiphysis ‘caps’ but is still separate from the calcaneus.

Figure 7.9: Image identified as ‘FLF158’ (female left foot-ankle). Age estimated at 9.2 years (Plate 24).
Of all the atlases which were examined in this study, this was the most difficult to use due to the quality of the radiographs. Many of the reproductions in the atlas were overexposed and appeared to be out of focus which meant that it was not possible to see any detail. There are also problems with overlying structures, especially in the older age groups, which caused problems in both views this is especially noticeable in relation to the proximal metatarsals and the tarsals.
The radiographs which were used in the design of the atlas were all taken using designated positioning of the subject. This is not the case for the images taken in Ninewells which were taken for investigation purposes so analysis of the images had to take this into account. It quickly became clear that any age estimation which involved foot-ankle radiographs did require both views in order for the maximum amount of information to be analysed.
8 Analysis of the images from India

The images from India were analysed using the region appropriate atlases. Data was collected for each individual including the sex of the individual however unlike the UK data the date of birth was not provided. Age was provided as an actual age in increments of 0.5 years for each child. Having undertaken an analysis of the use of the atlases on a modern western population it was decided to estimate age for the children in this group and treat the given ages as chronological age with the understanding that this might not be the case. The age would have been given by the child or their family when they were asked by medical staff.

The full range of the data is presented in Tables 8.1 and 8.2 and Figure 8.3. There were a number of individuals who had both a left hand-wrist image and an image of their elbow. This applied to all of the female left hand-wrist and elbow images. For the male images this applied to 25 of the images. Most of the images were less than optimal. A large number were not in focus and many of the hand-wrist images do not include a view of the phalanges additionally some do not include a view of the metacarpals. This meant that it was not possible to use the TW3 atlas (2001) which required a view of the metacarpals and phalanges so the analysis of the hand-wrist radiographs was undertaken using only the Greulich and Pyle atlas method (Greulich and Pyle, 1959).

The elbow images consisted of one view which was usually the anterior-posterior view. This restricted the ability to view the olecranon apophysis and
greatly reduced the potential accuracy of the age estimation using the Brodeur et al. atlas (Brodeur et al., 1981). The Sauvegrain method (Dimeglio et al., 2005) was not appropriate since this method is limited to children who are experiencing puberty and the children in this set spanned a longer time period than this, so only the Brodeur et al. atlas (1981) was used.

Figure 8.1: Image identified as ‘DMLH16’ (male left hand) with a limited view of the phalanges.

Figure 8.2: Image identified as ‘DMLE18’ (male left elbow).
The aim of the analyses was twofold. Firstly to assess whether the child had been placed in the correct age group since it became clear that families gave an approximate age for children and if this appeared to be too vague the radiologist would assign what they considered to be a most apposite age.

Secondly the Greulich and Pyle atlas (1959) method could be compared to the Brodeur et al atlas (1981) method for a limited number of individuals to assess whether they gave a similar age/age range for these individuals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age (year)</th>
<th>Female left hand-wrist</th>
<th>Female left elbow</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.1: Number of left hand/wrist and left elbow images for females collected from New Delhi, India by ‘age’. 
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age (year)</th>
<th>Male left hand-wrist</th>
<th>Male left elbow</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>30</strong></td>
<td><strong>31</strong></td>
<td><strong>61</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.2: Number of left hand/wrist and left elbow images for males collected from New Delhi, India by 'age'.
8.1 Results of Greulich and Pyle atlas (1959) method

The results of the age estimation by the atlas are presented in Tables 8.3 and 8.4. The difference between the chronological age as shown on the radiograph and the estimated age using the Greulich and Pyle atlas (1959) was calculated by subtracting the chronological age from the estimated age. A negative value indicated an underage and a positive value indicated an overage. It can be seen that for the female group the majority of individuals (76%) are underaged. This tendency to underage was also found in the male group where 70% are underaged. The degree of under and overaging was examined more closely using the standard deviations which were calculated from the previous test of the Greulich and Pyle atlas (1959) on the Scottish population. The standard deviations were 14.97 months for females and 14.16 months for males. Since the age range in any age estimation is given to 2 standard deviations above and below the predicted age (29.94 months for females and 28.32 months for
males). In the analysis of the radiographs from India, 3 female and 7 male individuals fell outside the age range defined by +/- 2 standard deviations (indicated in bold).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Female left hand</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chronological age (months)</strong></td>
<td><strong>Estimated age (months)</strong></td>
<td><strong>Difference between chronological age and estimated age (months)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>144</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>144</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>-50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>144</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>144</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>144</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>156</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>-50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>168</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>25</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.3: Results of the Greulich and Pyle atlas (1959) method test of female individuals, 3 individuals who fell outside the age range predicted by 2 standard deviations.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Male left hand</th>
<th>Estimated age (months)</th>
<th>Difference between chronological age and estimated age (months)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>-28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>-36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>-36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>-36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>144</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>-48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>156</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>168</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>204</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>204</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>-42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>216</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.4: Results of the Greulich and Pyle atlas (1959) method for male individuals, individuals whose age fell outside the range predicted by 2 standard deviations are indicated in bold.
8.2 The results of the analysis using the Brodeur et al (1981) atlas

The examination of the elbow was undertaken using the Brodeur et al (1981) atlas method. There were two radiographs which were out-of-focus and could not be used in this assessment. The results of the age estimations are presented in Table 8.5 and Table 8.6. The Brodeur et al., (1981) results are presented as predicted age range with a lower and upper age limit. The chronological ages were compared to these predicted age ranges to determine how many of the chronological ages fell within the predicted age range. For the female group 64% of individuals were assigned an age range which included the chronological age which was on their radiograph and 36% did not. If the chronological age was lower than the predicted age range this was described as an overage and if the chronological age was higher than the predicted age range this was described as an underage. In the female group, all 9 individuals for whom the chronological age fell outside the predicted age range were underaged.

In the male group 58.6% had an age range which included the chronological age indicated on their radiograph (Table 8.6) and could be classed as ‘correct’. For the 12 individuals whose age did not fall into the predicted age range, nine were underaged and 3 were overaged.

For both the female and male groups the individuals whose age was misidentified were evenly spread throughout the age groups with no indication of clustering which would indicate that there was an error with the age estimation method.
Table 8.5: Results of the age estimation of the left elbow radiographs from female children from India.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chronological age (months)</th>
<th>Lower age range-estimated (months)</th>
<th>Upper age range-estimated (months)</th>
<th>Does age range include chronological age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>156</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>168</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>Adult</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>Adult</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>216</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>Adult</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total   29

Table 8.6: Results of the age estimation of the left elbow radiographs from male children from India.
8.3 Comparison of the results of the Greulich and Pyle atlas (1959) method analysis with the Brodeur et al (1981) atlas method

A number of images had been acquired from the same individual therefore it was possible to compare the results of the Greulich and Pyle (1959) age estimation with the results of the age estimation undertaken using the Brodeur et al., (1981) atlas.

When the results are compared for the female group (Table 8.7) it can be seen that for all of the individuals whose chronological age did not fall into the age range predicted by the Brodeur et al., atlas (1981) method, the error was in the same ‘direction’ as the errors which were given by the Greulich and Pyle atlas (1959) method. This meant that both atlases agreed in relation to whether an individual was over or underage. For the three of the individuals who fell outside the expected range of 2 standard deviations predicted by the Greulich and Pyle atlas (1959) method the chronological age fell outside the age range predicted by the Brodeur et al., (1981) atlas method, again for each individual this consisted of an underage.

The results of the male comparison (Table 8.8) show that two of the individuals who were overaged using the Brodeur et al. (1981) method were underaged using the Greulich and Pyle (1959) atlas method and one of the individuals who was underaged using the Brodeur et al., (1981) atlas method was overaged using the Greulich and Pyle atlas (1959) method. For these individuals there are a couple of possibilities which might explain this, firstly it may be that the radiographs are not from the same individual, secondly that there is an issue with the two age estimation methods or finally it might be that this error might be
a practitioner error. The remainder of the individuals who were underaged using the Brodeur et al., (1981) atlas method were also underaged using the Greulich and Pyle atlas (1959) method. For all five of the individuals who fell outside the expected range of 2 standard deviations predicted by the Greulich and Pyle atlas (1959) method the chronological age fell outside the age range predicted by the Brodeur et al., (1981) atlas method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chronological age (months)</th>
<th>Estimated age using the Greulich and Pyle atlas (months)</th>
<th>Difference between chronological age and estimated age for the Greulich and Pyle atlas (months)</th>
<th>Lower age range-estimated using Brodeur et al (months)</th>
<th>Upper age range-estimated using Brodeur et al (months)</th>
<th>Does age range include chronological age for the Brodeur age range?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0 (neonate)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-12</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-18</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>-12</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>-15</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>-6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>-12</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>-12</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>-12</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>-24</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>-30</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>-15</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>-20</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>144</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>-24</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>144</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>-50</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>144</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>-12</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>144</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>-24</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>144</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>-12</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>156</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>-50</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>168</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>Adult</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>Adult</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total number of individuals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.7: Comparison of the results of the age estimations using the Greulich and Pyle (1959) atlas method and the Brodeur et al. (1981) atlas method for females.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chronological age (months)</th>
<th>Estimated age using the Greulich and Pyle atlas (months)</th>
<th>Difference between chronological age and estimated age for the Greulich and Pyle atlas (months)</th>
<th>Lower age range-estimated using Brodeur et al (months)</th>
<th>Upper age range-estimated using Brodeur et al (months)</th>
<th>Does age range include chronological age for the Brodeur age range?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0 (neonate)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>-6</td>
<td>0 (neonate)</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>-12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>-18</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>-24</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>-28</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>-12</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>-24</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>-24</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>-24</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>-36</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>-36</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>-24</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>-12</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>-36</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>168</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>-30</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>Adult</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>-6</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>Adult</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>216</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>adult</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total number of individuals: 25

Table 8.8: Comparison of results of the age estimations using the Greulich and Pyle (1959) atlas method and the Brodeur et al. (1981) atlas method for males.
8.4 Discussion

There are a number of potential problems with the analysis of the images from India. Firstly the images were not of good quality. Most of the hand-wrist images were limited to a view of the wrist meaning that any analysis was not able to take into account changes to the metacarpals and phalanges. The atlas of Brodeur et al., (1981) includes both an anterior-posterior image and a lateral image for the elbow allowing all of the epiphyses to be viewed and analysed. This was not possible to do using only one view due to overlying structures. In this data set there was only one view available for each elbow which meant that not all of the skeletal areas which would normally be used in this age estimation method could be visualised, potentially affecting the conclusion which could be drawn from the image. Many of the images for both the hand-wrist and elbow were not in focus which led to difficulties reading the radiographs and 2 of the elbow radiographs having to be omitted since they were not readable.

The second potential difficulty which the analysis of these images posed was that the chronological age which was originally given for each child was most likely to be an estimate. It is possible that this estimate might be erroneous and therefore it is not possible to depend upon this as a ‘true’ age. Whilst this limits the conclusions which can be drawn from a ‘test’ of the age estimation methods of Greulich and Pyle (1959) and Brodeur et al., (1981) it can be argued that this is exactly the type of scenario which faces a forensic practitioner who is asked to undertake an age estimation from a radiograph of an individual who ‘claims to be’ a given age. This is less therefore a ‘test’ of the accuracy of the age estimation standards which have just been tested on a modern population of known chronological age, than a way of assessing their relationship to
individuals from a country whose population experiences a different socioeconomic reality from that found in the West.

The Greulich and Pyle atlas (1959) method showed a tendency for both the female and the male standard to under-age individuals. Despite this tendency estimated ages were within 2 standard deviations of the chronological age in 88% of cases (22/25) for the female group and 76.7% of cases (23/30) for the male group.

In relation to females the Brodeur et al (1981) atlas method showed a similar accuracy rate for the Indian population (64% correctly aged) and the Scottish population (63.7%). All of the female individuals whose chronological age did not fall into the predicted age range were underaged. The male group had a reduced accuracy rate (58.62%) compared to both the female group and their Scottish counterparts (87%). The remainder of the group were made up of a mixture of under and over-aging, although the majority were underaged.

Of note, all of the individuals whose age fell outside the 2 standard deviation range suggested by the Greulich and Pyle atlas (1959) were also assigned an age range which did not include the chronological age using the Brodeur et al (1981) atlas method.

Due to the lack of records it is not possible to be sure that the chronological age which was assigned to the individuals included in this group from India was correct and for this reason it is not possible to say whether those children whose age fell outside the 2 standard deviations were assigned an incorrect chronological age or if their skeletal development was severely delayed due to developmental or environmental factors. There is no doubt that this population experiences poor nutrition and a high disease burden, many of the children
were diagnosed with tuberculosis and a degree of skeletal delay is to be expected. In light of this it is of interest that both of the atlas methods tested performed well, although of all of the groups and methods the poorest performance was seen in relation to the performance of the Brodeur et al (1981) atlas and the radiographs of male elbows.
9 Comparison of all methods and skeletal areas

This study examined six age estimation methods in relation to four body areas; 2 for the hand-wrist area, one each for the knee and foot and 2 for the elbow. Each of these methods is readily available to practitioners and all are, and have been, used in practice. Each of the previous chapters have looked at the body areas in isolation, this section will consider these collectively.

The four body areas which were examined were; the hand-wrist, the elbow, the knee and the foot-ankle. With the exception of the hand-wrist, the radiographs studied were of the left side of the body only in keeping with those presented in the majority of the ageing techniques studied. The age estimation methods consisted of 2 scoring methods (Dimeglio et al., 2005; Tanner et al., 2001) and 4 direct comparison methods (Brodeur et al., 1981; Greulich and Pyle, 1959; Hoerr et al., 1962; Pyle et al., 1971).

The images which formed the basis of the assessment were collected from Ninewells Hospital which serves the population of the Tayside area which is based in the North-East of Scotland. The radiographs had been taken as part of medical investigations during visits to the Accident and Emergency department of the hospital. Due to the collection method the dataset was cross-sectional in nature and it was not possible to collect either sequential radiographs of body areas or to collect images of more than one body area from the each individual. The images were screened for the presence of pathology and/or trauma which might have affected their growth or development, and images were not collected where there was any indication that either of these might have been in existence.
Each age estimation method was tested on radiographs from the appropriate skeletal area. The chronological age was obscured and the only information which the assessor was aware of was the sex of the individual. The majority of the body areas were represented by the left side of the body. This allowed a like-for-like comparison between the radiographs and images depicted in the reference atlases. Right side radiographs were collected for the hand-wrist to enable both a comparison between sides of the body and to gain an understanding the importance of the orientation of the images in relation to the standards.

One of the aims of the project was to examine the efficacy of different age estimation methodologies in relation to a modern population. Whilst it was not possible to collect images from all body areas for each individual it was possible to look at the efficacy of each technique. Using Graphpad® it is possible to compare the regression coefficients for each of the body areas to establish if these differ significantly. Due to the arrangement of the Brodeur et al atlas (1981), age estimation resulted in an age range rather than a single value. It was not possible to undertake statistical analysis with the results and therefore it is not possible to compare the results of this age estimation to the others using this approach.

In the literature there are two types of comparison that are made; firstly comparisons between different age estimation methods on the same body areas from the same population (Andersen, 1971; Bull et al., 1999; Christoforidis et al., 2007) or secondly comparison of age estimation undertaken on different body areas in the same individuals (Das Gupta et al., 1974; Sangma et al., 2007). Initially the question which was asked was whether the hand-wrist was representative of maturational changes which were happening
across the body. The maturational timings of each area were compared to each other in an attempt to answer this question.

In this study all of the assessments were brought together to compare how they performed in relation to each other. In-depth analysis of the results for the analysis of each body area utilising each of the 6 age estimation methods are presented in the individual sections but the question arises of whether more accurate age estimation is possible by combining analysis of more than one body area.

9.1 Results

The results of all of the assessments were examined in relation to each other. It was not possible to directly compare body areas since none of the radiographs studied came from the same individual so it is necessary to examine the results of each set of analyses. A comparison of the regression coefficients and $R^2$ values for each of the tests are shown in Table 9.1. This shows that after linear regression was undertaken all of the methods tested had high regression coefficients and high $R^2$ values, it was not possible to undertake statistical analysis on the results of the Brodeur et al., (1981) atlas so it is not possible to directly compare this with the other techniques. The highest $R^2$ values were seen as a result of the analysis of the foot-ankle and knee radiographs. The $R^2$ values were high for both females and males in both of these groups although the $R^2$ value for the male foot-ankle analysis was the highest ($R^2=0.965$).

Despite the popularity of the Greulich and Pyle atlas (1959) method, this method had a lower $R^2$ value compared to those of the foot-ankle or knee analyses. The lowest $R^2$ values were seen as a result of the test of the
Dimeglio et al. (2005) version of the Sauvegrain et al. (1962) method for the elbow. The $R^2$ value for both the female and male groups was very similar for this analysis. The other low $R^2$ value was found in both the female and male groups when age estimation of the left hand wrist was undertaken with the CBA method given in the TW3 atlas (2001).

When a comparison is made between the sexes, it can be seen that for 6 out of 8 analyses the statistical analysis indicates that the method is slightly more accurate for the male groups than for the female groups, this includes the analyses of the elbow radiographs with the Brodeur et al. atlas (1981) method in which 87% of the male group had their ages estimated correctly compared to 63.7% of the female group. This is not the case for the TW3 RUS (2001) analysis and the age estimation of the knee using the Pyle and Hoerr atlas (1959) where the female group had a higher $R^2$ value.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Body area and side</th>
<th>Female Regression coefficient</th>
<th>Female $R^2$</th>
<th>Male Regression coefficient</th>
<th>Male $R^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Greulich and Pyle (1959)</td>
<td>Left hand-wrist</td>
<td>0.894</td>
<td>0.939</td>
<td>0.979</td>
<td>0.940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greulich and Pyle (1959)</td>
<td>Right hand-wrist</td>
<td>0.859</td>
<td>0.887</td>
<td>0.893</td>
<td>0.907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanner-Whitehouse (RUS)(2001)</td>
<td>Left hand-wrist</td>
<td>0.775</td>
<td>0.780</td>
<td>1.073</td>
<td>0.845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanner-Whitehouse (CBA)(2001)</td>
<td>Left hand-wrist</td>
<td>0.586</td>
<td>0.628</td>
<td>1.025</td>
<td>0.759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoerr et al. (1962)</td>
<td>Left foot</td>
<td>0.966</td>
<td>0.952</td>
<td>1.050</td>
<td>0.965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyle and Hoerr (1969)</td>
<td>Left knee</td>
<td>0.968</td>
<td>0.954</td>
<td>0.983</td>
<td>0.952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brodeur et al. (1981)</td>
<td>Left elbow</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>63.76% correct</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>87% correct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimeglio et al. (2005)</td>
<td>Left elbow</td>
<td>0.551</td>
<td>0.716</td>
<td>0.533</td>
<td>0.718</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9.1: The regression coefficients and $R^2$ values for each area by sex and side.
The regression coefficients were compared for each group, to determine whether the repeatability of age estimation differed significantly as a result of differing body areas and/or methods presents the results of these comparisons. This comparison was not undertaken for the Greulich and Pyle atlas (1959) method and the TW3 atlas (2001) method since these were compared previously using a Mann-Whitney U test (Chapter 4) (Table 9.2 and Table 9.4).

For females (Table 9.3) there were no significant differences between either the slopes or intercepts for the left elbow analysis undertaken with the revised Sauvegrain et al (1962) method and the CBA scoring method of the TW3 atlas (2001). The comparison of the regression analysis gave a pooled regression coefficient. Similarly there was no significant difference between the slopes or the intercepts from the regression analysis of the age estimation of the left knee undertaken using the Hoerr et al. atlas (1962) method and the age estimation of the left foot using the Pyle and Hoerr atlas (1969) method. There was no significant difference between either the slopes or intercepts. Additionally a Mann-Whitney t-test shows that there were no significant differences between the Greulich and Pyle (1959) and the RUS scoring method of the TW3 method (Table 9.2).

When the regression coefficients were compared for the male groups, all of the analyses except four were significantly different (Table 9.5). The age estimation of the left hand-wrist using the Greulich and Pyle atlas (1959) method and the age estimation of the left knee using the Pyle and Hoerr atlas (1969) method showed no significant differences between either the slopes or intercepts. Both the male left knee using the Pyle and Hoerr atlas (1969) and the male left foot using the Hoerr et al. atlas (1962) showed no significant difference to the CBA method of the TW3 atlas (2001). There was also no
significant difference between the left foot analysis using the Hoerr et al. atlas (1962) and the RUS method of the TW3 atlas (2001). The Greulich and Pyle atlas (1959) method and the TW3 (2001) method were compared previously using a Mann-Whitney t-test since they were both tested on the same set of radiographs (Table 9.4). There was no significant difference between either the Greulich and Pyle (1959) age estimation and the TW3 RUS (2001) scoring method or the Greulich and Pyle (1959) age estimation method and the TW3 CBA (2001) scoring method.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Female Mann-Whitney Comparison</th>
<th>Left hand-wrist (Greulich and Pyle, 1959)</th>
<th>Left hand-wrist RUS (TW3, 2001)</th>
<th>Left hand-wrist CBA (TW3, 2001)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Left hand-wrist (Greulich and Pyle, 1959)</td>
<td>No significant difference (P=0.570)</td>
<td>Significantly different (P=0.013)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left hand-wrist RUS (TW3, 2001)</td>
<td>No significant difference (P=0.570)</td>
<td>Significantly different (P=&lt;0.001)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left hand-wrist CBA (TW3, 2001)</td>
<td>Significantly different (P=0.013)</td>
<td>Significantly different (P=&lt;0.001)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9.2: Mann-Whitney U test comparison for Greulich and Pyle atlas (1959) and TW3 atlas (2001) for the female individuals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Left hand-wrist (Greulich and Pyle)</td>
<td>Significantly different P&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>Significantly different P&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>NSD Pooled regression coefficient</td>
<td>Significantly different P&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>Significantly different P&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>Significantly different P&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left hand-wrist RUS (TW3)</td>
<td>Significantly different P&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>Significantly different P&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>NSD Pooled regression coefficient</td>
<td>Significantly different P&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>Significantly different P&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>Significantly different P&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left hand-wrist CBA (TW3)</td>
<td>Significantly different P&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>Significantly different P&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>NSD Pooled regression coefficient</td>
<td>Significantly different P&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>Significantly different P&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>Significantly different P&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left elbow (Brodeur et al)</td>
<td>Significantly different P&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>Significantly different P&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>NSD Pooled regression coefficient</td>
<td>Significantly different P&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>Significantly different P&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>Significantly different P&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left knee (Pyle and Hoerr)</td>
<td>Significantly different P=0.0004</td>
<td>Significantly different P&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>NSD Pooled regression coefficient</td>
<td>Significantly different P&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>Significantly different P&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>Significantly different P&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left foot (Hoerr et al)</td>
<td>Significantly different P=0.0314</td>
<td>Significantly different P&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>NSD Pooled regression coefficient</td>
<td>Significantly different P&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>Significantly different P&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>Significantly different P&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9.3: Showing the results of the comparisons between the regression coefficients for the different methods and body areas for the female groups (NSD=no significant difference).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Left hand-wrist RUS (TW3, 2001)</td>
<td>No significant difference (P=0.857)</td>
<td>Significantly different (P=0.028)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left hand-wrist CBA (TW3, 2001)</td>
<td>Significantly different (P=0.028)</td>
<td>Significantly different (P=0.024)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9.4: Mann-Whitney U test comparison for Greulich and Pyle atlas (1959) and TW3 atlas (2001) for the male individuals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Left hand-wrist (Greulich and Pyle, 1959)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Significantly different P&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>NSD Pooled regression coefficient</td>
<td>Significantly different P=0.0024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left hand-wrist RUS (TW3, 2001)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Significantly different P&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>Significantly different P=0.0339</td>
<td>NSD Pooled regression coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left hand-wrist CBA (TW3, 2001)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Significantly different P&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>NSD Pooled regression coefficient</td>
<td>NSD Pooled regression coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left elbow (Dimeglio et al 2005)</td>
<td>Significantly different P&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>Significantly different P&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>Significantly different P&lt;0.0001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left knee (Pyle and Hoerr, 1969)</td>
<td>NSD Pooled regression coefficient</td>
<td>Significantly different P=0.0339</td>
<td>NSD Pooled regression coefficient</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Significantly different P&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left foot (Hoerr et al, 1962)</td>
<td>Significantly different P=0.0024</td>
<td>NSD Pooled regression coefficient</td>
<td>NSD Pooled regression coefficient</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Significantly different P=0.0004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9.5: Results of the comparisons between the regression coefficients for the methods and body areas for the male groups (NSD=no significant difference).
Arguably one of the best measures of accuracy for any age estimation method is the standard deviation of the method (Table 9.6) since it measures the spread of the variation around the mean, or expected value. When all of the methods are compared it can be seen that the atlas of Hoerr et al. (1962) for age estimation of the foot-ankle and the atlas of Pyle and Hoerr (1969) for age estimation of the knee had the smallest standard deviations of between 9.86 months and 10.75 months. Of the two sexes the female groups had the smallest standard deviation for both methods (9.95 months and 9.86 months) compared to the standard deviation of the male groups (10.19 months and 10.75 months). These were the only 2 standards in which the standard deviations were less than a year. The highest standard deviation was seen for the CBA (carpal bone) scoring method of the TW3 atlas (2001), 21.95 months for females and 18.70 months for males. The other standards ranged between 11.45 months and 16.54 months.

The mean differences between chronological age and estimated age were negative in five out of six methods for the female groups and for four out of the 6 methods for the male groups. Due to the method by which the calculations were undertaken the negative ages indicated an underage by the atlas method. The differences ranged between 2.16 months for the male Pyle and Hoerr atlas (1969) and -7.89 months for the Carpal scoring method of the TW3 atlas (2001).
### Table 9.6: The mean differences between chronological age and estimated age and standard deviations by sex, side and method of age estimation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Side and body area</th>
<th>Female Mean difference (months)</th>
<th>Female standard deviation (months)</th>
<th>Male Mean difference (months)</th>
<th>Male standard deviation (months)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Greulich and Pyle (1959)</td>
<td>Left hand-wrist</td>
<td>-1.95</td>
<td>14.97</td>
<td>-1.63</td>
<td>14.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TW3 RUS (2001)</td>
<td>Left hand-wrist</td>
<td>-0.81</td>
<td>20.43</td>
<td>-0.37</td>
<td>16.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TW3 Carpal (2001)</td>
<td>Left hand-wrist</td>
<td>-6.42</td>
<td>23.31</td>
<td>-5.26</td>
<td>18.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoerr et al (1962)</td>
<td>Left foot-ankle</td>
<td>-4.33</td>
<td>9.95</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>10.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyle and Hoerr (1969)</td>
<td>Left knee</td>
<td>-1.6</td>
<td>9.86</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>10.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 9.2 Breakdown of area by age cohort

The breakdown of the mean difference between the chronological age and estimated age for each sex and for each method is presented below. These tables show that for females (Table 9.7) the mean of the difference between the chronological age and estimated age is fairly evenly spread between over-aging (45.21%) and under-aging (54.79%). For males the pattern is different (Table 9.8). In the younger age groups, up until the age of 8 years, the majority of groups are underaged (77.42%) rather than overaged (22.58%). After the age of 8 years the groups are evenly spread between overaging (56.66%) and under-aging (43.33%).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3 (n=3)</td>
<td>-4.3 (n=2)</td>
<td>4.0 (n=1)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>77.78% (n=)</td>
<td>1.00 (n=5)</td>
<td>0.00 (n=5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.33 (n=3)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>78.95% (n=19)</td>
<td>3.00 (n=1)</td>
<td>0.00 (n=4)</td>
<td>3.00 (n=5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.33 (n=3)</td>
<td>-18 (n=1)</td>
<td>14.40 (n=1)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>80% (n=10)</td>
<td>-1.8 (n=5)</td>
<td>-3.40 (n=5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-0.5 (n=6)</td>
<td>14.1 (n=2)</td>
<td>8.1 (n=2)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100% (n=11)</td>
<td>-13 (n=1)</td>
<td>-2.00 (n=3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-58.0 (n=1)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>86.67% (n=15)</td>
<td>-9.25 (n=4)</td>
<td>-0.67 (n=6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>5.12 (n=8)</td>
<td>-2.15 (n=4)</td>
<td>3.0 (n=8)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>41.67% (n=12)</td>
<td>1.00 (n=2)</td>
<td>-4.94 (n=18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.14 (n=8)</td>
<td>14.95 (n=7)</td>
<td>18.55 (n=4)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>50% (n=12)</td>
<td>-5.78 (n=9)</td>
<td>-5.00 (n=5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>-4.67 (n=3)</td>
<td>-29.0 (n=1)</td>
<td>-8.5 (n=2)</td>
<td>17 (n=5)</td>
<td>75% (n=16)</td>
<td>8.4 (n=5)</td>
<td>-4.00 (n=10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>5.73 (n=11)</td>
<td>7.08 (n=5)</td>
<td>-1.8 (n=7)</td>
<td>11 (n=20)</td>
<td>73.19% (n=23)</td>
<td>-1.33 (n=3)</td>
<td>0.87 (n=16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.00 (n=19)</td>
<td>0.11 (n=8)</td>
<td>-3.44 (n=9)</td>
<td>-0.1 (n=19)</td>
<td>90% (n=20)</td>
<td>2.38 (n=13)</td>
<td>-1.95 (n=19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.67 (n=7)</td>
<td>6.7 (n=3)</td>
<td>-6.7 (n=2)</td>
<td>0.56 (n=18)</td>
<td>73.68% (n=19)</td>
<td>-1.04 (n=22)</td>
<td>-7.57 (n=14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>5.09 (n=11)</td>
<td>-0.72 (n=10)</td>
<td>-26.2 (n=5)</td>
<td>-3.82 (n=17)</td>
<td>61.11% (n=18)</td>
<td>-2.81 (n=16)</td>
<td>-12.10 (n=20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>5.06 (n=17)</td>
<td>3.13 (n=6)</td>
<td>-34.6 (n=5)</td>
<td>-10.47 (n=15)</td>
<td>43.75% (n=16)</td>
<td>-2.27 (n=22)</td>
<td>-2.78 (n=18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.20 (n=10)</td>
<td>-9.0 (n=4)</td>
<td>-35.1 (n=4)</td>
<td>-8.71 (n=7)</td>
<td>28.57% (n=7)</td>
<td>2.26 (n=19)</td>
<td>-2.00 (n=16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>4.2 (n=5)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0% (n=13)</td>
<td>1.57 (n=21)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>2.00 (n=10)</td>
<td>-26.0 (n=1)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0% (n=9)</td>
<td>9.75 (n=20)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>-7.86 (n=7)</td>
<td>-31.8 (n=1)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>-10.83 (n=12)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>-21.67 (n=6)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>-30.70 (n=10)</td>
<td>-77.0 (n=1)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9.7: Mean differences between estimated age and chronological age by year cohort and method for female groups.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.67 (n=3)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100% (n=10)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-9.00 (n=3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.00 (n=3)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>93.33% (n=15)</td>
<td>-5.00 (n=2)</td>
<td>0.00 (n=8)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-5.00 (n=3)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100% (n=11)</td>
<td>5.00 (n=1)</td>
<td>-7.85 (n=13)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-6.17 (n=6)</td>
<td>5.0 (n=1)</td>
<td>6.00 (n=1)</td>
<td>89.47% (n=19)</td>
<td>0.00 (n=6)</td>
<td>-6.75 (n=8)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-4.43 (n=7)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-8.00 (n=1)</td>
<td>90% (n=20)</td>
<td>-3.8 (n=5)</td>
<td>-6.00 (n=2)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>-10.0 (n=2)</td>
<td>-7.5 (n=2)</td>
<td>-14.33 (n=3)</td>
<td>95% (n=20)</td>
<td>-2.5 (n=8)</td>
<td>-3.11 (n=18)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>-7.88 (n=8)</td>
<td>-5.6 (n=5)</td>
<td>-5.0 (n=5)</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>-1.33 (n=6)</td>
<td>-3.71 (n=7)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>-7.38 (n=8)</td>
<td>-12.2 (n=5)</td>
<td>-10.0 (n=4)</td>
<td>95% (n=20)</td>
<td>-0.42 (n=12)</td>
<td>-2.60 (n=15)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>2.92 (n=12)</td>
<td>0.00 (n=5)</td>
<td>-5.67 (n=6)</td>
<td>93.75% (n=16)</td>
<td>0.53 (n=17)</td>
<td>-3.15 (n=13)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>-0.2 (n=15)</td>
<td>0.00 (n=6)</td>
<td>-4.5 (n=6)</td>
<td>84.21% (n=19)</td>
<td>5.58 (n=19)</td>
<td>-0.53 (n=15)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>-0.53 (n=17)</td>
<td>-2.67 (n=9)</td>
<td>-12.00 (n=9)</td>
<td>94.73% (n=19)</td>
<td>7.54 (n=22)</td>
<td>9.26 (n=23)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>-0.94 (n=15)</td>
<td>1.91 (n=11)</td>
<td>1.73 (n=11)</td>
<td>95.45% (n=22)</td>
<td>5.05 (n=21)</td>
<td>5.08 (n=39)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>1.62 (n=16)</td>
<td>11.29 (n=7)</td>
<td>11.14 (n=7)</td>
<td>79.17% (n=24)</td>
<td>8.81 (n=21)</td>
<td>-3.78 (n=18)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.00 (n=18)</td>
<td>0.12 (n=8)</td>
<td>-9.11 (n=9)</td>
<td>1.68 (n=19)</td>
<td>100% (n=20)</td>
<td>4.23 (n=31)</td>
<td>0.13 (n=15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>7.09 (n=21)</td>
<td>-1.29 (n=7)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-8.85 (n=13)</td>
<td>70% (n=13)</td>
<td>3.44 (n=27)</td>
<td>-0.54 (n=11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>11.05 (n=19)</td>
<td>1.00 (n=10)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-18.67 (n=15)</td>
<td>11.76% (n=17)</td>
<td>0.14 (n=22)</td>
<td>4.10 (n=10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>2.52 (n=21)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-1.89 (n=19)</td>
<td>-1.30 (n=10)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>-7.21 (n=19)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4.80 (n=15)</td>
<td>-9.00 (n=3)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>-9.53 (n=19)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-9.6 (n=20)</td>
<td>0.00 (n=8)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>-18.41 (n=17)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-7.85 (n=13)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9.8: Mean differences between estimated age and chronological age by year cohort and method for male groups.
9.3 Discussion of comparison of all methods and skeletal areas

It is important to understand the accuracy of any age estimation method. If a standard is to be utilised as a reference standard against which the development of the children of a population is to be judged then the accuracy of the method and its relationship to normal development is relevant. This becomes even more important when age estimations are being undertaken for forensic purposes since the ability to demonstrate the accuracy of a method and to justify its use in preference to an alternative method for court becomes important. This requirement is underlined by the Human Rights implications for the individual if an age estimation is undertaken which is inaccurate.

In 1944 Simmons argued that use of multiple areas in age estimation would increase the accuracy of any age estimation undertaken since she found that the mean standard deviation was reduced when the results of six body areas were combined (Simmons, 1944). This combination of body areas has not been taken up by practitioners who undertake age estimation in the living. This is partly because it would be necessary to take multiple images in order to examine other body areas resulting in an increase in exposure to potentially harmful radiation and partly because the case has not been proven with sufficient persuasiveness.

Garn et al., (1967) compared the timings of appearance of ossification centres in order to examine the relationship between ossification timings of the hand-wrist and the remainder of the skeleton. They argue that in certain disorders there can be a large discrepancy between the maturity which is seen at the
hand-wrist and that seen in other body areas. They compared the timing of the appearance of ossification centres of the hand-wrist and those of other body areas to see if there was a correlation. They determined that there was only limited correlation between any of the ossification centres examined and those of the hand-wrist even though the hand-wrist area contributes a large number of ossification centres to those which were included in the study (Garn et al., 1967). This study does however concentrate on the appearance of ossification centres and does not take into account any of the other changes which might be considered in an atlas. The authors suggest that this might increase the correlation of different body areas but also argue that it might equally have the opposite effect.

In the Brush Foundation Study, radiographic images were taken of 6 body areas; the hand-wrist, the elbow, the shoulder, the hip, knee and the foot-ankle. Todd compared these areas to assess the degree of difference in maturation between them and found that they ‘all yield approximately the same rating of maturity..’; although if any area were found to be advanced it was most commonly that of the hand-wrist (Todd, 1937). In a test of these six areas he found that the hand-wrist gave the smallest standard deviation compared to the other five areas, although he did not specify what standard was used for the test. In the 1937 hand-wrist atlas he goes on to say that the use of the appearance times of ossification centres is misleading due to the extent to which they are influenced by environment and the health of the individual.

There have been a small number of other studies that have compared the development of body areas to understand the potential differences in maturation. Roche and French (1970) and Xi and Roche (1990) found that in some individuals there were large differences between the maturational stage of
the hand-wrist and the knee and that the age estimation of an individual could be considerably influenced by the body area which was assessed. In reality, since each body area is assessed using a different atlas, that is, their stage of skeletal maturation is assessed using different methods, it becomes difficult to separate out what represents a differing rate of skeletal maturation from the effects of the atlas which is used to assess that maturation. In most cases it is as much a comparison between atlases as it is a comparison between body areas, although Aircardi et al. (2000) recognise that this is an issue and argue that this is not the case since they found that their ages were similar in different body areas despite the use of different skeletal age assessment methods.

The comparison of the results of the linear regression analyses showed that, in addition to the positive relationship between Greulich and Pyle (1959) and TW3 (2001) atlas shown previously, for females there were two skeletal areas for which the methods do not significantly differ;

- Left elbow using the Sauvegrain et al., (1962) method with the left hand-wrist using the TW3 CBA (2001) method

For males there were 4 areas for which the methods do not differ significantly in addition to the positive relationship between the two hand-wrist atlases.

- Left knee using the Pyle and Hoerr atlas (1962) method and the left hand wrist using the Greulich and Pyle method (1959)
- Left foot using the Hoerr et al., (1962) atlas method and the left hand wrist using the TW3 RUS method (2001)
• Left foot using the Hoerr et al., (1962) atlas method and the left hand wrist using the TW3 CBA method (2001)
• Left knee using the Pyle and Hoerr atlas (1962) method and the left hand wrist using the TW3 CBA method (2001)

It is interesting that the knee has been shown to be compatible with other body areas for both sexes, although with different body areas. In common with the foot-ankle it has the lowest standard deviation of all the groups. It is possible that the fact that it agrees with different methods for each of the sexes may be due to the different rates of maturation which exist between females and males which means that different areas mature at different rates for each sex. For males the foot ankle is also compatible with the hand-wrist, albeit with the TW3 atlas method (2001). For the male group the elbow method of Sauvegrain et al., (1962) is the only method which is significantly different to all of the other methods.

It should be noted that it is not possible to extrapolate these results to other age estimation methods for the same areas since the relationships are between the maturational rates which have been estimated using a specified method rather than between developments of the different body areas themselves.

One thing that stands out as a result of this comparison when looking at Table 9.7 and Table 9.8 is that for older females there is a limited choice in ageing methods. The Greulich and Pyle atlas (1959) is the only atlas method which allows age estimation up to 18 years of age. This limitation is not the same for male individuals since their growth period is generally longer.

This comparison of body areas and the methods used to age estimate individuals using the identified methods gives the forensic practitioner a starting
point from which to work and from which to decide which age estimation method is most appropriate. A number of methods, including those which appear to be more accurate, using the criteria presented in this study, have a restricted age range, especially for female individuals. The upper age ranges of the knee atlas and the foot-ankle atlases for the female groups are between 15 and 16 years of age rendering them ineffective when faced with the question of whether an individual has passed the age of 18 years of age. This is not the case with male individuals where both the knee atlas (1969) and the atlas of the foot-ankle (1962 give the same ability to age older individuals as is found in the Greulich and Pyle Hand-wrist atlas (1959).
10 Procedures and Protocols

The main aim of this study was to examine the accuracy and reliability of a number of radiographic age estimation methods, providing robust statistical data which can be applied to the use of any of these methods in forensic age estimation and subsequently placed before a court of law. It has become evident that the information from this study can be used to inform protocols which can guide good practice when forensic age estimation is undertaken using radiographic data. Schmeling et al., (2001) have shown that the combination of a hand-wrist radiograph, imaging of the medial clavicles for those suspected of being over 18 years of age and an orthopantomogram provide practitioners with sufficient information to undertake an age estimation which is robust enough to place before a court of law. The information and the protocols as an output from this study do not replace these, but aim to both support and augment them. The reality which underpins age estimation practices in many countries, including the UK, are the limitations placed upon the use of radiographs and CT scans. Whilst it is legal to use these imaging modalities for age estimation the need for consent and the potential harmful effects mean that there is an understandable reluctance on the part of many to enforce this approach to age estimation.

10.1 Choice of method and image

The choice of method followed will be affected both by the sex of the individual to be age estimated and their suspected or claimed age.
10.1.1 Females

It is clear from the comparison of methods that there is a limit to the availability of effective age estimation methods for females who are over the age of 15 years of age. Up until this age this study shows that the use of radiographs of any of the skeletal areas of the body; hand-wrist, knee or foot is appropriate and use of elbow radiographs should be undertaken with the caveats listed below.

For female individuals who are suspected to be between 15 and 18 years of age the only age estimation method that can be used is that of Greulich and Pyle (1959). In the below 15 year old age groups, the knee atlas of Pyle and Hoerr (1969) and the foot-ankle atlas of Hoerr et al (1962) proved to be the most accurate of all the methods. For the hand-wrist both the Greulich and Pyle atlas (1959) and the RUS method from the TW3 atlas (2001) were both accurate but there are potential errors inherent in the TW3 RUS method which means that if an individual is suspected to be over 15 years of age this method should not be used.

This study found that the Greulich and Pyle (1959) and the RUS method of the TW3 atlas (2001) complement each other and it would be good practice to use both if an individual is suspected to be 15 years of age or younger. If there is any suspicion at all that the individual is older than 15 then the TW3 atlas (2001) should not be used. The TW3 CBA method (2001) should not be used for age estimation in females. The elbow method of Sauvegrain et al (1962) is accurate over a very limited age range. This range is so limited that this method should only be used as a support for the Brodeur et al (1981) atlas method if an individual is suspected to fall into the indicated age range for this method, i.e. between 9 and 13 years of age. In relation to age estimation of
female individuals the reduction in accuracy of the Broduer et al (1981) atlas method in the 6 and 7 year age groups and then again in the 12-14 year age groups counter-indicates the use of this method for children who are suspected to fall into these age ranges until further work has been undertaken, although for the 12-14 year old individuals the revised Sauvegrain et al., (1962) method can support the age range given. As a result of these periods of reduced accuracy the use of the elbow and the methods tested here is not recommended for females if it can be avoided.

10.1.2 Males

The choice of methods for male individuals is a little different. There are three age estimation methods which are appropriate for use in individuals who are suspected to be over the age of 16 years. Up until this age, as with the female individuals any of the 4 skeletal areas could be used. There are differences in the accuracy of these methods and whilst all fall within acceptable limits, those of the lower limb are the most accurate. For the majority of the methods tested on the male groups the majority had the tendency to underage in the under 8 year old age groups and overage in the over 8 year old age groups so this has to be taken into account when any age estimation is undertaken. If hand-wrist radiographs are used, then the Greulich and Pyle atlas (1959) is appropriate but good practice indicates that age estimation should also be undertaken using the TW3 atlas (2001) if an individual is suspected of being 16 years of age or under. The TW3 atlas should never be used if there is suspicion that the individual is over 16 years of age. The recommendation is that the TW3 CBA method is not used for male individuals.
The method of choice for the analysis of elbow radiographs for the male group is the Brodeur et al. atlas (1981) but these should not be used if an individual is suspected to be older than 15 years of age. For the analysis of elbow radiographs of an individual who is suspected to be between 10 and 15 years of age the Brodeur et al. atlas (1981) method can be supplemented by the use of the revised Sauvegrain et al. (1962) method.

This study has shown that the use of hand-wrist, knee and foot-ankle radiographs are all appropriate for age estimation, subject to the limitations already mentioned. If images are already in existence, the hand-wrist image specified by Schmeling et al. (2008) can be replaced by radiographs of either the knee or the foot-ankle or the elbow, although their protocols in relation to the inclusion of an orthopantomogram and image of the medial clavicles should still be followed. This leads to a recommendation that when possible, medical records should be checked to locate images which might already be in existence, both CT and X-ray. This is less pertinent to an individual who may only just be crossing the border into the country but is relevant to those who have resided in the country for any period of time. There were 46 million X-rays and 1.4 million CT scans taken in 2008 which provides a large potential archive of information (Agency, 2012). This may reduce the need to expose individuals to unnecessary imaging.

### 10.2 Orientation of the image

Whilst it has been shown that it is possible to analyse right images with the Greulich and Pyle atlas (1959) method this study shows that rotating the image about the vertical axis increases the accuracy of the analysis for hand/wrist
radiographs. The findings indicate that the use of images of the right side of the body is acceptable but that it is good practice to mirror the image so that it is in the same orientation as those shown in the atlas.

10.3 Protocol

- Any age estimation should only be performed by a practitioner who is familiar with the application of the age estimation method.

- For an individual who is already in the country recommendations should be made to check for the existence of previous medical radiographs before radiographs are taken for the sole purpose of age estimation.

- The combination of age estimation images should follow the protocols suggested by Schmeling et al., (2001) but images of the knee, foot-ankle or elbow can be substituted for that of the hand-wrist under the correct circumstances.

- Right hand-wrist images can be used with no reduction in accuracy so long as they are mirrored to lie in the same plane as the images in each atlas.

- If an atlas has anterior-posterior images as well as lateral images both should be viewed when undertaking age estimation.

- The sex and ‘claimed’ age of the individual must be taken into account when deciding on a method. This varies between females (Table 10.1) and males (Table 10.2).

- The method adopted should be indicated clearly in any report and the age range presented should be to no less than 2 standard deviations.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-5</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-10</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-15</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓²⁰</td>
<td>✓²¹</td>
<td>✓²¹</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15-20</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10.1: Choice of method for female individuals.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-5</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-10</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-15</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓²</td>
<td>✓²²</td>
<td>✓²²</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15-20</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10.2: Choice of method for male individuals.

²⁰ (with caution if individual claims 14 years and over)
²¹ (with caution if individual is suspected of being over 14 years of age and in combination with the revised Sauvegrain et al method for individuals who might be 11 years of age or older)
²² (not if individual is suspected to be over 14 years of age)
11 Discussion

Age estimation in the living is receiving a higher profile and is increasing in importance, not just in the UK but on a worldwide basis. At the centre of the debate are individuals, often children, who for a large number of reasons are unable to prove their chronological age to the satisfaction of the authorities. Depending on the circumstances, this can cause problems with; appropriate resource allocation and access, age appropriate consequences for those committing criminal offences and fair access to justice for victims. An error in estimation of chronological age can have serious human rights implications for the child. It is vital that for this reason alone, work is undertaken to assess and reassess the techniques utilised in the estimation of age in the living. In the UK this imperative is further driven by the recently published Law Commission Report (2011) which emphasises that only credible expert witness testimony should be presented to the court. This places an additional responsibility on the forensic expert and drives the need to ensure that the methods that are used are regularly revisited and updated. The rationale for this project is therefore rooted in the requirement to constantly examine and assess forensic methodologies to ensure the validity of the conclusions which are placed before a court of law.

Age disputes and cases involving individuals whose age is questioned have increasingly come to the attention of the court system. This has resulted in a concomitant increase in case law in relation to the issue of age estimations and recognition by the courts that ‘the reality is that there are no reliable means
whereby an exact conclusion can be reached.\textsuperscript{23} Because of individual variation and the effects of the environment on development and growth this remains the case, however this body of work provides information about the accuracy, reliability and validity of a series of methods which can be, and are applied to assist in forensic age estimations.

Age estimation in the living relies on the analysis of a number of skeletal areas, taking into account the factors which can affect the timing of the changes seen in the observed areas. This project takes a close look at the methods used to estimate age through the analysis of change within the skeleton as an individual progresses through childhood and into adulthood. These changes have been identified, recorded and agreed upon by researchers. Each study has demonstrated that whilst small differences might exist between individuals the pattern of the skeletal changes remains constant. It is because of this constancy that it is possible to identify sequential changes and maturity indicators which occur as an individual grows.

The original work which was undertaken to understand these changes and to identify these indicators was undertaken directly on skeletal material and as such presented a snapshot of development. Commonly the children studied had suffered illness and poor nutrition which made them susceptible to a high mortality rate, making their tissues available for study. The invention and adaptation of radiographs meant that information on skeletal changes was not reliant on the direct observation of skeletal material, indeed it meant that information could be gathered from children who were in the process of growing.

\textsuperscript{23} A v London Borough of Croydon & SSHD; WK v SSHD & Kent County Council [2009] EWHC 939
and developing. This represented a major step forward in access to relevant and current information.

Franz Boas was the first to identify the physical changes that occur within populations during the passage of time and generations (Tanner, 1959). As early as 1891 he argued that longitudinal studies were the best way to study people and the changes that they undergo. It was not until the 20th century that the will to undertake these studies came together with sufficient funding sources to enable these expensive and time consuming data gathering studies to be embarked upon. Garn describes this time as the ‘growth of growth’ during which an increasing number of these studies were instigated, the majority of which were based in North America although others were undertaken in other parts of the world (Garn, 1981).

These studies took regular anthropometric data from children at set intervals. For many studies this data collection included the collection of radiographic data of one or more skeletal areas. Not only does this mass of data form an invaluable source of information on child development, a number of studies also used the radiographic data to develop radiographic atlases of skeletal development. These atlases used the radiographs of children of known chronological age to identify maturity indicators which are in turn linked to the chronological age at which they appear and disappear. This association between maturity indicators and chronological age in turn leads to the premise that these identified changes can be used to predict the age of any child who has reached the same stage of development.

The process of predicting chronological age from biological maturation therefore rests on the principle that the two are linked in such a way that one can be
extrapolated from the other. This principle is one that has led practitioners to take the radiographic atlases which were devised from the information gathered during longitudinal studies and apply them as a method of age estimation in both the living and the deceased, a process for which they were never originally designed. The original authors of the atlases created them as a means of demonstrating the skeletal changes which occur during the maturational period and which could be used as a baseline to predict and measure the maturational progress of children.

This change in application from presenting a ‘norm’ against which children can be compared to one of a standard for forensic age estimation, brought about by the needs of the forensic community means that the use of any of the atlases for forensic purposes is open to challenge. The Law Commission Report (2011) argues that one of the measurements of reliability which in turn allows evidence to be admitted into court is that ‘the evidence is predicated on sound principles, techniques and assumptions’. This lays the burden of proof on the expert to demonstrate that the methods that they are using are appropriate for the conclusions that are drawn from application of that technique. This is only possible through rigorous testing of each method to demonstrate that it is valid, accurate and reproducible when applied.

There are a number of reasons why there might be a discrepancy between chronological age and estimated age. These fall into two broad categories; firstly there is the influence of the individual which includes the impact of natural variation which exists between individuals in relation to their rate of skeletal development and the influence of environment on skeletal maturation and secondly the potential error introduced by the assessment method itself and the error which the observer introduces to the application of that method. In the
case of age estimation atlases which were developed using data from populations of the early to mid-20th century. There is also a third set of factors to be taken into consideration and that is the issue of secular change and population differences. These cover the changes which have occurred within a population since the time of the development of the atlas plus the issue that the atlas is used to estimate the age of children from populations which differ both geographically, ethnically and in socioeconomic background. A majority of the literature, of which there is a large amount, in which many of the atlases feature, utilise them for the purpose for which they were originally designed. The atlases form a standard against which child development is measured, often to investigate the ‘health’ of a population or to examine the development of a target group, such as children with a specified disorder. It is only in recent years that work has been undertaken to examine the accuracy of the atlases in relation to forensic age estimation and whilst the number of publications is increasing in response to the requirements of forensic practice there is still work that needs to be done in order to ensure that techniques can be presented in court as a method underpinned by statistical robustness. This study adds to the data which has accumulated and continues to accumulate on the accuracy of the atlas methods in relation to specific populations and in turn informs work which is presented in court.

11.1 The data

By necessity this study was undertaken through the examination of radiographic data. Anterior-posterior and lateral radiographs of four skeletal areas were examined in relation to the relevant ageing standards. Despite the seeming fluidity of this method of data collecting, until further, later radiographs are taken
of the same area and of the same person, one radiograph is ‘an objective record of the maturity status of the skeleton at a single point in time and as such represents the sum of all events prior to the time that the X-Ray was taken’ (Malina, 1971). The information therefore is cross-sectional in nature.

As Malina (1971) points out and later authors have repeated, every test of an age estimation method has to be able to describe the population upon which it is performed in order for those assessing its relevance to be able to understand the background of the individuals tested. For this study the population from which the radiographs were sourced is a modern one based in the North-East of Scotland. Whilst the data gathered was screened for disorders and previous trauma it was not possible to monitor the backgrounds of the individuals in any great detail or to gather background information on the individuals involved. The population sample was therefore formed from a cross-section of the population who only had their visit to A&E at Ninewells in common. This type of population is far removed from the ones who formed the basis of those involved in the longitudinal studies whose health and nutritional intake was monitored during the period of their participation. Despite this the dataset is arguably similar to the mixture of individuals who present for forensic age estimation and therefore is a reasonably realistic test of the methods analysed.

The restrictions placed upon the project by the data collection method have to be acknowledged. As noted this data is cross-sectional in nature, it has been shown that the examination of cross-sectional data can cause issues in ageing studies since it can cause statistical errors in relation to events such as the pubertal growth spurt. This is due to the variation which exists between individuals in the timing of the start, duration of and age of cessation of the increased period of growth. Similarly the examination of cross-sectional data
does not allow repeated examination of radiographs which would give an understanding of how the atlases would continue to behave in relation to the same person over time. In a forensic situation this is also the case. The analysis of a single radiograph is undertaken with no knowledge of the relevant point of development which an individual has achieved.

As with many studies there are generally a lower number of radiographs of female individuals available in comparison to the number of male individuals. This is a reflection of the data collection method which relied on the attendance of individuals at the Accident and Emergency department with suspected injuries. Boys are more likely to be involved in direct contact sports and take part in risky behaviours and are therefore more prone to the types of injury which result in a visit to A&E and investigation of potential injury through the use of radiographs. The data collection method also means that there are fewer individuals in the younger age groups due to their limited activity levels combined with higher supervision levels from adults.

### 11.2 Accuracy of the methods

The most commonly used age estimation atlas is the Greulich and Pyle atlas of 1959. The rationale for testing this and the other atlas methods is to begin to establish a statistically robust body of work which can inform the conclusions of forensic practitioners involved in age estimation in the living and who will be presenting these conclusions before a court of law. This call for a sound statistical underpinning to any work which is being put before the court is strengthened by the Law Commission Report (2011), although the human factor involved in age estimation of the living should never be trivialised or ignored.
Whilst the hand-wrist is the preferred image for forensic age estimation, there is no getting away from the fact that radiographic imaging is potentially harmful and required consent is mandatory in order for images to be taken for age estimation purposes. If consent is not forthcoming to avoid the ethical issue of exposure to harmful radiation it is conceivable that X-Rays which have been taken for other purposes are appropriate for use in age estimation. This study provides statistical information into other age estimation methods in addition to those which are more commonly used for age estimation from the hand-wrist. The result of this study supports the use of these radiographs and the age estimation methods which are available to predict age from these different anatomical areas.

This study aimed to prove whether a method is accurate and reliable enough to be used for forensic purposes but also to provide an idea of the relationship between skeletal age as predicted by the identified age estimation standard and the chronological age for this population. This relationship will allow any age estimation which is undertaken to take into account the differences which exist between chronological age and estimated age for a specific atlas. For example, the Greulich and Pyle hand-wrist atlas (1959) method tended to overage both females and males after the onset of puberty until the ages of 17 and 18 years of age respectively. Standard deviations have been calculated for each atlas except the Brodeur et al. atlas (1981) for which these calculations were not possible. It was possible however to demonstrate expected accuracy rates and demonstrate the potential for agreement between observers.

Standard deviations have also been calculated for each of the methods, with the exception of the Brodeur et al. atlas (1981) method. Good practice suggests that any age estimation should be provided as an age range. This
age range should be given to +/- 2 standard deviations. Except in the case of
the TW3 CBA scoring method (2001) the greatest standard deviation was 16.54
months, using this protocol this gives an age range of 66.16 months (5 years 6
months). This range falls well within the acceptable range for forensic age
estimations whilst allowing for most normal individual variation (Rosing and
Kvaal, 1997).

All of the atlas methods are based upon the identification of maturity criteria
which are linked to a chronological age. The results of this study show that all
of the age estimation methods with the exception of the TW3 CBA scoring
method (2001) performed well when tested on this Scottish population. This
indicates that for these methods and this population the links between
chronological age and the maturity criteria identified in the ageing methods
tested are strong except when carpal bone age is assessed independently.

This study supports the use of all methods which have been tested with the
exception of the TW3 CBA method (2001). Whilst this performed better for the
male group rather than the female group it did not perform as well as the TW3
RUS method (2001) which is sufficiently accurate to stand alone.
11.3 Relationship between the methods and body areas

Despite the strong relationship between chronological age and estimated age which has been demonstrated for these atlases on this population there are limited, if any, relationships with each other. There may be a number of reasons for this but, in a study of this nature it is not possible to separate whether these results are influenced by the different methods used in the age estimations, or are the result of differing or indeed, similar rates of maturation between different body areas. There are varying views on this in the literature and this study does not assist in clarifying this. Whilst there are a limited number of atlas methods for which there are no significant differences when compared to each other, with the exception of the TW3/RUS method (2001) and the Greulich and Pyle method (1959), these are not consistent across the sexes. The results of the age estimation with the knee atlas method of Pyle and Hoerr (1969) shows no significant difference with the Dimeglio et al., (2005) version of the Sauvegrain et al., (1962) method of age estimation for females and for the male group it shows no significant difference in relation to the Greulich and Pyle atlas. There are limitations for both the Dimeglio et al., (2005) version of the Sauvegrain et al (1962) method and the knee atlas of Pyle and Hoerr (1969) for the female group, since both are limited by the age ranges for which the atlases are appropriate. The methods which are appropriate for the male group do not demonstrate the same limitations since both are capable of age estimation in older individuals. Further testing is required before a strong recommendation can or should be made to combine these analyses since unless radiographs have been taken for other reasons and are therefore already in existence the use of multiple X-rays involves extra exposure to
potentially harmful imaging techniques. Given the potential for the use of these standards on different imaging modalities in addition to radiographs such as MRI it may at some future point be possible to combine these body areas however this should be considered with care and not before further rigorous testing has taken place.

11.4 Repeatability of the methods

All of the methods underwent inter and intra-observer testing and the results were subject to statistical analysis. There were two second observers. The first undertook the inter-observer tests on the hand-wrist radiographs and the knee radiographs and the second undertook the inter-observer tests for the foot and elbow radiographs. Both observers had training in physical anthropology and anatomy and in each case had a small amount of experience in reading radiographs. Additionally the first was familiar with reading radiographs but had only a familiarity rather than an in-depth knowledge of the atlas methods whereas the second was familiar with radiographs and had experience with the foot-ankle atlas of Hoerr et al., (1962)

For the inter-observer tests there were good correlations between the original observer and the second observer for all of the methods. The poorest correlations were found for the TW3 CBA scoring method. There were also good correlations between age estimations which were undertaken on different occasions by the same observer. These results indicate that these methods remain accurate between observers.
11.5 The Atlases

This study has provided an indication that the radiographic methods of assessing skeletal age which were developed in the 20\textsuperscript{th} century are appropriate for use on a modern population in the early 21\textsuperscript{st} century. At the forefront of this research is the fact that the outcome of any age estimation which is undertaken for forensic or humanitarian purposes has serious consequences. For this reason the research into age estimation methods must remain dynamic whilst maintaining a solid research and statistical base. It is not possible to ever recreate the data collection methods which formed the basis for the creation of many of the radiographic atlases which were tested here but this does not mean that it is not possible to collect enough data to begin to modernise and make available datasets which are appropriate for use as modern standards. Socio-economic factors are the most important for determining the rate of skeletal development. By taking a cross section of the population in a Scottish city, this study has shown that for an individual who has experienced or been experiencing access to the resources which are available in Scotland the use of these atlases for age estimation is appropriate.

The one issue which is raised repeatedly in the literature is the need for population specific standards. One of the questions raised by the examination of the standards in existence is how future standards should be presented to ensure ease of use coupled with reliability and accuracy. This study did not demonstrate that the scoring methods devised by both Tanner \textit{et al} (2001) or Sauvegrain \textit{et al.}, (1962) were more accurate than the available comparison methods for the relevant skeletal areas. Whilst the scoring methods took slightly longer to perform than the same age estimation undertaken using the
Greulich and Pyle atlas (1959), this was a matter of minutes and in a forensic scenario, accuracy and reliability are paramount when choosing a method and speed is subservient to accuracy. The atlas methods which combined the most user-friendly approach with the greatest accuracy were demonstrated to be the comparison method atlases created from the Brush Study. The atlas method given by Brodeur et al., (1981) was time consuming and at times confusing to use and gave no appreciable increase in accuracy.

The recommendation is that the design of future standards is based on the comparison method with the presentation of the image which is ‘most representative’ of each stage of maturity which in turn is related to a chronological age. All of the standards studied were successful due to the robust identification of maturity criteria both in images and written description which accompanied each image and this should continue. Consideration should also be given to the inclusion of the appearance of individuals who are identified as being at either end of the developmental range identified by 2 standard deviations. For example if the standard deviation is 14 months, images which show the expected stage of maturity expected at 28 months older and younger than the identified age.

11.6 Recommendations

This study explored the validity of 6 age estimation methodologies in relation to a modern population. The results of the statistical analysis indicate that all of the methods tested, with the exception of the TW3 CBA scoring method, are appropriate for use as forensic age estimation methods on this modern population. The question will always remain however, whether or not they are
applicable to individuals who are not originally from the North-East of Scotland. Given the arguments put forward by Schmeling et al., (2000; 2006d) and others in relation to the importance of socioeconomic influence on growth and age estimation techniques there is the potential that with care and due cognisance of the limitations this is possible. Many forensic age disputes occur after an individual has resided in the UK for a long period of time, often in many cases for years, giving them access to the same resources, health care and nutritional intake as is available to the children whose radiographs were included in this study. Given the plasticity of growth and the proven ability of children to experience ‘catch-up’ growth, albeit to varying degrees dependent on age the standards should remain applicable, added to this is the argument from Schmeling et al., (2006d), that since the effect of poor nutrition and high disease burden is to slow skeletal development this ensures that in forensic situations any error caused by these factors acts in the favour of the child. This is echoed in common law by Mr Justice Collins24 who stated that in relation to age estimation techniques by experts ‘..perfection is unattainable and the approach adopted by the Secretary of State that, if the decision maker is left in doubt, the claimant should receive the benefit of that doubt is undoubtedly proper’

---

24 A v London Borough of Croydon & SSHD; WK v SSHD & Kent County Council [2009] EWHC 939
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Due to the size of the Bibliography it can be found as a pdf on the accompanying disc.

Appendix 2

List of growth studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study (USA)</th>
<th>Period of time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>University of Iowa Child Welfare Research Station</td>
<td>1917-1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvard Growth Study</td>
<td>1922-1934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of California Institute of Child Welfare Berkley Growth Study</td>
<td>1928-1954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of California Institute of Child Welfare Child Guidance Study</td>
<td>1930-1950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of California Institute of Child Welfare Adolescence Growth Study</td>
<td>1932-1939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denver Growth Study, University of Oklahoma</td>
<td>1927-1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvard School of Public Study</td>
<td>1929-1954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fels Research Institute</td>
<td>1929-current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child Research Council, University of Colorado</td>
<td>1930-1971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Toronto Burlington Growth Study</td>
<td>1952-1971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brush Foundation, Western Reserve University</td>
<td>1926-1971 (now combined with the Bolton study)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia Centre for Research on Growth</td>
<td>1948-current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan Growth Study, University of Michigan</td>
<td>1953-1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon Growth Study, Oregon Health and Science University</td>
<td>1950-1975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medford Boys Growth Study, University of Oregon</td>
<td>1956-1968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saskatchewan Growth and Development Study, University of Saskatchewan</td>
<td>1964-1973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motor Performance Study of Michigan State University</td>
<td>1967-1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leuven Growth Study of Belgian Boys</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study (Non-USA)</td>
<td>Period of time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Children’s Centre Co-ordinated Studies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London</td>
<td>1949-1969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>1953-1975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zurich</td>
<td>1954-1980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stockholm</td>
<td>1955-1975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brussels</td>
<td>1955-1975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisville</td>
<td>1962- current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dakar</td>
<td>1954-1966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prague Growth Study</td>
<td>1956-1981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brno Growth Study</td>
<td>1961-1981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lublin Growth Study</td>
<td>1964-1980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harpenden Growth Study</td>
<td>1948-1971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxford Child Health Survey</td>
<td>1944-1964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stockholm School of Education Study</td>
<td>1954-1966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helsinki Growth Study</td>
<td>1955-1975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wroclaw Growth Study</td>
<td>1961-1971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Budapest Growth Study</td>
<td>1970-1988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edinburgh Growth Study</td>
<td>1972-1995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLU, Swedish Longitudinal Growth Study</td>
<td>1964-1971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newton Longitudinal Growth Study, Massachusetts</td>
<td>1965-1975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newcastle upon Tyne, UK</td>
<td>1971-1979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leuven Growth Study of Belgian Boys</td>
<td>1968-1974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amsterdam Growth and Health Longitudinal Study</td>
<td>1976-1996</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Appendix 4

Ethics
Hunter Stewart (NHS Tayside) [Stewart.Hunter:nhs.net]

Steve/Luciana
I confirm that as the images used were fully anonymised the use of the x-rays for research purposes was permissible.

Stewart Hunter
Information Governance Coordinator
01382 660111 x 33472
0782 568 0599

From: Menhinick Stephen (NHS TAYSIDE)
Sent: 11 January 2011 09:06
To: Lucina Hackman; Hunter Stewart (NHS TAYSIDE)
Subject: RE: hello

Hi Stewart,

A couple of years ago Lucina, who works at the department of forensic anthropology with Professor Sue Black, started a research project looking at x-rays of wrists and ankles of people under the age of 20 to look at the correlation between bone development and age. At that time I asked you if this would be acceptable and you agreed providing that all patient information was removed and any images to be used would be fully anonymised. As you will see below Lucina has now completed her research and would like to have a note to say that the information has been obtained legitimately. Would you be able to provide this?

Many thanks,

Steve

Stephen Menhinick
Senior Radiographer
Department of Clinical Radiology
Ninewells Hospital
Dundee
DD1 9SY
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